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 I f you judge Apple’s performance by 
its share price (which has taken a 
hammering recently) you might think 
the company is failing. Of course, we 

know that Apple is more successful than 
ever and the future remains bright. How 
can we say this with confi dence, and how 
can you convince your doubting friends? 

Some naysayers claim the iPhone 
has been over taken by Samsung’s 
smartphones, and use the market share 
argument to suggest Apple is sinking. 
But is market share the best indicator 
of success? Not necessarily. Strategy 
Analytics claims Apple accounted for 42.7 
per cent of global smartphone revenues 
in the fourth quarter of 2012, while 
Samsung accounted for 28.7 per cent. 
See, it’s not market share that matters but 
what Apple does with it that counts. 

You may be thinking that with the 
launch of the Galaxy S4, Apple could 
lose more market share to Samsung, you 
may be wrong. Yankee Group claims that, 
despite the launch of the S4, Apple is 
likely to gain market share. 

iPad marketshare
What about the iPad? IDC research 
suggests the iPad will be overtaken 
this year, with cheaper Android tablets 
siphoning o�  sales. Again, market share 
isn’t necessarily what matters most. 

Chitika research suggests Apple’s iPad 
accounts for 81.9 per cent of web tra�  c, 
and this is on the increase. Everyone else 
in the tablet space is miles behind, in 
second place Amazon’s Kindle Fire has 7.1 
per cent and Samsung’s Galaxy Tablets 
produce 4.3 per cent of tra�  c. Similarly, 
an NPD Group study indicates iOS users 
download more content: iPhone owners 
downloaded 1.12GB per month, while 
Android users downloaded 0.92GB. 

iPad and iPhone owners don’t just view 
more web pages and download more, 

they also spend more: while the number 
of apps available on the App Store is now 
comparable to Android apps on Google 
Play, Apple’s App Store makes four times 
as much money, according to Distino. 

Another reason why the iPad is so 
important to Apple is its cannibalisation 
of another Apple product category, the 
Mac, and with it the PC. Crucially the PC 
is su� ering a far sharper decline than 
the Mac. IDC and Gartner have both 
published reports recently indicating PC 
sales are down worldwide. However, 
Gartner suggests shipments of Macs are 
growing  by 7.4 per cent. This view is 
backed up by NPD Group, who suggest 
Mac sales could jump 14 per cent. 

While Macs have a tiny percentage of 
market share in comparison to Windows 
PCs, it’s worth noting that Apple makes 
45 per cent of the profi t from its 5 per 
cent worldwide market share, according 
to Asymco analyst Horace Dediu. 
More than any Apple product, the Mac 
demonstrates that market share isn’t 
necessarily the best indicator of success. 

If Apple makes more 
money from a smaller 
market it’s good business  
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A pple is thought to be planning 
to refresh the MacBook Air 
and MacBook Pro with Retina 
display at its Worldwide 

Developers Conference (WWDC) in June, 
as well as retiring the Retina-free version 
of its entry-level laptop. The company is 
also expected to launch a new Mac Pro. 

Taiwanese site DigiTimes’ sources 
claim Apple will update its laptop line-up 
at the end of the second quarter, which 
coincides with WWDC. The new MacBook 
Air and Retina MacBook Pro models 
are expected to use Intel’s Haswell 
processors, due to launch in June. 

The news came o�  the back of claims 
Apple has seen weaker-than-expected 
sales of its 13in MacBook Pro and for the 
MacBook line in general. PC sales are in 
decline, due in part to cannibalisation by 
the iPad and other tablets; however, Mac 
market share is growing, according to 
Gartner and NPD Group analysts. 

Nevertheless, it’s been reported that 
Apple will only see 

“modest single-
digit” shipment 
growth for 
its notebook 
line-up in 
2013. “The 
device’s actual 
sales turned 
out to be 
weaker than 
expected,” 
wrote 
DigiTimes. 

The 13in 
MacBook 
Pro was 
singled out, 

 BY  K A R E N  H A S L A M

Apple may unveil revamped Mac laptops 
and Mac Pro desktop at WWDC in June 

with the suggestion that the high price is 
pushing consumers away. This has lead 
to the suggestion that the line may be 
discontinued, as predicted earlier this 
year by KGI Securities analyst Ming-Chi 
Kuo, who claimed Apple intends to retire 
its non-Retina MacBook Pro in the third 
quarter, replacing it with a lower-priced 
Retina line-up.

New Mac Pro
Rumours also suggest Apple will launch a 
new Mac Pro in May, although we expect 
it will be unveiled at WWDC in June. 

Last year, Apple announced a 
‘new’ Mac Pro during the conference; 
however the update was minor and CEO 
Tim Cook responded to concerns the 
company was retiring its professional 
Mac in an email that hinted a new model 
would arrive in late 2013. 

“Our Pro customers like you are really 
important to us. Although we didn’t have 
a chance to talk about a new Mac Pro 

at today’s event, don’t worry as we’re 
working on something really great for 
later next year,” he wrote. 

Apple recently had to stop selling 
the Mac Pro in the European Union 
due to changes in safety regulations.

Super-fast 802.11ac Wi-Fi for OS X
In other Mac news, Apple is preparing 
Mountain Lion to support super-fast 
802.11ac Wi-Fi. Code in the second beta 
of OS X 10.8.4 includes a reference to 
the new, as yet unratifi ed, standard.

The new standard, sometimes 
referred to as ‘Gig Wi-Fi’ or 5G Wi-Fi, is 
the successor to 802.11n, and promises 
bandwidth of up to 1.3Gbps – in 
comparison, 802.11n products provide 
connections of up to 450Mbps.

The new technology will bring 
superfast Wi-Fi connectivity to Macs, 
speeding up throughput as well as 
improving coverage, and supercharging 
Apple’s AirDrop and Wi-Fi syncing.

Apple gearing up for Retina MacBook, MacBook Air, Mac Pro launch; also to introduce 802.11ac Wi-Fi  

New Macs Apple looks set to launch new MacBooks and a Mac Pro at this year’s WWDC.
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News

 BY  K a r e n  H a s l a m

Apple retail drama hots up as guru fired

Johnson left Apple in November 
2011. His replacement, Browett joined 
the company in April 2012, but made 
a number of mistakes that made him 
unpopular at the company. 

In the meantime, Apple CEO Tim Cook 
has been managing retail operations 
along with vice 
president of finance 
Jim Bean. Speaking 
at the Goldman 
Sachs Technology 
and Internet 
Conference on 12 
February, Cook said 
the company’s retail 
stores are “the face 
of Apple” and that 
he will continue to 
invest in them. 

 T he Apple Retail story is turning 
in to quite a drama. In the 
latest twist, Ron Johnson, 
the ex-vice president of retail 

operations, has been ousted from 
JCPenney where he was CEO. The news 
has led to speculation he could return 
to Apple; the position has been vacant 
since his replacement John Browett was 
reportedly fired in November 2012.

According to reports, Johnson was 
fired because JCPenney has seen a 
27 per cent drop in revenue in the past 
year. He had overseen a $4 billion 
(£2.6bn) drop in sales. There have 
been suggestions the retailer should 
have given him more time to make a 
difference, while others believe his 
failure indicates Steve Jobs was the 
real genius behind the Apple Store. 

Apple’s ex-retail head Ron Johnson has been fired from JCPenney. Might he return to Apple?

Many analysts point to the fact that 
smartphone penetration in the west will 
soon reach full volume, so countries like 
China will become of greater importance 
for a future revenue stream.

 BY  K a r e n  H a s l a m

a lack of advertising to concern about 
smartphones spreading dissent.

In response to the criticism, Cook 
published an open letter apologising for 
any misunderstandings regarding the 
company’s warranty policies in China. 
“We have become aware our external 
communication was not enough and 
misled observers into thinking that Apple 
had an arrogant attitude,” he wrote. “For 
any concerns or misunderstanding we 
brought to our customers, we express 
our sincere apologies.”

This isn’t Williams’ first visit; last 
year he accompanied Cook on his trip 
to meet officials from the Ministry of 
Commerce. As an emerging market 
where smartphone penetration is yet 
to meet its full potential, the country is 
considered an important target for Apple. 

 A pple senior vice president 
of operations Jeff Williams 
is said to be in China trying 
to smooth things over after 

the company was recently attacked over 
its warranty practices. A Chinese website 
claims that Williams, also known as Apple 
CEO Tim Cook’s “right-hand man”, is in 
Beijing where he is attempting to “deal 
with the PR crisis”.

As we reported last month, a report 
on state run television CCTV and a 
celebrity tweet claiming that Apple 
was breaking Chinese law with its 
warranty practices lead to suggestions 
the government was attempting to 
discredit Apple. Various reasons as 
to why China’s leadership might want 
to encourage anti-Apple sentiment 
have been put forward, ranging from 

Jeff Williams is said to be in China trying to smooth things over after the warranty practice attacks

Apple goes to China on crisis PR mission

Retail guru The father of the apple Store may be set to return 

to apple, but would that be the best move for the company?

China crisis apple’s Jeff williams is in china 
in a bid to improve public relations. 

There have been calls for Johnson to 
return to Apple. Former Apple CEO John 
Sculley believes the company will be in 
talks with Johnson: “I think he is going to 
be in high demand to go back to Apple 
to continue to build out the Apple Store 
experience,” he said. 
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Pretty cool laurene Powell Jobs discussed 
her late husband’s legacy in interview.

 BY  A s h l e i g h  A l l s o p p

Steve Jobs’ widow in TV interview

she has launched called The Dream 
Is Now (www.thedreamisnow.org) to 
promote The Dream Act, which aims 
to help young immigrants earn legal 
residency. “I started getting more and 
more active around immigration reform 
because this was such a waste of lives, 
such a waste of potential, such a waste 
for our country not to have the human 
capital that we developed – geared 
towards improving or entire society.” 

She married Apple’s late CEO in 1991, 
and they had three children together: 
Reed, Erin and Eve. He also had a fourth 
child, Lisa, from a previous relationship. 
She leads the Steven P. Jobs Trust, to 
which Jobs’ $6.9bn (7.7 per cent) stake in 
Walt Disney – secured following the sale 
of Pixar to the company in 2006 – was 
transferred following his death.

 Steve Jobs’ widow, Laurene 
Powell Jobs has spoken 
publicly for the first time since 
her husband’s death, touching 

on his legacy, but focusing on her 
campaign for immigration reform.

During a televised interview on NBC, 
she was asked what it’s like to see so 
many people using Apple products that 
Steve Jobs had helped design. “It’s pretty 
cool,” she enthused. “To do what you 
wanna do, to leave a mark in a way you 
think is important and lasting. That’s a life 
well lived. His private legacy with me and 
the kids is that of husband and father, and 
we miss him every day,” she said of her 
late husband, who died in October 2011 
at the age of 56 after battling cancer.

Powell Jobs was speaking about 
immigration reform and a new website 

Apple founder’s widow says his legacy is “pretty cool” in first public interview since his death 

while another 14 per cent said they were 
‘somewhat likely’ to purchase an iWatch.

This backs up our own research. We 
asked: “Would you buy an Apple smart 
watch.” From the 898 Macworld readers 
who voted, about a third (33.2%) said: 
“When Apple makes one, I’ll buy it.”

BY  A s h l e i g h  A l l s o p p

Wearable tech is a hot topic right 
now and the rumour mill has been abuzz 
with speculation about a possible Apple 
iWatch. In February, it was reported 
that Apple has a team of 100 designers 
working on a smart watch, and later that 
month, the US Patent and Trademark 
Office published an Apple patent 
application that seems to confirm 
the company is working on a 
wearable computer. 

According to the latest 
research from Changewave, 
nearly a fifth of people 
it asked said they would 
probably buy an iWatch, 
should Apple launch one. 
Of those, five per cent said 
they were ‘very likely’ to 
buy the Apple smartwatch, 

 A pple board member Bill 
Campbell has referred to 
watches and “intimate” 
technology, sparking rumours 

Apple is at work on an iWatch. While 
highlighting he is unable to reveal specific 
details about the company’s plans, he 
told his audience to anticipate “a lot of 
things going on with the application of 
technology to really intimate things.” 

He was discussing the technology 
industry with Intuit CEO Brad Smith in 
front of an audience of the company’s 
employees. Campbell is chairman of 
the board at Intuit. 

He used Google Glass as an example 
of an intimate gadget. “It’s a phenomenal 
breakthrough,” he said. “When you start 
thinking about glasses or watches, they 
become as intimate as the cell phone.”

Bill Campbell says Apple fans should expect to see technology coming to ‘intimate objects’ in the future

Apple board member hints at iWatch 

News

Watch out apple board member mentions watches and 
the “application of technology to really intimate things”.
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News

BY  K a r e n  H a s l a m

authorities argue this is untrue. Rochdale 
suffered a $5.3 million loss as a result of 
the trade, described as: “Catastrophic 
losses for his [Miller’s] former employer,” 
by US Attorney David B. Fein in a 
statement. The firm eventually closed.

Miller also duped another broker 
at a rival brokerage into taking a short 
position in Apple stock, according to 
the prosecution. It claims the dealer 
sold 500,000 AAPL shares, while falsely 
claiming he was trading for a company 
that he had no relationship with. Miller 
is scheduled to be sentenced on 8 July. 

This case highlights one of the risks 
associated with trading Apple stock. 
Small traders should be wary of big 
funds with the ability to invest or remove 
large sums of money from AAPL causing 
massive changes to the value of the 

A financial trader accused of 
an unauthorised purchase 
of 1.6 million Apple shares 
has pleaded guilty to federal 

conspiracy and wire fraud charges. He 
may face 25 years in prison. 

David Miller, who was employed as 
a sales trader by Rochdale Securities 
in Connecticut, bought the shares in 
an unauthorised $1 billion (£600 million) 
purchase on 25 October 2012; the day 
before Apple announced its financial 
results for the September quarter. 
According to prosecutors, the scheme 
was designed so he would profit if the 
stock price rose, but it fell.

His client says it sought only 1,625 
shares, while Miller claims he had made 
a mistake and ordered many multiples of 
what was written in a client’s order. The 

stock. It emerged that one of the causes 
of the AAPL stock decline in the fourth 
quarter of 2012 was the decision of four 
of the biggest hedge funds to dump 
billions of dollars of Apple stock.

Rogue trader pleads guilty to unauthorised purchase of 1.6 million Apple shares

AAPL trader may face 25 years in prison

 T he first of three movies 
about the late Steve Jobs has 
launched online. iSteve stars 
Justin Long in the title role 

– the actor first came to the attention 
of Apple fans when he starred as the 
Mac in Apple’s US series of ‘Mac vs 
PC’ ads between 2006 and 2009. 
Lost’s Jorge Garcia fills Apple co-founder 
Steve Wozniak’s shoes. 

Created by Funny or Die, a site best 
known for its short comedic videos, 
iSteve tells the story of Jobs and Woz. 
It parodies how the two teamed up to 
build the original Apple computer, and 
also looks at the company, as well as the 
Mac, iPod, iPhone and iPad.

If, however, you were looking of a 
factual account of events, you’ll need 
to look elsewhere as it strays from the 

truth somewhat; claiming, for example, 
that Jobs and Woz’s early friendship 
was threatened by Bill Gates, and that 
Melinda Gates had relationships with 
both Gates and Jobs. 

However, it’s free, and the 79-minute 
retelling of the Apple co-founder’s life is 
surprisingly amusing, provided you are 
both a fan of Apple and of stupid comedy, 
and presuming you also don’t mind a little 
profanity sprinkled in for good measure.

Despite being premiered at this year’s 
Sundance Film Festival, the much talked 
about Jobs, starring Ashton Kutcher, has 
had its release date pushed back. Reports 
claim this is in order to give Open Road 
Films more time to market the movie. 
Reviews were less than enthusiastic.

Sony is also working on its own Steve 
Jobs movie based on Walter Isaacson’s 

Rough trader a financial trader attempted 

to play apple’s stock for his own profit.

official biography. The book has been 
adapted into a screenplay by The Social 
Network’s Aaron Sorkin, and is expected 
to be released later this year. 
Watch the film at bit.ly/XFeMvM

Premier release iSteve, the first of three 
Steve Jobs films, has premiered online. 

 BY  Da n  m o r e n  a n D  l e x  F r i e D m a n

iSteve - the free, 79-minute humorous retelling of the Apple co-founder’s life - is surprisingly amusing

Steve Jobs movie showing online now
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Rumours are flying about an Apple watch, but how about some chatter for a touch-enabled Mac? 

 I f you’re just tuning in, please update 
your most-rumoured-Apple-device 
status board to “smartwatch.” Repeat: 

“Smartwatch” is the current rumour, 
having replaced “low-cost iPhone,” 
which replaced “high-cost television.”

While speculation about an Apple 
smartwatch is running high right now, I’ve 
been wondering about another potential 
device – one whose very concept gives 
me no small amount of trepidation. The 
dreaded touchscreen Mac.

Touch of evil
Like a small-town vicar who rails against 
dancing, I’ve waged a long and fruitless 
war against screen-touching. When 
people touch my MacBook’s screen with 
their fingertips to indicate what they’re 
talking about, no amount of complaining 
has stopped them. “Fingers have oils 
in them!” I say. “And yours have what 
seems to be peanut butter on them!” 
They ignore my entreaties. Touch. I’ve 
fought it for years, but I’m starting to 
wonder if progress isn’t on its side.

Tablets (that is, iPads) have created a 
new imperative for interaction. Though 
other manufacturers may have shipped 
touchscreen laptops first, Apple started 
us down this road. The difference 
between an iPhone and a Mac was big 
enough that our brains didn’t confuse the 
two devices’ distinct input methods. But 
when Apple started selling iPads, with 
screens only an inch or two smaller than 
that of an 11in MacBook Air, something 
clicked. Now it seems like my MacBook 
screen should respond when I touch it.

I’ve heard the same kind of story from 
other users as well. Perhaps we’re all 
subject to some kind of group delusion. 
But if you’ve used an iPad, you know 
that touch has its advantages.

I like to imagine that the catacombs 
of One Infinite Loop are filled with more 

one-of-a-kind, twisted chimeras than the 
island of Doctor Moreau. I’d be surprised 
if a touchscreen MacBook wasn’t lurking 
somewhere in there, waiting for the day 
when it’s no longer a freak of nature.

I can’t say it’s going to happen for 
certain; I have no special knowledge. 
But one clue Apple might be headed in 
that direction arose when the company 
switched from inverted scrolling to 
‘natural’ scrolling in Lion. Or maybe Apple 
was just pedantically insisting that the 
trackpad act the same as iOS devices do.

Of course, you can’t just slap a 
touchscreen on a MacBook and call 
it a day. The last thing I want to do is 
navigate menu bars with my fingers. Try 
that on Microsoft’s Surface for a while, 
and you’ll be screaming in no time.

I haven’t used a Surface extensively, 
but I have used one long enough to know 
that adding touch to a desktop operating 

iOS devices have taught 
us – particularly kids 
who are growing up to 
expect them – to expect 
responsive screens

system isn’t a simple thing. I concede 
that Microsoft put a nice front end on 
Windows 8, but the minute you hit the 
classic desktop, it’s as if you had sausage 
fingers. I don’t know how to solve this 
problem – Microsoft doesn’t either – 
but I’ve learned over the years that just 
because I don’t know how to solve a 
problem doesn’t mean Apple doesn’t.

Just the right touch
Although I don’t like people touching my 
screen, in some instances I do want to 
perform an action by touch instead of by 
pointer or cursor. Dismissing notifications 
is a good example: in Mountain Lion, 
clicking a notification and dragging to 
the right dismisses it (which is especially 
useful for software-update notifications 
that have no button for banishing them). 
Doing this with a pointer isn’t especially 
onerous, but swiping with a finger would 
be easier. You can also hover over the 
notification and swipe it away with two 
fingers on the trackpad and no click, 
but sometimes a screen element is just 
asking for a more pointed dismissal.

Over the years, iOS devices have 
taught us – particularly kids who are 
growing up with them – to expect screens 
to be responsive. Apple is the company 
that could do touchscreen computers 
right. Microsoft’s approach has been to 
say: “It has touch because it’s a laptop 
and a tablet! It’s also a floor wax! And an 
ear wax! No, wait, not that. Unless you’re 
into that.” Apple’s approach, assuming 
this rumour materialises, will have to 
reinvent user interaction on the desktop.

I hope the company takes up that 
challenge. Even though I hate fingerprints 
on my screens, I like easier forms of input.

John Moltz recently gave up the glamour 
of working in corporate IT to write at his 
Very Nice Web Site (verynicewebsite.net).

Spotlight     By John Moltz

Don’t fear the touchscreen MacBook
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T
wo years ago, in our May 2011 issue, 

we ran an article called 100 Things 

Every Mac User Should Know. The 

idea was to compile a bunch of 

handy tips – keyboard shortcuts, 

Finder techniques, and the like – that we thought 

every savvy Mac user should understand and feel 

confident when using. Not ABC beginner’s stuff, 

but not truly esoteric expert-level manoeuvres 

either. Instead, it featured the kinds of things 

that mark you as experienced and informed.

Of course, there are a lot more than 100 such tips, 

so we decided to revisit the idea, coming up with 

another 100 pieces of Mac-related information 

we think users should have at their command. 

As we said back in 2011: we’re sure you already 

know a lot of the things we’ve listed here. But we 

bet that very, very few of you, if you’re being 

completely honest, can say you know them all. 

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE FOR ANYONE WHO WANTS TO BE M   AC-SAVVY.

P H O T O G R A P H  B Y  P E T E R  B E L A N G E R   |   I L L U S T R A T I O N S  B Y  A N D R E W  B A N N E C K E R
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Finder Info 
window 
options

Click an icon in the Finder, 
and press 1-I, and you’ll be 
presented with the associated 
item’s Info window, where 
you can perform a number 
of useful chores.

1  Change the 
file’s icon

Copy an image into your 
Mac’s Clipboard, select the 
icon in the Info window’s 
top-left corner, and then 
choose Edit → Paste.

2  Add keywords  
to Spotlight 

Comments
Enter keywords in the 
Spotlight Comments area 
such as Awesome, Business 
or Yum; afterwards, you can 
use these to search for files 
with Spotlight.

3  Stationery pads
To turn a file into a 

stationery pad, go to the 
General section of the Info 
window and enable the 
Stationery Pad option. Its 
elements will behave like 

templates: when you open 
a file you’ve designated as 
a stationery pad, you’ll be 
working with a copy of 
the document, rather than 
the original. 

4  Lock a file
To make a file 

uneditable, enable the 
Locked option in the General 
area of the Info window.

5  Learn more 
about the file

Click the More Info triangle 
for details about a file – 
the amount of information 
depends on the file type. 
Choose an image, for 
example, and this section will 
list its dimensions and some 
of the image’s EXIF data.

6  Rename the file
In the Name & 

Extension area, you can 
rename your file, and choose 
to show or hide its extension.

7  Open the file with 
a different app

If you want to open HTML files 
with a text editor instead of a 
browser, go to the Open With 
area and select the program 
you want to use; if you want to 
use that app for all files of the 
same type, click Change All.

8  Preview your file
In the Preview area of 

the Info window, you can play 
music and video files, and 
see thumbnail images of 
graphics and text files.

9  Change 
permissions

At the bottom of the Info 
window, you’ll find the Sharing 
& Permissions area, where 
you can specify the privileges 
a user must have in order to 

access and edit a file. To alter 
the permissions settings, 
click the lock icon, enter your 
username and password, and 
then click in the Privilege 
column to change an access 
setting – from ‘Read & Write’ 
to ‘Read only’, for example. To 
add other user accounts or 
groups, click the Plus (+) 
button, choose a user or 
group, and then click Select. 

If you’ve chosen to change 
a folder’s permissions, you can 
apply the revised permissions 
to the items within the 
folder by choosing Apply to 
enclosed Items from the Tools 
menu. – Christopher Breen

100 MORE THINGS

1―9 Manage the icon, 
Spotlight Comments, and 
more from the Info window. 
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How to change your 
account’s short username

11 You can change 
the short account 
name in the Users & 
Groups preferences. 

For whatever reason – you 
were in a rush when you first 
set up your Mac, for example 
– you may want to change 
your short username. (The 
one that gives a name to 
your home folder in the Finder 
– the no-spaces name you 
use in various places in OS 
X, not the longer username 
found in the Users & Groups 
pane of System Preferences.) 
Here are two effective ways to 
change the shorter username.

10  Use an alias 
This method will work 

if you want to be able to enter 
a shorter name in name/
password dialog box fields 
or when logging in to your 
account. So if your name is 
Englebert Rumplestiltskin, 
and the OS X Setup Assistant 
made your short username 
‘englebertrumplestiltskin’, 
you can create an account 
alias of ‘rumple’; thenceforth, 
whenever you would normally 
type ‘englebertrumplestiltskin’, 
you can type ‘rumple’ instead.

Open the Users & Groups 
pane of System Preferences 
from any administrator 
account. If the lock icon in 
the lower-left of the window 
is locked, click it and provide 
an administrator username 
and password. In the list of 
accounts on the left, right- 
or <Control>-click the name 
of the account you want to 
modify, and then choose 
Advanced Options. In the 
Advanced Options screen, 

click the Plus (+) button under 
Aliases and then type your 
desired account alias. (Don’t 
make any other changes.) 
Click OK, and restart your Mac.

11  Change your 
actual username 

If an alias isn’t enough – if, 
for example, you want to 
change the name of your 
home folder and your short 
username – you can change 
the actual name. 

There are, however, a 
couple of things you should 
be aware of. First, some apps 
and services store settings 
based on your short username 
or on the path to your home 
directory (/Users/username); 
if you change that username, 
they may get confused. 

Secondly, because OS X’s 
Time Machine tracks files 
based on paths, if you 
change the name of your 
home folder, Time Machine 
may conclude it needs to 
back up everything again. 
That said, here’s how to 
proceed with the alteration.

Disable Automatic Login (in 
the Users & Groups pane of 
System Preferences) for the 
account you’re modifying, if 
it’s enabled. Log out of the 
account you want to modify, 
and then log in as a different 
user who has administrative 
access. (If you don’t have an 
extra administrator account, 
you can create one in the 
Users & Groups pane.) 

Open the Users & Groups 
pane. If the lock icon in the 
lower-left of the window is 
locked, click it and provide 
an administrator username 
and a password. In the list of 
accounts on the left, right- 
or <Control>-click the name 
of the account you want to 
modify; then select Advanced 
Options from the resulting 

menu. In the Advanced 
Options screen, delete the 
account’s current short 
username in the Account 
Name field, and type in the 
new one. Change /Users/
oldusername in the Home 
Directory field to /Users/
newusername. Make note 
of the original and new 
paths, then click OK and 
close System Preferences.

Next, open Terminal, type 
the following text on a single 
line, and press <Return>: 
sudo mv  

/Users/oldusername  

/Users/newusername

When prompted, provide 
the password of the 
administrator account you’re 
using, and press <Return> 
again. Now restart your Mac. 
Once you’ve done so, your 
short username and your 
home folder name will be 
changed. If you find yourself 
forgetting your new name and 
typing the old one, you can 
create a new alias, using your 
old name as an alias to the 
new one. – Dan Frakes
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continued

The  
difference 
between 
‘Arrange 
By’ and 
‘Sort By’

12  One way to sort files in 
Finder windows is to 

select View → Arrange By, 
followed by a find criterion. 

Create aliases  
and symlinks

If you’ve been using a Mac for 
a while, you know an alias is a 
tiny file that points to – and 
acts as – another. For example, 
an alias on your desktop might 
provide quick access to a file 
buried in your user folder.

As a Unix-based operating 
system, OS X also supports 
symbolic links (also variously 
known as symlinks and soft 
links), which are essentially 
Unix’s version of aliases. You 
should understand how they 
differ and how to create both.

Oversimplifying things a bit, 
an alias acts as an enduring 
reference to an item such as a 
file, a folder or a volume. If you 
move the target item, the alias 
will still point to it. If you 

12 To set the order in 
which files appear, select 
View → Arrange By. 

100 MOre ThIngS

Your system will use that to 
sort files and folders in the 
parent folder you’re viewing. 
Later, when you add new files 

to the folder, they’ll appear 
properly in the file hierarchy.

For less long-lasting results, 
hold down the <Option> key 

while opening the View menu, 
and Arrange By will become 
Sort By. Select that, and it will 
sort all a folder’s files in the 
specified order. But this 
method won’t continue to 
apply the sort criterion to 
new files; they will be placed 
haphazardly, regardless of 
name, type, and so on. To 
bring later additions into order, 
use Sort By again. – Dan Miller

rename the target item, 
the alias will still point to it. 

In contrast, a Unix symlink 
acts as a reference to a 
particular location. (A symlink 
is a text file containing the 
path to that particular 
location.) When the OS opens 
a symlink, it reads the file path 
named in the text file and 
opens the file at that path. If 
you move the target item, the 
symlink will no longer work. If 
you replace the target item 
with another one with the 
same name, then the symlink 
will point to that new item.

Most OS X apps are built 
to work with aliases, but if a 
program isn’t native to the 
Mac, it may see an alias as a 

useless file. On the other 
hand, any app can work with 
symbolic links. If you want to 
replace the original file with a 
different version, a symlink will 
work, whereas an alias won’t. 

One app that treats aliases 
and symlinks differently is 
Dropbox. If you put an alias to 
your personal Library folder 
(yourusername/Library) in your 
Dropbox folder, the service 
will treat it as a document 
and sync just the alias file. If 
instead you put a symlink 
to that Library folder in your 
Dropbox folder, the service 
will treat that symlink as your 
actual Library and thus sync 
the entire folder across your 
computers. now let’s look at 
how to create aliases and 
symbolic links. 

13  Create an alias
Select the file in the 

Finder, and choose File → 
Make Alias (or press 1-L, 
or right- or <Control>-click the 

file and select Make Alias 
from the contextual menu).

14  Create a 
symbolic link

Open Terminal, and type ln 
-s /path/to/original/

file/filename /path/to/

link/linkname. If you have 
a file named testfile.txt in your 
Documents folder, and you 
want to put a symlink to that 
file on your desktop and 
name it ‘testsymlink.txt’, 
you would type: ln -s ~/
Documents/testfile.txt 

~/Desktop/testsymlink.

txt in Terminal and press 

<return>. (If you don’t specify 
a destination path, the 
symlink will appear in the 
original file’s directory.)

If you anticipate that you’ll 
often be creating symlinks, 
you can use SymbolicLinker 
(bit.ly/YWhB), an OS X service 
that adds a Make Symbolic 
Link command to the Finder’s 
Services menu. – Dan Frakes
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Reclaim disk space

Running out of disk space? 
It’s easy to do, especially on 
a laptop Mac that has limited 
flash storage available. 
When you need more space 
for your apps and data, try 
taking these steps.

15  Empty the Trash
Simply dragging files to 

the Trash doesn’t free up the 
disk space that they occupy. 
To clear the space completely, 
you must also choose Finder 
→ Empty Trash. (Remember to 
go back and empty the Trash 
again after performing the 
other tips in this list.)

‘Arrange By’  
keyboard shortcuts

21  In any Finder window, press the following keyboard 
combinations to sort files by different criteria.

1-<control>-1 Name

1-<control>-2 Kind

1-<control>-3 date last opened

1-<control>-4 date added

1-<control>-5 date Modified

1-<control>-6 Size

1-<control>-7 label

1-<control>-0 None

19 You can 
regain currently 
occupied 
drive space by 
deleting caches. 

continued
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16  Restart
Restarting can free up a 

bit of space by clearing virtual 
memory swap files, certain 
caches, and a few other items.

17  Clean out your 
Downloads folder

Your Downloads folder (at 
the top level of your home 
folder, by default) can easily 
become clogged up with 
clutter. Drag anything you 
find there you no longer 
need to the Trash.

18  Delete duplicates
Don’t waste your Mac’s 

precious disk 
space storing 
multiple copies 
of the same 
file. To find 
duplicates that 
you may not 
even know 
existed, try 
a utility like 
Chipmunk 

(£10.49, bit.ly/ZogySZ) or 
Tidy Up (£21, bit.ly/d0CLos).

19  Clear caches
Caches generally 

help your Mac run faster, so 
deleting them can slow it 
down – and they’ll quickly 
rebuild themselves anyway. 
Still, in a crunch, clearing 
caches might give you 
some breathing room. The 
easiest way to find and 
safely delete them is to 
employ a utility such as 
Titanium’s Software’s onyX 

(donationware; bit.ly/UJon2u). 
otherwise, you can navigate 
to your username/Library/
Caches folder and delete 
them manually. (If your Library 
folder isn’t showing, see bit.
ly/17sFse3 for a few options.) 

20  Try an uninstaller
Because many apps 

are not self-contained, a 
well-designed uninstaller can 
help you find and delete the 
scattered pieces of unwanted 
apps that came aboard your 
system. – Joe Kissell
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geographically separate high-performance 1&1 Data 
Centres, with automatic daily back-ups included.

EXPERT SUPPORT
1&1 employs over 1,500 internal developers to 
guarantee the continuous improvement of our 
products. You can manage your account easily 
wherever you are via the user-friendly 1&1 Control 
Panel, and get reliable 24/7 phone and e-mail 
support from our web hosting experts.

At 1&1 we provide advanced solutions for even the most demanding web projects. 
Choose from our fl exible Windows and Linux hosting packages for the
latest in technology and programming. 

1&1 offers NEW: Microsoft® ASP.NET 4.0/4.5, 
the latest programming technology for developers, 
helping to create modern, professional websites 
with 1&1 Windows Web Hosting.

Linux professionals benefi t from NEW: PHP 5.4 
and PHPDev, plus unlimited access to 
1&1 Click & Build Applications and more 
with 1&1 Linux Web Hosting.

WINDOWS OR LINUX

HOSTING

1&1 Unlimited
Windows

1&1 Unlimited
Linux

6MONTHS
FREE!
Then £6.99 per month*

6MONTHS
FREE!
Then £6.99 per month*

Unlimited Webspace

Unlimited Traffi c

1 FREE domain for contract lifetime

Mobile Website Editing Software NetObjects Fusion® 1&1 Edition included

Facebook® and Bing™ vouchers worth £55

IPv6 ready

and much more …

NEW! ASP.NET/
.NET Framework 4.0/4.5 

NEW! PHP 5.4, PHPDev, Zend Framework, 
Perl, Python, Ruby, SSI

NEW! 5 MS SQL 2012
databases (1 GB each)

100 MySQL 5 
databases (1 GB each)

NEW! ASP.NET MVC 3 and 4, .NET, 
AJAX, LINQ, PHP 5, PHPDev, Perl, SSI NEW! Webspace Recovery

NEW! Dedicated app pools
Unlimited access to 65 Click & Build 
Applications including WordPress, Drupal™ 
and Joomla!®

GET A .co.uk 
FOR JUST £0.99!*

® ©
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Take a 
screenshot

If you want to show someone 
what’s on your screen 
(perhaps in order to give or 
receive technical support), 
there are many ways to 
capture an image that shows 
all or part of your screen, for 
sharing with others. Here are 
five practical methods for 
grabbing a screenshot.

22  Full screen
To capture an image 

of your entire screen, simply 
press 1-<Shift>-3.

23  Selected area
To capture a selected 

area of the screen, press 
1-<Shift>-4, and then drag the 
rectangular marquee around 
the area that you want to 
include in the screenshot.

24  Window or object
To capture a window, a 

26 Snapz Pro X lets you capture 
screens in any of eight formats. 

24 Most screen-grab 
utilities let you capture 
a whole window or all 
or part of the screen. 

100 More THIngS

menu, an icon, or any other 
on-screen object (along with 
its drop shadow, if there is 
one), press 1-<Shift>-4, press 
the spacebar, and then click 
the object that you want to 
obtain a screenshot of.

The preceding three 
commands (for full-screen, 
selected-area, and window or 
object screenshots), save the 
captured image as a file on 
your desktop. If you would 
prefer to copy the image to 
your Clipboard, add the 
<Control> key to the 
shortcuts listed above.

25  Grab
For more capture 

options – including a time-
delay feature, the ability to 
choose how the cursor 
appears, and the option to 
have your system emit a 
confirmation sound when 
you make a capture – 
use oS X’s grab app (in  
/Applications/Utilities).

26  Third-party 
utilities

If you need more 
capabilities than oS 
X’s grab can provide 

– for example, the ability to 
specify file formats on the 
fly, or to scale a screenshot’s 
size – you have many 
screen capture utilities to 
choose from. Among the 
most popular of these are 
Ambrosia’s Snapz Pro X 
($69 [£45], bit.ly/2MXBHi), 
realmac Software’s 
LittleSnapper (£27.99, bit.
ly/12nXwVz), and Skitch (free, 
bit.ly/ZJy8nd). – Joe Kissell
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Create a 
motion  
capture of 
your Mac’s 
screen

27  Launch QuickTime 
Player and choose File 

→ New Screen Recording. In 
the Screen Recording window 

28  Locally
If your Mac is set up 

on the same local network 
as the Mac that you wish to 
control remotely, you just 
need to ensure that Screen 
Sharing is enabled on both 
Macs (System Preferences 
→ Sharing → Screen Sharing). 
In a Finder window’s sidebar, 
select the Mac you wish to 
control or view, and then 
click Share Screen. Enter a 

How to 
share a 
screen

27 Select the microphone, 
video quality, and mouse-
click visibility you want in 
QuickTimePlayer.

28 To share your screen on 
the local network, check the 
Screen Sharing option in the 
Sharing box.
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that appears, click the 
downward-pointing triangle; 
then choose whether to 
record with sound or without 
sound, and to capture 
medium- or high-quality 
video. You can also opt to 
show mouse clicks in your 
recording. To start the capture, 
click the red Record button. To 
record the entire screen, click 
anywhere on the screen. To 

record a 
portion of 
the screen, 
click and 
drag to 
make your 
selection 
and then 
click within the selection. 
To end your recording, 
simply click the Stop button. 
– Christopher Breen

username and password for 
the Mac that you intend to 
control (or choose to log in 
with an Apple ID supported 
by that Mac). You should be 
screen-sharing in no time.

29  Remotely
If you want to control a 

Mac that isn’t on your Mac’s 
local network, sign up for a 
free AIM account (aim.aol.
co.uk) on each system, using a 
different account for each. On 
each computer, launch the 
Messages app; in its Accounts 
preference, click the Plus (+) 

button and configure your 
AIM account. Click the Video 
menu, and select Screen 
Sharing Enabled on both 
Macs. Now, when each Mac 
has Messages running, you 
can select the other Mac and 
choose to share its screen. 

Alternatively, you can sign 
up for a free LogMeIn (secure.
logmein.com) account. Install 
the free LogMeIn server 
application on any Mac you 
wish to screen-share with, and 
you can access and control 
that Mac through a Web 
browser. – Christopher Breen
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Make 
a clean 
migration 
to a 
new Mac

When you get a new Mac, you 
may want to transfer some of 
the apps and data from your 
old Mac, but leave behind all 
the useless clutter.

Unfortunately, there’s 
no clean way to transfer only 
the specific applications and 
data you want, while still 
guaranteeing that all 
necessary components and 
files are preserved. That’s 
because many OS X apps are 
not self-contained. Instead, 
they store pieces in a variety 
of folders – and sometimes 
these pieces are invisible or 
have hard-to-identify names.

30  Use Migration 
Assistant 

The easiest and most reliable 
way to move stuff to your new 
Mac is to connect the two 

Macs with a FireWire or 
Ethernet cable and use 
Migration Assistant. You’ll 
find this utility located in 
/Applications/Utilities; it’s built 
into the Setup Assistant that 
runs automatically the first 
time you turn on a new Mac. 

Regrettably, Migration 
Assistant lets you select 
or deselect only broad 
categories of things to move; 
you can’t, for example, choose 
some apps but not others, or 
only a few subfolders within 
your Documents folder.

31  Reinstall apps
As a compromise, I 

suggest that when running 
Migration Assistant, you 
deselect Applications and 
Other files and folders on 
[Volume Name], but leave 
Settings and all its sub-
categories selected along 
with all the user accounts 
and their corresponding 
subfolders. Finish starting 
OS X and then log in. 

Now you can reinstall all 
your critical apps in two ways: 

31 Reinstall critical apps 
by downloading them again 
or using fresh copies.

‘‘Migration 
Assistant lets 

you select 
or deselect 
only broad 
categories 
of things 
to move

you can either download 
them from the Mac App 
Store, or use fresh copies 
that you obtained directly 
from the developers. 

This process may take a 
while, but it will lead to much 
less clutter, and will allow 
you to enjoy the latest, most 
up-to-date apps. 

In case you aren’t able 
to install an application from 
scratch for some reason, 
you can run the Migration 
Assistant utility a second 
time. This time, select only 
Applications and let the utility 
copy everything (including all 
the extra clutter). – JOE KISSELL

Features 100 MORE THINGS
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Troubleshoot a  
web connection

If you can’t get to a web page, 
try the following steps.

32  Check your 
web connection

The first thing to do is to 
confirm whether you can 
access other websites. If you 
can, your connection is fine.

33  Check the  
Wi-Fi menu

This is to make sure your Mac 
hasn’t dropped its connection; 
if it has, try reconnecting.

34  Try another 
device

If another Mac, an iPhone or 

an iPad on the same network 
can connect to the website 
that you are having trouble 
with, restart your Mac and 
try again. 

If this doesn’t work, try 
restarting your DSL or cable 
modem followed by your 
AirPort base station or other 
Wi-Fi router, if any. If you do all 
that and your connection is 
still down, it’s time to call your 
internet service provider.

35  Check the site
If your internet 

connection, your Mac, and 
your browser all appear to be 
working correctly, then visit 

‘Down For Everyone Or Just 
Me at www.isup.me and enter 
the URL you’re trying to reach. 
This site does what its name 
says, and tells you whether a 
site is truly down. If it is, then 
the cause is likely to be a 
server problem – and you 

can’t do much except wait 
for it to come back up again.

36  Switch to a 
different browser

If multiple browsers show 
the same behaviour, but the 
website is up for everyone 
else, then you might be 
experiencing a DNS problem.

37  Change your 
DNS settings

Open the Network pane of 
System Preferences, click 
the lock icon, and enter your 
username and password. 
Next, select your current 
network connection, click 
Advanced, and click DNS. 
Click the Plus (+) button and 
add two new DNS servers to 
the list: 208.67.222.222 
and 208.67.220.220. These 
DNS servers, operated by 
OpenDNS, can frequently 
bypass DNS-lookup problems 
that might be afflicting your 
local Internet service provider. 
Click OK and then Apply, and 
try loading the web page 
again. – Joe Kissell 

37 Change the DNS 
settings to bypass 
DNS-lookup problems 
caused by your ISP.
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What to do 
when an 
application 
crashes

You just launched an 
application, one that you have 
used many times before. But 
this time, it crashes. Or it 
freezes, and you have to 
Force Quit it. Now what?

38  Launch it again 
If a program is going to 

crash, it will typically do so as 
soon as you launch it. 
Occasionally, if you simply 
relaunch it, the app will start 
working again. So, click the 
Reopen button in the dialog 
box that appears after a crash.

39  Restart your Mac 
Sometimes a 

combination of events on 
your system can cause an 
app to crash with each 
relaunch. Restarting the Mac 
clears the slate and puts the 
app back in business.

40  Check for updates
Are you using the latest 

version of the app? If not, 
update it, especially if it’s a 
third-party app and you have 
recently updated OS X.

41  Eliminate 
suspects

Maybe the app crashes only 
when another specific program 
is also open. Close your apps, 
and then reopen the one that 
crashes. If it survives the 
launch, open your other apps 
one by one to see if you can 
replicate the crash conditions.

42  Work around it
Sometimes an app 

crashes when you perform a 

certain action, such as 
selecting a particular menu 
item or pressing a keyboard 
shortcut. Try to find a work-
around that bypasses the 
cause of the crash.

43  Find out what 
other people did

Search the web for name of 
application crash. Other users 
may have encountered the 
same problem, and some 
may have found a solution.

44  Check the 
crash report

A crash dialog box typically 
has a Report button. Click 
it and select the Problem 
Details tab. While the 
resulting text will make no 
sense to most Mac users, 
it might contain some 
tidbit that indicates the 
source of the problem. 

45  Contact the 
developer

Go to the developer’s website 
and the Support section. 
You may find something that 
didn’t show up in your web 
search. If you can’t find 
anything, ask the developer.

46  Reinstall the app
If the app offers an 

uninstaller, use it, and then 
reinstall. If no uninstaller 
exists, drag the app to the 
Trash and replace it with a 
new copy. This method is less 
preferable than an uninstaller 
because many apps have 
important files that are located 
in Library folders, and one of 
those may be the culprit. By 
only replacing the main app, 
you don’t deal with those 
other files. – TED LANDAU

38 When an app 
crashes, first try 
to reopen it from 
this dialog box.

100 MORE THINGS
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How to change 
hidden settings

47  Preference files
To adjust settings that 

you can’t change in an app’s 
preferences panel, try editing 
its preference files directly. 
Normally you’ll find them 
stored as property list (.plist) 
documents – plain-text files in 
XML format, which you can 
open and edit in any text 
editor. If you have Apple’s free 
Xcode developer software 
(bit.ly/Ithh9F), double-clicking 
a .plist file opens it in Xcode, 
which offers a convenient, 

47.  Editing a .plist file in 
Xcode gives you a graphical 
view of the data.

48 For some hidden 
settings, you can use 
the ‘defaults write’ 
command in Terminal.

database-style view of it. 
You’ll find preference files in 
either /Library/Preferences or 
username/Library/Preferences. 
To see the latter location, 
hold down <Option> while 
choosing Library from the 
Finder’s Go menu and then, 
within that folder, navigate 
to Library/Preferences. 
Preference files use a 
reverse-domain naming 
scheme; for example, the 
preference file for the Finder 
is com.apple.finder.plist.

Before editing one of these 
files, quit the application that 
created it and <Option>-drag 
the .plist file to your Desktop 
to make a copy (in case 
something goes wrong). Then 
open the original file in the text editor of your choice, 

make any desired changes, 
save and close the file, and 
reopen the app. (How do you 
know what changes you can 
make? Web searches and 
guessing are the most 
common techniques.)

48  Defaults Write
The other way to edit 

.plist files is to open Terminal 
and use the defaults 
write command followed by 
the name of a preference file 
and a specially formatted 
value. You’ll often find 
directions online that explain 
this procedure, including 
the complete text of a 
command to alter a particular 
preference. – JOE KISSELL
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Change the  
Administrator
password

49  If you ever forget your 
account password,  

and you’re running OS X 10.7 
(Lion) or 10.8 (Mountain Lion) 

Avoid 
phishing

Even if you resist the 
temptation to send your life’s 
savings to a Nigerian prince, 
you can still be victimised by 
phishing attacks. Take steps 
to defend yourself. 

50  Use a cloud-
based email 

spam filter
Services such as iCloud and 
Google Mail include this 
feature, which will stop a lot  
of phishing efforts.

51  Replace your 
email client’s 

junk filter 
Install the SpamSieve (£19.58, 
bit.ly/xEsEZe), and take some 
time to train it.

100 MOrE ThINGS

with a recovery hD partition, 
you have an easy way to 
reset that password. (Note: 
This procedure doesn’t work 

if you have enabled OS X’s 
FileVault encryption feature.)

Start up your Mac while 
holding 1-r, and release the 
keys once you see the familiar 
grey Apple logo. When your 
Mac enters recovery mode 
(it shows you the OS X 
Utilities screen), choose 
Utilities → Terminal to launch 
the Terminal utility. Type 
resetpassword and press 
<return>. In the reset 
Password window, select your 

startup volume, and choose 
your account (the one for 
which you want to change the 
password) from the pop-up 
menu. Enter a new password 
for the account, and then 
enter it again to confirm. Add 
an optional password hint for 
the new password. Click Save. 
Quit the reset Password 
utility, quit Terminal, choose 
OS X Utilities → Quit OS X 
Utilities, and click the Restart 
button.—Dan Frakes

52  Ensure your 
web browser 

is up to date
And once you do, make sure 
that its phishing and malware 
protection, which checks all 
web addresses against a list 
of known bad sites, is turned 
on. In Safari, go to Preferences 
→ Settings → Security; in 
Chrome, find it under Settings 
→ Advanced → Privacy.

53  Use different 
email addresses

Try using a dedicated address 
or alias for known financial 
and retail sites, but using a 
different one for less-trusted 
sites. iCloud supports up to 
three mail aliases that you set 
by logging in to iCloud.com 
and going to Mail → Settings → 
Accounts. We suggest one for 
banks, one for trusted retailers 
and another for junk sites. 

Alternatively, you can create 
as many Gmail (or Yahoo) 
addresses as you like. If you 

don’t use your bank email 
address for anything other 
than banking, and notice spam 
on it, your bank may have 
been compromised.

54  Use a throwaway 
email address

For truly junky sites, use an 
email address from Mailinator 
(www.mailinator.com). These 
one-use addresses aren’t 
secure, but they are good for 
sites that have no legitimate 
need for your real email 
address. – rich Mogull
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Avoid 
malware

Yes, there really is malware for 
Macs, but you can avoid it. 

55  Upgrade to 
Mountain Lion

It has some important built-in 
protection against malware.

56  Isolate Flash  
and Java

These are two of the biggest 
security headaches. Uninstall 
Flash using the uninstall tool 
from Adobe, then download 
Google Chrome, which 
includes its own sandboxed 
version of Flash. You’ll either 

have to switch to Chrome as 
your primary browser or use it 
whenever you navigate to a 
Flash-enabled site. (Don’t 
forget to review the browser’s 
privacy settings.)

57  Install the latest 
version of Java

If you really need Java, get 
version 7. Note that because 
it’s 64-bit and Chrome is 
32-bit, it works only in Safari. 
Disable it (Safari Preferences 
→ Security, uncheck Enable 
Java), and turn it on only 
when you need it.

58  Enable 
Gatekeeper in 

default mode
Go to System Preferences → 
Security & Privacy, and in ‘Allow 
Applications Downloaded from’, 
select Mac App Store and 
Identified Developers.

59  Email filters
Try using an email 

provider, such as iCloud or 
Google, that filters malware. 

60  Apply plug-ins 
You can block 

potentially compromised ads 

in your browser with a plug-in 
such as Adblock Plus. 

61  Use a firewall 
Use an outbound 

firewall such as Little Snitch 
(€29.95 [£25.50], bit.
ly/2hOWxa) to catch any 
malware that sneaks through. 

62  Use a virtual 
machine 

If you need to visit a risky 
website, use a virtual machine 
in Parallels, restoring it to a 
baseline snapshot afterwards. 
– Rich Mogull

Places smart  
browsers never visit

63  Questionable 
websites

Avoid the obvious triumvirate 
of pornography, gambling, 
and illegal download sites. 

64  Forum links
Automated attack 

tools can make links posted 

56 Uninstall Flash 
from the Flash Player 
settings page.

in forums of any type 
dangerous. Use extra 
caution, no matter how 
innocuous the site seems.

65  Image search
Google or Bing image 

search can also lead to 
infected sites. A colleague’s 

computer was infected 
hunting for photos of cake.

66  Free games
Ignore any site pushing 

free games that require Java 
or a download, but don’t 
have a Developer ID 
recognised by Gatekeeper.

67  Suspicious links
Avoid any link sent by 

a friend in email (usually to 
multiple people) with a subject 
line like ‘Pictures of you,’ 
‘Check out this link,’ or ‘You 
have to see this.’ Call your 
friend on the phone and tell 
them they’ve been hacked.

68  Twitter links
Bypass any link on 

Twitter from a follower you’ve 
never heard of, sent within 
minutes of your last tweet, 
usually with ‘Check this out’. 

69  .ru or .cn links
 Don’t visit URLs that 

end with .ru or .cn, unless you 
are Russian or Chinese. 

70  Old sites
Skip any website with 

a blink tag, the Comic Sans 
font, and/or a tiled image 
background. The odds are 
that no one has maintained it 
since 1996. – Rich Mogull
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Hide files 
and folders

71  Enable File Vault
Go to your Mac’s 

System Preferences’ Security 
& Privacy pane and turn on 
FileVault to encrypt your 
entire hard drive.

72  Place them 
in the Library

Assuming that your Library 
folder is hidden (which is the 
default in OS X Lion and OS 
X Mountain Lion), hold down 
the <Option> key as you 
open the Finder’s Go menu 
to navigate to that Library 
folder, and then drag files 
and folders into it. 

73  Use another 
user account

You can create a new user 
in System Preferences’ Users 
& Groups preference, copy 
files to that user’s Public 
folder, log in as that user to 
move your files out of the 
Public folder, and then log 
back in as yourself. Remember 
to delete the original files.

71 Using File Vault is 
the simplest way to 
hide files and folders 
on your hard drive.

continued

100 MORe thinGS

74  Move to 
hidden folder 1

in terminal, type chflags 
hidden and then drag a 
folder that you want to hide 

from the Finder into the 
terminal window. 

You can still access those 
hidden folders by summoning 
the Go to Folder dialog box 

(1-<Shift>-G) and typing in 
their full paths. 

if you want to unhide the 
folders, all you need to do 
is go back to terminal and 
type chflags nohidden 
followed by the file path. 

75  Move to 
hidden folder 2

Again in terminal, type mv 
foldername.foldername. 
this moves the original folder 
to one with a full stop at the 
beginning of its name. in Unix, 
such folders are considered 
system files, so are hidden. 
(You can’t add a full stop to 
the beginning of the name in 
the Finder, because that will 
result in an error message.) 

You can also type mkdir 
.hiddenfolder to create 
a new hidden folder. 

in either case, you’ll be 
able to gain access to the 
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Surf the web 
anonymously

On some occasions, you might 
want to visit a website without 
revealing anything about 
yourself (such as your IP 
address or operating system) 
to the site itself, your ISP, or 
any other networks through 
which your data passes. 

You may also wish to keep 
your surfing hidden from 
hackers who might be 
eavesdropping on public 

hidden folder by using the 
Go To Folder option. 

76  Hide in plain sight
Try using innocent-

sounding file and folder 
names such as Cat videos 
January 2013 — LOL! 
instead of the more intriguing 
Nuclear trigger codes 
and the like. 

‘‘In unix, files 
and folders with 

a full stop at 
the beginning 

are hidden

‘‘Most browsers 
have a private 

browsing 
mode, but 

that addresses 
only part of 
the problem

Wi-Fi networks, and prevent 
records of your activity (such 
as browsing history and 
cookies) from being stored 
on your Mac.

79  Private browsing
Most web browsers 

have a private browsing mode 
(for example, in Safari, choose 
Safari → Private Browsing), 
but that addresses only part 
of the problem. 

A private browsing mode 
prevents your browser from 
storing information about 
where you have been. 
However, it doesn’t stop the 
sites you visit from knowing 
your IP address (and therefore 
your approximate location), 
as well as other details that 
could be traced to you. 
Furthermore, even with private 
browsing enabled, your Mac 
can cache DNS lookups, and 
browser extensions or plug-ins 

can store their own caches 
and cookies.

80  Proxy server
You can address the 

problem piecemeal by using a 
proxy server or VPN (virtual 
private network) to hide your 
true IP address, a browser’s 
private mode to prevent local 
data storage, a browser 
extension to disguise your 
operating system, and so on. 

81  Browser bundle
The easiest solution is 

to download and install a 

software bundle that handles 
all of these privacy measures 
for you at once: the Tor 
Browser Bundle (free, bit.
ly/95HaLz). It includes 
software to redirect your 
web traffic through a series 
of anonymous proxies, as 
well as a custom Mozilla-
based browser with an 
optional private browsing 
mode (choose Tools → Start 
Private Browsing).

Just beware: all those 
redirects and intermediate 
servers make web browsing 
much slower. – Joe Kissell

77  Set a Mac’s 
visibility 

attribute to invisible
If you have access to Apple’s 
Developer Tools, go to 
Terminal and enter setfile 
-a V followed by the name 
of the file. That sets its 
visibility attribute to invisible. 
You can undo this by using 
a lowercase v.

78  Use a third-
party utility

You can also try various 
third-party security software 
such as Apimac’s Secret 
Folder (£13.18, bit.ly/Yv1e7R), 
Altomac’s Hide Folders 
(£13.18, bit.ly/110egYs), and 
MacPaw Software’s 
MacHider (£6.99, bit.
ly/110ewqh). – steve McCabe
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Customise 
Your  
Terminal 
Prompt

82  When you open 
Terminal, you see the 

blinking cursor and, 
depending on your setup, 
your username, the current 
time, the current directory, or 
other such information. But 
how do you customise that 
prompt? Here’s how.

In Terminal, type nano 
.bash_profile. 

That’ll put you in the nano 
text editor; don’t panic. Now 

Smart searchers know they 
can narrow their searches 
by using Google search 
operators. (You can place 
most of these terms 
anywhere in your query; those 
beginning with all need to 
come at the beginning.)

83  filetype: This search 
operator restricts the 

results to items of a specific 
filetype. Entering puppies 

7 Google 
Search 
Operators 
You Should 
Know

100 morE THINGS

type export PS1="", but 
between those quotation 
marks put your choice of the 
following switches:
\W The current directory
\w The current 
directory, with the full path
\h Your computer’s host 
name (that is, your computer’s 
network name)
\u Your username
\d The current date
\t The current time

Note that you can also add 
any spaces, colons, dashes, 
and so on that you’d like to 
make the results look good. 

When you’re done, press 
<Control>-X (to exit), then Y 
(to confirm that you want to 
save the file), and then press 
<return> to exit back to the 
command line. When you 
restart Terminal, your newly 
customised prompt should 
be in place. – Dan Miller

filetype:jpg will get you 
lots of puppy pictures.

84  intext/allintext: 
Finds pages containing 

a specific string of text. For 
example, Beatles breakup 
intext:Paul McCartney 
finds pages containing Paul’s 
name and the words Beatles, 
breakup, or both. The 
operator allintext goes at 
the start of the search field 
and forces Google to return 
only those pages that contain 
all the following search terms. 

85  intitle/allintitle: 
Similar to intext, this 

search operator searches for 
specified terms in the title of 
web pages.

86  inurl/allinurl: This 
acts like intext and 

intitle, but works on UrLs.

87  link: This finds 
pages linked to the 

specified UrL. link:myblog.
com will find pages linking 
to your blog.

88  related: This search 
finds pages similar to 

the one you specify; 

hamsters related: 

myblog.com should find 
other pages as obsessed 
with rodents are you are.

89  site: This is perhaps 
the handiest, as it 

finds the search terms on a 
specific website.—Dan Miller
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5 Useful 
Automator 
Workflows

90  Wrap selected 
text in quotes

Create a new Service 
workflow. In the header area, 
tell it to process selected text 
in any application. Click the 
Output replaces selected 
text checkbox. Drag the Run 
AppleScript action to the 
workflow, and enter:
  on run {input,  

parameters}

    return "\"" & 

(input as string) & 

"\""

  end run

Save the finished workflow. 
Now when you select some 
text, and right- or <Control>-
click it and choose Services, 
you should see your service. 
Click that, and the selected 
text should appear in quotes.

91  Get a word count
Create a new Service 

workflow and set it to 
process selected text in 
any application. Leave the 
Output replaces selected 
text checkbox unchecked. 
Then add the Run 
AppleScript action to the 
workflow, and enter: 

90 Wrap selected 
text in quotation 
marks with this 
simple AppleScript.
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  on run {input,  

parameters}

    set theWordCount to 

count words of (input 

as string)

    display dialog 

(theWordCount & " words 

in the selected text." 

as string)

  end run

Save the workflow. Select 
some text, open the Services 
menu, and choose your 
service to get the word count.

92  Create a 
subfolder

Create a new Automator 
Service workflow and set it to 
process folders in Finder. 
Add the ‘Set Value of Variable’ 
action to the workflow; from its 
pop-up menu, create a new 
variable, and name it folder. 
Add the New Folder action to 
the workflow. Enter the name 
subfolder. Drag the folder 
variable from the Variable area 
to the ‘Where’ pop-up. Finally, 
with the action selected, 

choose Action → Ignore Input 
from the menu bar. Save the 
workflow. Your new service 
will appear under Services. 
Select a folder, choose this, 
and you’ll have your subfolder.

93  Add dates to files
Create a new 

Automator Service workflow 
and set it to process files in 
Finder, then drag the Rename 
Finder Items action to the 
workflow. When Automator 
prompts you to insert a Copy 
Finder Items action, click Don’t 
Add. Configure the action to 
Add Date or Time. Set the 
Date/Time to Current, the 
Format to Day Month Year, the 
Where to Before name, the 
first Separator to Dash, the 
second Separator to Space, 
and click the Use Leading 
Zeros checkbox. Save the 
workflow. It’ll show up in 
Finder’s Services menu. 
Select a file or folder, then 
choose the service, and the 
date should be added. 

94  Toggle hidden 
files

Create a new Automator 
Application workflow. Add the 
Run AppleScript action to your 
workflow, and enter:
  if {"OFF", "FALSE"} 

contains (do shell 

script "defaults read 

com.apple.finder  

AppleShowAllFiles") 

then

    set theValue to 

"TRUE"

  else

    set theValue to 

"FALSE"

  end if

  do shell script 

("defaults write com.

apple.finder  

AppleShowAllFiles " & 

theValue) as string

  do shell script  

"killall Finder"

Save the workflow and then 
put it wherever you like. When 
you want to see hidden files, 
all you have to do is double-
click it. – Ben Waldie
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Fill out a 
PDF form

95  Type text
Apple’s Preview app 

lets you enter text in PDF files 
that have fillable form fields, 
such as tax forms you 
download from HM Revenue 
& Customs website. For such 

documents, simply click in a 
field and start typing. (You can 
also check or uncheck a box 
by clicking it.) When you’re 
done, save the document, and 
then print or email it as you 
would any other document.

If you encounter a PDF 
with blanks to be filled in but 
no fields that accept typed 
data, you can still type text 
onto it in Preview. Choose 
Tools → Annotate → Text, drag 
a rectangle to define the area 

96 Sign PDF forms using 
Preview’s Tools → Annotate 
→ Signature option.

95 Insert text  
using Tools → 
Annotate → Text.

you want to type into, and 
start typing. You can then 
use the controls on the 
Annotations toolbar to 
adjust font, size, colour, 
and other attributes.

96  Sign documents
If the document needs 

a signature, get a piece of 
white paper and sign your 
name on it in ink. Choose 
Preview → Preferences, 
click Signatures, and then 
click Create Signature. Hold 
the paper with your signature 
up to your Mac’s built-in 
camera, line it up following 
the on-screen directions, 
and click Accept. 

Now return to your 
document, click the tiny 
Signature icon on the 
Annotations toolbar (if it’s 
not already highlighted in 
blue), and then click where 
you want your signature to 
go. – JOE KissEll 

Features 100 MoRe tHINgS
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The Messages app is great 
for exchanging messages 
with other Mountain Lion 
and iOS users. But it can 
do much more. 

97  IM anyone
Messages works with 

AOL Instant Messenger, 
Google Talk, Jabber and 
Yahoo. Among the third-party 
networks that support Jabber 
for chatting is Facebook: you 
can create a Jabber account 
in Messages with your 
Facebook username@chat.

facebook.com as the account 
name, chat.facebook.com 
as the server, and 5222 as the 
port (leaving the other default 
options unchanged).

98  Send SMS
To send text messages 

to people who aren’t using 
iPhones, first log in to your 
AIM account (see page 27). 
Then, send a message to the 
contact you would like to IM, 
using his or her phone 
number. Make sure to fully 
qualify that number – that is, 
prefix it with a Plus (+) symbol 
and a 44, followed by the area 
code and phone number itself.

100 Audio- and 
video-chat with 
your buddies  
using Messages.

Senior contributor Joe Kissell is the senior editor of TidBits 
and the author of the eBook Take Control of Troubleshooting 
Your Mac (TidBits Publishing, 2012). Ted Landau is a senior 
contributor to Macworld. Steve McCabe is a New Zealand-
based Mac consultant, technology commentator for Radio New 
Zealand, and high school physics teacher. Rich Mogull has 
worked in the security world for 18 years. He writes for TidBits 
and works as a security analyst through Securosis.com. Ben 
Waldie is president of Automated Workflows, which offers 
AppleScript, Automator, workflow, and productivity consulting 
services to Mac-based businesses, and the author of Automator 
for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart Guide (Peachpit Press, 2008).

Messages is 
also capable  

of hosting  
AOL Instant 
Messenger  

video- 
conference 
sessions. 

Things to do  
with Messages

‘‘

99  Share files
Drag the file you want 

to send into the app; send 
folders as .zip files. If you send 
files via iMessage, recipients 
will be able to open them on 
an iOS device if they have an 
appropriate app for that file.

100  Conduct video 
and audio chats

While Apple’s video-chatting 
focus is clearly centred on 
FaceTime, Messages is also 
capable of hosting AIM-based 
videoconference sessions. 

People on your buddy list 
with whom you are able to 
video- or audio-chat will have 

an extra green icon to the 
right of their name. A phone 
icon indicates that the buddy 
can handle audio-only chats; 
a camera instead indicates 

that the buddy can handle 
video chats (and screen 
sharing). Simply, click the 
green button to start the audio 
or video call. – Lex Friedman
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apps for 
your device 
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Turn your iPhone into 
a portable studio
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Best for sound 
quality and fi t
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Looking ahead to Apple’s next operating system



W 
elcome to the new-look iPad & iPhone User, the section of Macworld devoted 

to iOS devices. Here you will fi nd tutorials to help you get the most out of 

your Apple smartphone or tablet, reviews of accessories, apps and games, 

and simple buying advice. Anyone who owns, or hopes to own, an iPad, 

iPad mini, iPod touch or iPhone will fi nd all their questions answered in the next 20 pages.

This month our theme is transformation. As experienced iOS fans will have realised by 

now, there are few functions Apple’s devices cannot handle, given the right software. The 

gloriously versatile iPhone is the classic digital Swiss Army knife – except one where you 

can add and exchange blades when your needs change. Perhaps the closest analogy is the 

sonic screwdriver, Doctor Who’s notoriously non-specifi c MacGuffi n multitool. 

On page 60 we explain how to turn your iPad into a remote teaching and collaboration 

device – invaluable for those who despair of ever explaining technical concepts to relatives 

over the phone. Show, don’t tell, as they say. And on page 58 we’ll transform your iPhone 

into a multitrack recording studio. Four-track didn’t die, it just moved to the App Store.

Meanwhile, our columnist on page 62 defends the controversial practice of jailbreaking 

– cracking an iOS device’s built-in restrictions so you can download non-authorised apps. Proceed 

at your own risk, but this is potentially the most dramatic customisation procedure of all.

All this, plus reviews of 33 experience-transforming apps and games. Enjoy the issue.

ALL CHANGE

David Price iPad & iPhone User Editor 

Get in touch: twitter.com/pricivius

Follow us on Twitter and join the conversation 
@ipadiphoneuser

We’re sure to like you if you ‘Like’ us!
www.facebook.com/ipadiphoneuser
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I
t looks like we could be in for a treat with 
iOS 7, which is rumoured to be undergoing 
a ‘signifi cant user interface overhaul’ led by 
Apple’s design chief Jony Ive. Unfortunately, 

these major changes could delay its launch, 
which Apple is expected to be planning to 
ship with its next-generation iPhone. 

Developers and company insiders told 
the Wall Street Journal in March that Apple’s 
design team is getting closer now that 
“some walls have come down”.

Following an executive shake-up in October 
that saw then head of iOS software Scott 
Forstall leave the company, London-born Sir 
Jony Ive has taken on more responsibilities 
at Apple, and is now the leader of human 
interface. This means that, as well as hardware 
design leadership, he is more involved with 
the design of the company’s mobile operating 
system and other Apple platforms.

Ive’s promotion sparked speculation 
that Apple may be considering dropping 
its skeuomorphic interface elements (those that mimic the 
appearance of real-world objects) in favour of a cleaner, more 
minimalist design; he is understood to broadly disapprove 
of skeumorphism. The latest reports support these rumours. 
Ive now attends the human interface team’s regular review 
sessions, WSJ’s sources reported, to take a look at and give 
input into new software designs. Previously, those working 
on iOS may not have known details of the upcoming mobile 
devices that would support the operating system. 

Keeping things simple
Now that Ive is in charge of both hardware and software design, 
the human interface team is being briefed about industrial 
prototypes earlier. The sources report that he is pushing for 
more of a “fl at design” that is “starker and simpler” for iOS 7. 
Perhaps the fi rst evidence that Ive really is planning to push 
Forstall’s skeuomorphic designs out of iOS is the Podcasts app’s 
update (see review, page 54). Version 1.2 of the app ditches 
the ‘tape deck’ interface in favour of a simpler design. 

In early April, a thread between tech reporters on discussion 
site Branch claimed that Apple is behind schedule with iOS 7.
The general consensus was that Ive is working on major 
changes for the mobile operating system, but that a complete 
user interface overhaul could be delaying its launch. 

Daring Fireball’s John Gruber wrote: “What I’ve heard: iOS 
7 is running behind, and engineers have been pulled from OS 
X 10.9 to work on it. Word on the street is that iOS engineers 
with carry privileges all have some sort of polarising fi lter on 

iOS 7 set for major redesign, 
but could be delayed

their iPhone displays, such that it greatly decreases viewing 
angles, making it diffi cult for observers to see the apparently 
rather signifi cant system-
wide UI overhaul.”  

If Apple manages 
to get back on track 
with iOS 7, it’s expected 
we’ll get our fi rst look 
at this year’s Worldwide 
Developers Conference 
in June. Morgan Stanley 
analyst Katy Huberty 
predicts it will come with 
a ‘killer app’: a new service such as a mobile payment system 
that expands Passbook, or a Spotify-esque music streaming 
service dubbed iRadio. iOS 7 could also bring a Street View-
like upgrade to the Maps app, if Apple decides to implement 
the ‘3D position tracking for panoramic imagery navigation’ 
named in a recently discovered patent application.

iPhone 6 delayed, too?
Meanwhile, Apple’s next iPhone and iPad mini could also 
arrive later than expected as a result of development issues 
surrounding the rumoured fi ngerprint sensor. KGI Securities 
analyst Ming-Chi Kuo said in a research note that Apple’s 
fi ngerprint sensor poses multiple technical challenges. 
Earlier this year, Kuo predicted a fi ngerprint sensor will be 
situated beneath the Home button, and that the next iPhone 
would also feature an improved camera and an A7 chip. 

The sources report 
that Jony Ive is 

pushing for more  
of a “fl at design” 

that is “starker and 
simpler” for iOS 7

Engineers reportedly pulled from Mac OS X 10.9 to work on iOS’s radical overhaul

NEWS

Ive’s input UK-born Apple 
design chief Jony Ive is 
expected to make some 
major changes to Apple’s 
iOS 7 now that previous 
iOS boss Scott Forstall has 
left the company
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The chilling effect of 
Apple’s App Store ‘guidelines’

B 
ack in early April, Apple was unfairly maligned by a 
comic writer, and then by large sections of the press, 
as an authoritarian censor, and by implication, as a 
homophobic one. But the truth – that in this case 

and many others Apple simply doesn’t need to censor apps, 
because developers censor themselves in deference to the 
company’s strict policies – is worrying in itself.

The scandal that never happened
Contrary to initial reports, Apple did not censor issue 12 
of the graphic novel Saga – which is sold through the 
ComiXology iOS app, among other outlets – because it 
featured “two postage stamp-sized images of gay sex”, 
as writer Brian K Vaughan claimed at the time. (He also 
pointed out that other sexual images had appeared in the 
series in the past, suggesting, again unfairly, that Apple 
objected to depictions of gay sex specifi cally.) Instead, the 
maker of the container app, Comics by ComiXology, 
had taken it upon itself to pull the plug.

“As a partner of Apple, we have an obligation to respect 
its policies for apps and the books offered in apps,” said 
ComiXology CEO David Steinberger at the time. “Based on 
our understanding of those policies, we believed that Saga 
#12 could not be made available in our app, and so we did 
not release it today.”

Apple promptly got in touch with ComiXology to explain 
that this was not the case, and Saga number 12 is now 
available on the app for £1.99, as well as on the company’s 
website. All’s well that ends well, right? Not entirely.

Take a chill pill
One of the features of a ‘chilling effect’ – the instinct for 
self-censorship under the threat of legal reprisals – is that it’s 
only rarely visible; most of the time speech is being suppressed 
without anyone knowing about it. (In Apple’s case, of course, 

it isn’t a legal but a commercial threat that is feared: the 
danger of expending time and money on a piece of content 
that cannot be sold.) And so ComiXology may not be the only 
developer trying to second-guess Apple’s policies.

“We will reject Apps for any content or behaviour that we 
believe is over the line,” Apple writes in its App Store Review 
Guidelines. It adds: “What line, you ask? Well, as a Supreme 
Court Justice once said, ‘I’ll know it when I see it’. And we 
think you will also know it when you cross it.”

The vagueness is the killer. Since Apple can’t explain exactly 
what it objects to, many developers are going to play it safe 
and avoid anything with even a whiff of scandal.

A powerful position
With iTunes and its App Store, Apple is in a dominant position 
with regards to the dissemination of cultural offerings, and 
the rules it imposes will have an effect on the sort of material 
that’s produced. If ComiXology was under the impression that 
gay sex wasn’t allowed, it’s reasonable to imagine that other 
creative fi rms were too, and chose not to depict or refer to this 
in their work so they would be able to sell through Apple. 

Ultimately there is a danger that Apple’s iOSphere will 
veer away from anything that adopts a political viewpoint 
that doesn’t match Apple’s. And we slide towards a society 
that can’t talk about the human cost of US drone strikes, 
for example – see left – without being silenced.

Apple has always defended its curatorial prudishness by 
pointing out that it only censors apps and games, leaving 
music, books and fi lms largely untouched. But the boundaries 
are increasingly blurred. A comics app contains comics, after 
all. Many iOS games are part game and part interactive book. 
And in any case, what’s so special about apps that they don’t 
get to express objectionable opinions?

Apple says: “If you want to criticise a religion, write a book. 
If you want to describe sex, write a book or a song, or create 
a medical app.” But why are those formats privileged in this 
way? And if we want creative people to express themselves 
through interesting and thought-provoking apps and games, 
what will be lost if they feel that they need to censor their 
views in order to be seen by an Apple audience?

Stringent – yet vague – App Store rules mean developers now censor themselves

Silenced Drones+, an app designed to provide information 
about attacks from American drones, was rejected last year
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In fear The threat of 
being unable to sell a 
piece of content due to 
Apple’s strict policies is 
causing self-censorship 
among app developers
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OFFICE FOR iPAD IN 2014?
A purported Microsoft road map 
for future releases of its Offi ce 
suite shows an October 2014 launch 
date for Offi ce on Apple’s iOS and 
Google’s Android operating systems, 
a Redmond report said in April. 

However, Forrester Research 
analyst Frank Gillet has said it’s too 
late for Offi ce on iPad. Bob O’Donnell 
of IDC also viewed an October 2014 
launch date as a blunder. “That’s the 
wrong choice,” he said. “At the end 
of the day, Microsoft has to decide 
whether it’s a Windows company or 
an Offi ce company. It has to come to 
terms with that.”

R U M O U R S
MICROSOFT IS WORKING ON A SMART 

WATCH iPHONE 6 COULD HAVE 

12-MEGAPIXEL CAMERA APPLE COULD 

SKIP iPHONE 5S AND GO STRAIGHT TO 

iPHONE 6 NEXT iPHONE COULD SEE 

MUTE SWITCH REPLACED BY MUTE 

BUTTON iPHONE 6 COULD BE FLEXIBLE 

The Offi ce of Fair Trading (OFT) is investigating iOS apps and other web and 
phone games that are aimed at children, over in-app purchases and hidden 

extras which have led some youngsters to ramp up huge bills for their parents. 
In the US, Apple is already paying out the equivalent of £66 million in 

compensation for parents whose children spent large amounts of money on 
in-app purchases while using free-to-download apps. 

The OFT says these apps are putting “misleading, commercially aggressive 
or otherwise unfair” pressure on children to pay for additional content. “We’re 
concerned that children and their parents could be subject to unfair pressure to 
purchase when they are playing games they thought were free, but can actually 
run up substantial costs,” explained OFT senior director Cavendish Elithorn. 

A fi ve-year-old from Bristol recently spent £1,700 on the Zombies vs Ninjas 
game, and, in another case, a father sued his teenage son after he spent 
£3,700 on in-app purchases. Additionally, an eight-year-old boy recently racked 
up a bill of almost £1,000 while playing a Simpsons game. 

In response to this series of incidents, Apple has highlighted its “Parents’ 
Guide to iTunes” in the UK App Store. It has also added a disclosure to apps 
in its App Store, alerting customers to the presence of in-app purchases. 

In-app purchase schemes could be breaking the law

Apple will pay compensation in 
water-damaged iPhone cases

Has Apple ever refused to repair your iPhone because it was 
damaged by water? If you made a warranty claim and 

were turned down by Apple before December 2009, 
you may be able to claim compensation. Similarly, if 
Apple refused to repair your iPod touch for free prior 
to June 2010, you may be able to claim compensation.

In both cases, compensation claims are only valid in the US, 
but the fact that Apple has agreed to settle in the cases above 
may well mean that similar settlements could happen here in the UK.

Apple has set aside $53 million (£34.75m) to be used for compensation 
claims from people who attempted to get a damaged iPhone and iPod 
touch fi xed within their warranty period, but were refused because Apple 
asserted that the device had water damage, thereby voiding the warranty.

Back in 2010, the BBC’s Watchdog programme suggested that the iPhone 
maker was failing in its duty to properly check customer claims that handsets 
have stayed clear of water or other liquids.

UK Offi ce of Fair Trading 
investigating in-app pressure
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APPLE DITCHES SAMSUNG 
AS PROCESSOR PARTNER
Apple has reportedly shut Samsung 
out of the design of the A7 processor 
that’s expected to be used in its new 
iOS devices. A Samsung executive 
has reportedly told the Korea Times 
that Apple is sharing data for its A7 
chip with the Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Company (TSMC) 
instead of Samsung. TSMC is believed 
to have begun ordering supply 
equipment to make the chips.

Another Samsung offi cial said: 
“Apple is cutting the use of Samsung 
displays for its products. Now the 
deterioration of ties has expanded to 
chips. If Samsung fails to win Apple 
orders for A7 chips, then some of 
Samsung’s system chip-manufacturing 
lines will be stopped.”



VERDICT: This rugged little speaker is 
tough enough to take on a camping, 
beach or cycling trip. 

Seeing double

SuperTooth Disco Twin
£179.95

www.supertooth.net

SuperTooth has launched a new addition to 
its speaker family: the Disco Twin. This pair of 
good-looking Bluetooth speakers brings full 
stereo wireless sound to your iPhone or iPad. 
SuperTooth promises up to 10 hours of playback 
time from the built-in rechargeable batteries. 

VERDICT: We were impressed with SuperTooth’s 
Disco 2, so we’re looking forward to getting our 
hands on the Disco Twin to see if it sounds as 
good as its older brother – if not better.

Out of this world

iZZi Orbit
£199

www.izzigadgets.com

As the popularity of iPhone photography increases, users 
are searching for accessories to enhance their pictures 
further. The iZZi Orbit aims to do just that, offering a 
protective case with access to all your handset’s ports and 
buttons, along with three built-in interchangeable lenses: 
180-degree fi sh-eye, wide angle and telephoto. The case, 
available in red, black or silver, is made with aluminium 
and uses Peripheral Motion Lock Technology to provide an 
easy-to-use lens selector, while its Sure Hand Stabilising Grip 
reduces camera shake. A protective sleeve, wrist lanyard 
and microfi bre cloth are also included.

VERDICT: One for serious iPhone photographers, the 
iZZi Orbit iPhone 5 case looks awesome, but it does 
come with a hefty price tag. 
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Sturdy sound
Braven BRV-1
£149.99

www.braven.com

Braven’s new BRV-1 portable speaker is 
designed to withstand the elements. It’s 
water-resistant, and has a rubberised shock-
absorbing exterior to ensure durability for the 
more adventurous user. The device is not only 
wireless – with up to 12 hours of Bluetooth 
audio streaming time – but can also act 
as a speakerphone using its built-in noise-
cancelling microphone. Additionally, you can 
use the BRV-1 to charge your iPhone, and a 
battery check indicator lets you know how 
much battery life the speaker has left. 

NEW & NOTEWORTHY  
ASHLEIGH ALLSOPP PRESENTS THE BEST 
NEW KIT FOR YOUR iPAD & iPHONE



VERDICT: Ideal for meetings, business trips and 
creative brainstorms, the Booqpad mini combines 
tradition with technology to create a convenient 
all-in-one repository to store your thoughts. 

VERDICT: While not ideal for use as an everyday case, we 
can imagine Griffi n’s SeeSaw becoming the must-have iPad 
accessory for schools and parents.

CATWALK THE BEST-LOOKING ACCESSORIES

ZIP HEADPHONES

PRICE: £12.95

URL: www.prezzybox.com

Child friendly

Griffi n SeeSaw Tabletop Stand
£29.99

www.griffi ntechnology.com

Kids will love this iPad case. It’s designed to give users a 
comfortable viewing angle, while protecting the tablet. But 
more than that, you can give the SeeSaw a nudge to fl ip the 
iPad over for someone opposite you to view. This could come 
in handy in a classroom environment or for teaching at home, 
for example. It has a carry handle, a cutout for the rear-facing 
camera and other iPad ports, and a slot to store a stylus. 

TED BAKER: ANIMAL PRINTSPRICE: £29.95
URL: www.proporta.co.uk
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Old meets new

Booqpad mini
£40

www.booqbags.co.uk

If you miss the feeling of putting pen to paper, but still 
love the high-tech capabilities that your iPad mini offers, 
you can now combine the two with the Booqpad mini, a 
protective case that comes with a replaceable notepad. It 
also provides a place to store your business cards, a stylus 
and pen, money and other important items and documents. 



NEW APPS ON iTUNES

NEW & NOTEWORTHY  THE BEST NEW APPS, GAMES & ENTERTAINMENT 

NEW GAMES ON iTUNES

PhotoCal with 
Event (69p)
Arrange your photos 
by date, while also 
keeping on top of 
appointments, tasks 
and events, with this 
neat calendar app for 
iPad, iPhone and iPod.

Chord! (£2.99)
Learn and be reminded 
of chords and scales 
in this comprehensive 
app, which provides 
on-demand access 
to information about 
chords and scales for 
any fretted instrument. 

Couch Music 
Player (£1.49)
Ideal for parties, 
Couch Music Player 
lets you organise your 
iPad’s music library 
with Queues, and 
personalise it with 
volume fade and more. 

YoCam (69p)
With this photo-editing 
app, you have eight 
adjustment tools, 20 
lenses, 30 fi lter effects 
and eight frames at 
your disposal. You can 
also adjust, crop and 
share photos.

Curved Text 
on Photo (£1.49)
This app lets you add 
text to photos or 
background templates 
using the paths provided 
or by drawing your 
own. There are lots of 
fonts to choose from.

Llumino (£1.49)
If you often use the 
iPhone’s calculator but 
don’t like its design, 
you might fi nd this 
is just what you’re 
looking for – a simple, 
stylish, customisable 
calculator app. 

Bottle Cap Blitz (69p)
You have one minute 
to smash as many ice 
cubes as you can by 
fi ring bottle caps. Beat 
your high score by 
building up combos. 
There are bottle cap 
designs to unlock, and 
fruit power-ups to fi nd.

HEAVY – sword (69p)
Guide Pike on a 
dangerous adventure to 
rescue Princess Lucinda 
in a fantasy world in 
which goblins, orcs, 
ogres, robot knights 
and wizards roam.

Mr. Crab (69p)
Just when you thought 
you’d seen everything, 
along comes a hat-
loving crab. Mr. Crab 
is the star of this game 
in which you’ll need to 
rescue baby crabs on 
your way to the top of 
a spinning tower.

Garden of Fear (69p)
Prepare to be scared 
by this game in which 
you’ll need to fi nd the 
right door to escape 
the labyrinth. The 
wrong door will lead 
you back to the centre!

Lumber Jacked (69p)
Bustin Beaver has 
pinched Joe the 
lumberjack’s wood to 
build a dam. Help Joe 
retrieve it in this speed-
running platformer, 
collecting items, solving 
puzzles and defeating 
enemies along the way. 

The Amory Wars 
(£1.99)
Play as one of 10 
characters across 10 
arenas in this gesture-
based sci-fi  fi ghting 
game for the iPad, 
iPhone and iPod touch. 

Handy Photo (£1.49)
RATING

Handy Photo brings advanced photo-editing tools 
to your iOS device. If you’ve taken a landscape 
photo but wish you could add a bit more sky, then 
the app’s Magic Crop tool will do that for you. You 
can also remove undesired objects from pictures 
using the Retouch and Clone Stamp tools, often 
with impressive results, and you can copy or move 
an object with the Move Me tool. If that’s not 
enough, Handy Photo also comes with a generous 
range of fi lters, textures and frames, and the Tone 
& Color tool will help you bring out the best in an 
image. All of these tools are packaged in an easy-
to-use app. We love it.

Knights of Pen & Paper (£1.49)
RATING 

In a twist on the usual fantasy fare, this witty retro 
RPG recreates a session of old-school Dungeons & 
Dragons, right down to the cans of drink on the 
table and the social misfi ts playing (the school bully 
gets bonuses on his attacks, for instance). You even 
control the ‘dungeon master’ himself, and get to 
decide how many monsters to throw at the heroes. 
Some of the translation work is iffy (the developers 
are Brazilian) but the jokes are still good, and the 
game is addictive – particularly collecting weapon 
upgrades. Tune in next issue for a full review.

★ ★ ★ ★ ★  

★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
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Huemore (£1.49)
Use Huemore to take impressive photos 
with your iPhone. As well as live exposure, 
contrast, saturation and colour fi lters, 
the app also offers alignment grids. 

Repix (Free)
Choose from a variety of brushes and 
tools to transform your iPad and iPhone 
photos in this free app. You can also 
import images from Facebook.  

Overkill 2 (Free)
This fi rst-person 
shooting game features 
more than 30 3D guns 
that can be upgraded 
to help beat enemies. 
There are missions 
and achievements to 
complete to boost you 
up the leaderboard. 

Dream Chaser (69p)
Steer Nito using your 
iOS device’s gyroscope 
in this runner game. 
Collect dream orbs 
across 26 missions to 
help avoid obstacles 
and restore the 
Tower of Dreams 
before it collapses. 

The Other Brothers 
(£1.49)
This universal game 
is a retro pixel-art 
platformer in which 
players race against 
the clock to rescue the 
damsel in distress.

Annihilate (69p)
Annihilate is a 
geometrical dual-stick 
shooter game. You’re 
given just one weapon 
and a limited supply of 
bombs, and challenged 
to survive.

Run Sheldon! (Free)
Sheldon the Tortoise 
has upset the Hare 
Gang by winning the 
Golden Racing Trophy. 
Help him escape the 
hares and stop them 
from stealing the 
trophy. Power-ups and 
special items will help.

Badland (£2.49)
With 40 levels for 
you to play through, 
this side-scrolling 
platformer looks 
fantastic. There’s also a 
local multiplayer mode 
to play with friends.

NEW MUSIC ON iTUNES
Paramore: 
Paramore (£8.99)
Hayley Williams and co. 
are back with the band’s 
fourth album. It’s their 
fi rst since the departure 
of two of the band’s 
founding members, the 
Farro brothers. The album 
features the singles ‘Still 
Into You’ and ‘Now’. 

Bo Bruce: 
Before I Sleep (£7.99)
Voice UK runner-up 
Bo Bruce has released her 
debut album, Before I 
Sleep. Collaborations on 
the album include ‘Alive’, 
which Bruce wrote with 
The Voice mentor Danny 
O’Donoghue (The Script).

Noah and the Whale: 
Heart of Nowhere 
(£8.99)
Twickenham-based 
indie band Noah and 
the Whale have made a 
short fi lm to accompany 
their fourth album, 
Heart of Nowhere, 
which features the single 
‘There Will Come A Time’. 

Michael Bublé: 
To Be Loved (£8.99)
Michael Bublé has already 
sold more than 30 million 
albums worldwide, 
but he is hoping to 
add to that fi gure with 
To Be Loved. Reese 
Witherspoon and Bryan 
Adams are among the 
featured artists.

Rod Stewart: 
Time (£10.99)
Rod Stewart’s time 
writing his autobiography 
has inspired him to get 
back into writing music 
after what he described 
as a “dark period for 
20 years”. The fruit of 
that inspiration comes 
in the form of this new 
rock album. 

Sleep If U Can (£1.49)

RATING ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Branded “the world’s most 
annoying alarm app”, Sleep If 
U Can forces users out of bed 
by making them take a photo 
that matches an image taken 
previously. It could be of your 
bathroom sink or front door, 
for example. Cruelly effective.

FAVOURITE NEW

ALARM APP

★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
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Toshiba SBM1W 
Mini 3D Sound Bar
BLUETOOTH WIRELESS SPEAKER SYSTEM

Like the Orbitsound M9 (reviewed at 
bit.ly/YasuHE), Toshiba’s SBM1W is 

a 2.1-channel wireless speaker system, 
consisting of a small stereo soundbar and 
a subwoofer to beef up the bass. It doesn’t 
have the M9’s thunderous volume, but it’s 
only half the price: very good value at £150.

The small soundbar doesn’t have a dock 
for your iOS devices, opting for Bluetooth 
to provide wireless streaming instead. It’s 
well connected, though, with 3.5mm line-in, 
RCA stereo and coaxial and optical digital 
connectors, so it’s easy to hook it up to your 
TV or other equipment if you want to.

The soundbar unit is very compact, 
measuring just 11.4in wide, and the sound it 
produces on its own is rather thin. However, 
the 9in-high subwoofer backs it up nicely 
and adds welcome depth. The remote control 
includes a number of presets, including a 3D 
option for watching movies. However, we also 
liked the gaming preset, which boosts the 
bass for big explosions on video games, and 

works well with rock 
and pop music, too.

The SBM1W 
provides 60W output 
– compared to 
200W for the more 
expensive M9 – so 
it’s not powerful enough for a serious party. 
But it works well for casual music listening or 
enhancing the soundtrack of fi lms on TV. It 
could perhaps pick out a little more detail on 
higher frequencies, but overall sound quality is 
good for a speaker system in this price range.

VERDICT
It’s not an audiophile system by any means, 
but the SBM1W is a good affordable option 
for listening to music or beefi ng up the sound 
on your TV. The subwoofer helps to produce 
a full sound, and it provides plenty of options 
for both wired and wireless connections to 
your TV and mobile devices. Cliff Joseph
READ MORE: bit.ly/14M4PlH

LIKES: 
 Strong bass sound
 Bluetooth wireless with 
 multiple audio inputs

DISLIKES: 
 Higher frequencies could 
 be more detailed

£150
Toshiba • www.toshiba.co.uk

Product page: bit.ly/10kNkr6

Bring on the sub
The Toshiba SBM1W 
soundbar comes with a 
separate sub-woofer for 
a deeper, fuller sound

RATING ★ ★ ★

Olloclip for iPhone 5
CLIP-ON THREE-IN-ONE LENS 
AUGMENTS iPHONE PHOTOGRAPHY

Olloclip is a camera lens that perches on 
the corner of an iPhone 5 (or iPod touch). 

It can alter the focus in three ways: macro 
close-ups, fi sh-eye and wide-angle photos. 
Switching between these takes seconds. 

The lens fi ts snugly on the iPhone’s upper 
edge, so you can hop around shooting the 
action without fear of it coming loose. When 
not in use, however, it’s best stashed in its soft 
drawstring sack so the lens doesn’t get dusty. 

The device is actually an established 
product – a version for the iPhone 4/4S also 
exists. The iPhone 5 version fi ts that model’s 
slightly thinner frame. There’s also a £10 
adaptor for the iPod touch. It’s an excellent 
idea to have one clip-on attachment perform 
several tasks: this versatility makes the Olloclip 
pretty reasonable value. (Stick-on dual-lens 
kits are available for a third of the price, but 
get poor reviews for functionality.) 

To switch lenses you reverse the Olloclip so 
the fi sh-eye rather than the wide-angle lens is 
against the iPhone’s camera lens. The macro 

lens, meanwhile, 
is hidden beneath 
the wide-angle lens. 
Unscrew this to 
reveal it. This process 
can be a little fi ddly. 

The wide-angle 
lens’ effectiveness 
is clear: you get approximately a third wider 
fi eld of vision. Macro mode is more subtle. 
The iPhone can’t normally focus less than 
10cm or so from an object, but the Olloclip’s 
macro lens is able to resolve detail and light at 
between 2cm and 5cm. We were impressed.

VERDICT
Olloclip cunningly combines three lenses 
into a dinky snap-on unit for the camera you 
have with you at all times. It’s not quite the 
instant chameleon its marketing team would 
have you believe, but it certainly extends your 
iPhone’s feature set. Rosemary Hattersley
READ MORE: bit.ly/ZMssSt

Say cheese 
Improve your iPhoneography 
with this clip-on multi-lens

LIKES: 
 Three lenses in a single unit
 Fantastically portable
 Clips securely to iPhone

DISLIKES: 
 Easy to lose
 Fiddly lens cap and 
 snap-on wide-angle lens

£69
Olloclip • www.olloclip.com

RATING ★ ★ ★ ★
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If you’ve never worn bone-conduction 
headphones before, allow us to explain 

how they work. Small, rubbery pads sit 
on your cheekbones, pulsating music 
through the bones of your face into your 
inner ear. The result: decent-sounding 
tunes without having to worry about 
anything covering, or plugging, your ears.

Bone-conductors are typically 
intended for loud environments: they’re 
great for runners and cyclists. The open-
ear design lets you hear ambient noise 
(such as traffi c), but does a poor job of 
preventing the music you’re listening to 
from leaking out. So: great for outdoors, 
less than ideal for quiet indoor spaces.

But the biggest drawback of the 
M2s is sound quality. There’s a nice bass 
beat, but quality is otherwise on a par 
with £20 supermarket headphones. 
That said, these aren’t really designed 
for sound quality – they’re designed for 
people who are interested in maintaining 
audio contact with the outside world. 
Sarah Jacobsson Purewal
READ MORE: bit.ly/10kT0kL

AfterShokz 
Sportz M2

LIKES: 
 Convenient for athletes
 Allow you to hear ambient noise

DISLIKES: 
 Generally sub-par sound quality
 Music leaks out – beware commuter rage…

RATING ★ ★ ★

£69.95
AfterShokz • www.aftershokz.co.uk

Product page: bit.ly/11mlhBy

ATHLETES, NOT AUDIOPHILES

With their sleek packaging and 
high-tech design, the Jabra Vox 

in-ears seem like a classy affair. But 
they’re better at show than substance.

Sound quality is fi ne but not 
outstanding: they’re a touch tinny, 
and don’t hugely enhance the musical 
experience. They’re a step up from the 
earbuds that come with an iPhone, but 
you’d hope for more at this price.

The headphones are comfortable to 
wear for extended periods. But security 
of fi t was more precarious: when 
exercising (or just running for the bus) 
we were never certain they would stay 
in. We suffered a perpetual unease.

The design, on the other hand, is 
appealing, particularly at fi rst (we may 
be jaded, but the cool factor faded 
quite rapidly). They are light and 
portable, and won’t add noticeable 
weight or bulk in a pocket or bag. 
Whether they’ll last is another matter, 
however, since they seem far from 
robust. Sarah Jane Park 
READ MORE: bit.ly/17ULL3l

Jabra Vox

LIKES: 
 Cool looks
 Comfortable to wear

DISLIKES: 
 Underwhelming sonic performance
 May fall out during exercise 

RATING ★ ★ ★

£79.99 

Jabra • www.jabra.com • www.amazon.co.uk

Product page: bit.ly/117ao7N

COOL, LIGHT, COMFY AND 
SONICALLY UNREMARKABLE

Not having heard of DJ/producer 
Tiësto, we probably aren’t the 

target audience for this new range of 
headphones. However, AKG insists 
they’re not just aimed at clubbers.

The K67s’ fashionably chunky padded 
earpieces do a good job of blocking 
out background noise; the closed-back 
design should keep most of the sound 
in, too, so hopefully you won’t annoy 
those nearby. The earpieces fold fl at and 
easily slip into a backpack.

Bass output is impressive: the K67s 
produce a really deep, full sound that’s 
ideal for dance music. However, the bass 
doesn’t overwhelm the mid-range and 
higher frequencies, so the headphones 
also work well with rock and pop. We’re 
not sure we’d recommend them to the 
Radio 3 classical crowd, though.

The K67s have a strong fashion 
element. But that doesn’t detract from 
their ability to provide very good sound 
quality for dance, rock and pop music 
in a portable unit. Cliff Joseph
READ MORE: bit.ly/Z8WtjR

AKG K67 Tiësto

LIKES: 
 Strong bass sound
 Folds fl at for travelling

DISLIKES: 
 Expensive
 Chunky design may not suit everyone

RATING ★ ★ ★ ★

£99
AKG • tiesto.akg.com 

Product page: bit.ly/11l9TaC

BIG HEADPHONES WITH 
A BIG BASS SOUND
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Podcasts

Like many, we weren’t bowled over by 
Apple’s fi rst stab at its Podcasts app. It 

didn’t support playlists or sync podcasts 
between devices, and its Now Playing screen 
was split into two pieces – one of which 
featured a reel-to-reel tape recorder interface 
that provided very little useful feedback. With 
each update, Podcasts has improved slightly, 
but version 1.2 is the reboot we’ve been 
waiting for. Let’s take a look at the highlights.

NEW FEATURES
Playlists (called Stations) have been added. 
You can create and name a new station, 
then include all your podcasts or just a select 
group. Alternatively, create a hodgepodge of 
individual episodes from a variety of podcasts.

You can change the play order to Most 
Recent or Manual, globally choose the 
number of most recent episodes you want 
immediate access to, and select the kind of 
media you’ll accept (audio, video or both).

Another big upgrade is the addition of 
iCloud syncing. For those with multiple iOS 
devices, it was frustrating not to be able to 
continue the podcast you’d been listening to 
an hour before. Those days are now over.

Not only can you subscribe to a podcast on 
one device and have it appear on another, but 
playback progress syncs as well. Listen to a 
podcast halfway through on your iPhone and, 
provided you have an internet connection on 
both devices, you can later pick up your iPad 

and listen from the point you left off. The 
stations you create on one device are also 
synced to others using your iCloud account.

NEW LOOKS
What else has changed? The Now Playing 
screen is now very straightforward, with 
not a hint of a tape-deck interface. It’s 
immediately, effortlessly usable. 

The show’s artwork occupies the centre: 
double-tap to reveal a list of episodes. If 
a chapter has an embedded 
URL, the link appears at the 
bottom. (From someone who 
takes the time to embed these 
things, bless you, Apple.) At 
the top sit a sleep-timer, speed 
controls and a timeline.

On the downside, the Top 
Charts wheel has survived. 
(This displays broad categories – Comedy, 
Education and so on. Swipe the wheel to 
move through these categories, and up and 
down to reveal podcasts within each.) We fi nd 
this much ado about very little, but perhaps 
it’s useful to people just coming to podcasts.

VERDICT
If you were put off by Podcasts’ limitations 
and questionable interface, it’s time to revisit 
it. Podcasts 1.2 is the app Apple should have 
shipped in the fi rst place. Christopher Breen 
READ MORE: bit.ly/Zb5Ui1

LIKES: 
  Supports playlists
  Improved user interface
  iCloud syncing

DISLIKES: 
  Fans of skeuomorphic 
design may miss the 
tape-deck visuals

RATING ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

FREE
Apple

Version: 1.2.1

www.apple.com/uk

Download: itun.es/i6J49gt

HAS APPLE CRACKED IT WITH VERSION 1.2 OF ITS AUDIO/VIDEO APP?

With each update, 
Podcasts has improved 
slightly, but version 
1.2 is the reboot we’ve 
been waiting for

★ ★ ★ ★ ★                              

+
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CALLING FANTASY CARTOGRAPHERS

Ankh-Morpork is a city much like London 
– a populous and smoky city. And, so 

the reasoning goes, if there are guidebook 
apps for real cities (London included), why 
shouldn’t one also exist for a fi ctitious locale? 

This interactive companion to Terry 
Pratchett’s Discworld novels takes the form 
of a vast, zoomable map, resembling a 
17th-century illustration, with little animated 
citizens wandering about the streets. Tapping 
on a building brings up an all-too-brief 
directory-style listing in a nicely old-fashioned 
typeface; usually this details little more than 
the name and address of some shop or other, 
although occasionally a lengthier passage 
with some actual jokes in it will appear. 

You can also take a variety of Walking 
Tours – narrated by Radio 4 comedy stalwart 
Helen Atkinson-Wood – which pick out 
sites of particular interest, many of which 
(including the spindle-like Unseen University) 
will be familiar to those who have read all 39 
books. If swiping your way around becomes 
tiresome, you can also access the information 
via the Street Index or thematic City Directory.

VERDICT
While devotees of the titfered talespinner 
may well relish the opportunity to navigate 
the city’s crooked byways, despite the lavish 
visuals there is, regrettably, very little depth 
to the experience. It can perhaps be summed 
up best by Pratchett’s epigram: “When a man 
is tired of Ankh-Morpork, he is tired of ankle-
deep slurry.” Stephen Patience 
READ MORE: bit.ly/14dV2oe

Discworld: The 
Ankh-Morpork Map

LIKES: 
  Nicely old-fashioned design
  A few decent jokes

DISLIKES: 
  Too many insubstantial entries
  Not a great deal to do

RATING ★ ★

£9.99 

Version: 1.0.2

discworldapp.com

Download: itun.es/i6J49g8

+
For iPhone & 
iPod touch

For iPad & 
iPad mini

For all four devices (separate 
iPhone & iPad versions)

+
Universal. A single version 
works on all devices 

Seamless has a single 
purpose: ensuring continuity 
of jams. Alongside a 69p 
helper app running on 
your Mac (bit.ly/13iLYtM), 
Seamless fades out the music 
in iTunes and ramps up the 
volume of the same track 
on your iPhone at the same 
point. It can also pull the 
stunt in reverse. A one-trick 
pony for sure, but what a 
handy trick. Dan Moren

Seamless
FREE ★ ★ ★ ★
itun.es/i6J49SQ • bit.ly/14euxyW

Version 2 of this already-
popular to-do list manager 
is smooth and painless to 
use. Featuring handy smart 
lists, in-app notifi cations, 
email alerts and Facebook 
integration, Wunderlist 
doesn’t try to be more than 
what it is: a simple to-do list 
app designed to minimise 
life’s small inconveniences. 
A swipe-happy package of 
goodness. Cassandra Khaw

FREE ★ ★ ★ ★
itun.es/i6J48xG • bit.ly/10Wef6h

Wunderlist

We were excited to see an alternative entrant in the rather 
staid spreadsheets market, and ‘alternative’ really is the word: 
Permanent is unlike any spreadsheet you’ve used. With only 
30 functions, there’s no compatibility with Numbers or Excel; 
only the simplest of spreadsheets would work. And you 
can’t create a table that’s longer than the iPad’s landscape 
screen (these tables stack on top of one another). A numeric 
keypad may save time, but the odd controls can be confusing. 
There’s an interesting model here, and it could work well if 
the developers deliver on the future features promised in the 
App Store. As it stands now, though, we can’t recommend 
Permanent, particularly at £6.99. Rob Griffi ths

Permanent – The New Spreadsheet
£6.99 ★ ★
VERSION: 1.0.1 • DOWNLOAD: itun.es/i6J48xT • READ MORE: bit.ly/10ZwYAv

+



 

Ridiculous Fishing

It is ridiculous. It is indeed about fi shing. 
It’s also one of the fi nest App Store games, 

ever. Not in scale, graphics, ambition or 
anything that ‘fi nest’ would traditionally 
evoke, but in terms of being a near-perfect fi t 
for those snatched moments of time we do 
our touchscreen gaming in, for achieving that 
deadly ‘just one more’ go pull, but without 
seeming hollow with it. Ridiculous Fishing!

Fishing, because you play as a guy in a 
boat with a fi shing rod; ridiculous, because 
said rod can drop its line about a kilometre 
and return to the surface with dozens of fi sh 
attached. At which point, they’re thrown into 
the air and you catch them by fi ring a pistol, 
shotgun, machine gun or worse at them. 

Some unseen store somewhere is for some 
reason buying these bullet-riddled piscine 
carcasses, but hey, don’t ask. The earnings 
are spent on rod upgrades such as a hook-
mounted chainsaw, line extensions, toasters 
and hairdryers to electrocute any fi sh you 
prematurely come into contact with, and 
better guns and clothes for the fi sherman. 
Netting enough species will see you move 
to areas with more exotic/absurd marine life.

The core of the game is a tilt-based 
endless runner-style thing, but rather than 
Temple Run’s exhausting leaping, ducking and 
swerving, all you’re doing is trying to avoid 
your hook snagging a fi sh too soon. 

The deeper the hook can sink before one 
of our gilled friends gets its lip caught, the 
longer the ‘level’ can continue. You want 
to catch fi sh on the way up, not the way 
down, y’see – so the further the line’s gone, 
the more ocean it has to retreat through, 
with you tilting left and right frantically to try 
and pick up everything in sight. Apart from 
the anemones and jellyfi sh, which cost you 
money if caught. It’s very, very simple, really, 

but that climactic explosion of skyward-fl ung 
fi sh – and subsequent crazed assault on them 
with an automatic weapon – makes even the 
most inept fi shing attempt seem worthwhile. 

There’s a keen sense of humour: as your 
fi sherman bulks up his arsenal and dresses 
in ever more inappropriate clothing, his 
adventures are narrated by an in-game 
Twitter spoof. But in the end, it all comes 
down to the fact that, in the space of 30 
seconds, you can chainsaw your way through 
a bunch of crabs, electrocute a couple of 
swordfi sh, then minigun a narwhal to death.

VERDICT
A small, simple idea realised with remarkable 
aplomb and high humour. It’s not so 
much that Vlambeer’s game makes fi shing 
ridiculous, more that it removes all traces 
of tedium or even reality from it, instead 
turning it into a wonderfully compulsive game 
of challenging yourself. It even makes tilt 
controls seem like a good idea. Alec Meer 
READ MORE: bit.ly/Zijjko

LIKES: 
  Consistently absurd 
  Joyous upgrades with not 
a hint of an in-app purchase
  Super-polished

DISLIKES: 
  Tilt controls can be fl akey
  The RSPCA will be cross 
with you

RATING ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

£1.99
Version: 1.0

Vlambeer

www.ridiculousfi shing.com

Download: itun.es/i6J522v

HUMANITY’S LONELIEST HOBBY TRANSFORMED INTO 
AN INSANE ODYSSEY OF UNDERWATER DEATH

Get fi sh or die tryin’
Catching fi sh is a three-
step process. First, you drop 
your hook as deep as you 
can without bumping into 
any aquatic creatures. Then 
(below left) you head back 
up, doing your best to snag 
a mighty haul on your line. 
Finally (below), you get to the 
surface, lob the snared fi sh 
in the air and blast the living 
crikey out of them

★ ★ ★ ★ ★                               

+
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STEROID-CRAZED SHOOT ’EM UP 
AND AN ASSAULT ON THE SENSES

Don’t try to understand it. In fact, don’t 
even think about it. You’ll only give 

yourself a headache. 
Death Ray Manta, aka DRM, is an arcade 

shoot ’em up in the vein of Geometry Wars 
(or Asteroids, after drinking an awful lot of 
Red Bull), but where so many of those try to 
do the refl ex-battering ‘bullet hell’ thing, this 
one is all about sensory overload. 

It’s reasonably challenging, and if you, as 
the eponymous Death Ray-fi ring Manta, take 
even one hit from your retro-styled enemies, 
it’s all the way back to the title screen with 
you. But it’s more interested in making you 
feel glorious than in masochism. 

As you dart around the psychedelically 
glowing screen, a left-hand fi nger controlling 
movement and a right-hand fi nger shooting, 
you’ll be bombarded with nonsensical 
messages and over-the-top platitudes. 
When you die, as you almost certainly will, 
you’ll be complimented. So you’ll start over 
again, hoping to make it to a higher and 
more challenging level than last time. It’s 
an age-old formula, for sure, but presented 

with aplomb and great cheer, not to mention 
a gloriously silly soundtrack that sounds like 
incidental music from Flashdance.

VERDICT
A fast, frantic, purely single-player game of 
skill, Death Ray Manta is also refreshingly 
self-contained: free from both leaderboard 
posturing and cynical microtransactions. 
Lovely stuff. Alec Meer
READ MORE: bit.ly/10Ns72N

Death Ray Manta

LIKES: 
  Incredibly good-natured
  Sweet spot between 
challenge and satisfaction

DISLIKES: 
  Nothing makes sense. 
Even slightly 

RATING ★ ★ ★ ★

£1.49
Version: 1.2.1

psychicparrotgames.com

Download: itun.es/i6Jv2D5

+

EA claims The Simpsons: Tapped Out 
is “life-ruiningly fun”. Fun, no; life-
ruining, possibly. It’s your job to rebuild 
Springfi eld. You begin with just Homer 
(where’s Bart?) and gradually unlock 
other characters. Even Sideshow Bob 
makes an appearance: simply tap Bob 
to arrest him. There’s absolutely no hint 
of a challenge; you simply do as you’re 
told. You’re instructed when to build 
houses, plant trees, buy land and so 
on. In the game’s defence, the voices 
are authentic and the graphics spot-on: 
what you see on screen is exactly what 
you’d see on your TV. And it’s free. But 
where’s the excitement? Marie Brewis

The Simpsons: 
Tapped Out
FREE ★ ★
itun.es/i6J46Vp • bit.ly/16yhN3z An explosive molecule has come to life. 

She has the personality of a hyperactive 
Barbie doll with an extreme penchant 
for shoes… and blowing up scientists. 
Ms. ‘Splosion Man is a side-scrolling 
platformer, with the twist that you 
don’t jump – you ‘splode (or explode, if 
you want to get technical) into the air. 
Tapping anywhere on the screen will let 
you ‘splode up to three times before you 
have to touch a surface again. Getting 
around via explosive force means you’re 
always zooming about the screen at 
high speed, making this one of the most 
intense platformers on the iPhone. The 
whole experience is stressful enough to 
make your palms sweat. Kevin Lee

Ms. ‘Splosion Man
£1.99 ★ ★ ★ ★
itun.es/i6J43P8 • bit.ly/10PmQYp

When played the right way, this title 
entertains on many levels without ever 
becoming frustrating. Gameplay is so 
simple it can be played one-handed: as 
enemies attack (showcasing increasingly 
dazzling martial-arts skills), pulsating 
dots tell you to tap the screen to mount 
a successful defence and counterattack, 
eventually defeating your opponent. 
It would be easy to dismiss Karateka 
as just a fi ghting game but, from the 
beautifully depicted palace scenes to 
the subtle differences in the way the 
characters respond to various situations, 
it rewards attention to detail. A power-
hungry game, though, and not suited 
to older iOS devices. Marco Tabini

Karateka
£1.99 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
itun.es/i6J44BS • bit.ly/12iC1zI

++
★ ★ ★ ★ ★                               
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Sonoma’s FourTrack was one of the fi rst multitrack 

recording apps for the iPhone and does a great job of 

mimicking the original concept, despite its limitations. 

That means, for example, you can’t erase a track that’s gone 

wrong – you can only record over it or use the navigation wheel 

to position the recording in the right spot, then drop in to record 

the ‘fi x’ and then drop out again. 

Having recorded on all four tracks, you can also ‘bounce’ 

them down to the fi rst two tracks, then record again on to tracks 

three and four. The app comes with a compressor, parametric 

EQ and amps and effects for electric and acoustic guitarists. 

There’s even a selection of drums patterns to help keep you in 

time. FourTrack works best with an external mic, but is a brilliant 

modern take on the portastudio. 

Turn your iPhone into 
a multitrack recorder
FourTrack app brings back the days of the cassette-based portastudio 
BY ROB BEATTIE

DEVICE: iPhone
DIFFICULTY: Beginner
TIME REQUIRED: Varies

WHAT YOU NEED: 

 FourTrack (£2.99, 
 itun.es/i6JC9jS)
 iOS 4.3 or later

VITAL INFO

Drum solo
Tap here to open the 
Metronome, which 
adds a realistic drum 
beat to recordings in 
various time signatures, 
helping you to keep 
on the beat.

Special effects
Tap here to open a 
range of included 
effects and amplifi ers, 
designed for electric 
guitar players. Effects 
are added before 
recording, so can’t 
be changed later.

Make a name
Give your recording 
a name by typing 
it here – FourTrack 
lets you store 
multiple recordings 
in the Song List.

Support acts
Copy and paste audio 
from other apps that 
support AudioPaste, 
such as Propellerhead’s 
Figure sequencer, 
Blip’s NanoStudio and 
Frontier’s GuitarStudio, 
by tapping here.
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1 Getting started Download 
FourTrack from the App Store and tap 
the icon to begin. For anyone used to 
conventional digital recording where 
tracks are arranged like swimming pool 
lanes, this will be a shock. There are four 
tracks, each with a volume slider and 
pan wheel, and a Rec Arm button that 
readies the track for recording.

2 The fi rst track Tap the Rec Arm 
button at the foot of the fi rst track. 
When you do, the big grey button at 
the bottom left of the screen will turn 
red. Slide it to the right and then start 
recording your fi rst track. As you do, 
watch the LED meter to make sure that 
the volume doesn’t stray up into the 
red and distort the recording. 

3 Listening back When you’re 
fi nished, FourTrack will rewind and 
arm the next track ready for recording. 
Alternatively, tap play to listen to the 
track you’ve just recorded, and if it’s 
okay, arm the next track manually and 
record that – as you do, the fi rst track 
will play back at the same time. Here 
we’re playing back all four tracks.

4 Accessing song tools Re-record 
any tracks you’re not happy with, either 
completely or by dragging the horizontal 
scroll wheel left or right to the point in 
the recording where you want to fi x a 
mistake; as with real portastudios, this 
is an imperfect science. When you’ve 
fi nished, tap the Song Tools button and 
type in a name for the recording. 

5 Bouncing tracks Swipe the Song 
Tools screen to the left to reveal the 
editing screen. We’re going to ‘bounce’ 
our four tracks down to two. Tap 
Bounce and then tap To this Song. This 
will mix all four tracks and record them 
on to tracks one and two, then pan 
them left and right. You can now record 
on tracks three and four again. 

6 Mixing the song Return to Song 
Tools, tap Mixdown and then Mix this 
Song. FourTrack will mix your recording 
down to a stereo WAV fi le. At the next 
screen, tap the Wifi  Sync button and 
follow the instructions to connect to a 
computer. After a moment, the song will 
appear on the computer screen. Click 
the Mix button to open it in iTunes. 

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE: STUDIO TIME
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Use your iPad for remote 
teaching and collaboration
Improve the long-distance learning experience with Jot! Whiteboard 
BY VIC LENNARD
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Skype is excellent for virtual face-to-face conversations, but 

what if you need to work co-operatively? What if the two 

of you need to be literally writing on the same page? This 

is particularly vital when you’re teaching someone. With the 

Jot! Whiteboard app for iPad and iPhone, your student could 

be anywhere in the world, yet when used in conjunction with 

Skype, the experience is akin to being in the same room.

There are numerous iPad collaboration apps, but Jot! 

Whiteboard has an ace up its sleeve: Live Sharing. Create or join 

a session on the dedicated server and you can be connected to 

another person’s work in seconds. You can even view the session 

online at jotwithme.com. We’ve spent the past six months 

putting this through its paces and can attest to how fl exible this 

system is – it’s handled everything from being used as an ideas 

sketchpad through to a full-blown transatlantic maths lessons.

DEVICE: iPad
DIFFICULTY: Beginner
TIME REQUIRED: Varies

WHAT YOU NEED: 

 Jot! Whiteboard 
 (£2.99, itun.es/i6JZ828)
 iOS 4.0 or later

VITAL INFO

Toolbox
Access the four 
colours, eraser, 
line thickness and 
setup tools here.

Mini manual
A full list of the 
app’s gestures is 
available via the 
on-board help.

Back and forth
Use the arrows 
for multiple 
undos and redos.

Working together
The Live Sharing 
indicator shows how 
many people are 
currently involved.

Final destination
Once completed, 
your jot can be saved, 
emailed or printed.



STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE: I’LL TEACH YOU A THING OR TWO

1 Getting started Clicking on a new jot icon will 
pull up a fresh whiteboard. This can be blank, lined or 
squared. For this project, import the background pie 
chart image from the photo library, and then add a 
suitable headline at the top. 

2 Two’s company Live Sharing is key to 
collaborative working. Create a session, give it a name 
and pass this on to whoever you want to work with. 
Alternatively, join an existing session. All the work can 
be viewed on a standard screen via jotwithme.com. 

3 Colour options Although only four colours 
appear in the toolbox, a palette of 16 colours is 
available. Beneath the eraser is the line tool, with 
four thickness options. The one to choose depends 
on whether or not you draw with your fi ngers. 

4 Headline news Finish colouring in the sectors, 
recolour the headline and start adding text. This 
tutorial is all about nationalities at a football match – 
hence the labels. Touch and hold a label to cut, copy 
or duplicate it, and then drag it into its new position. 

5 Written word One advantage of having a 
uniform width line tool is it’s possible to write legibly 
with your fi ngers. Scroll down and add handwritten 
text. This is where the undo/redo tools come in handy, 
along with the eraser, for dealing with imperfections.

6 Saving grace The completed jot resides in Jot! 
Whiteboard’s library, which can be sorted hierarchically 
with folders. It can also be emailed as a PDF, an image 
or a native jot fi le for further work. There’s also the 
option to save to the iPad’s photo library. 
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Much as I think of myself as an 
honourable person, I’ll admit that 
I occasionally break the rules when 

doing so harms no one and enhances my 
life. Take jailbreaking, for instance: the 
controversial practice of gaining complete 
access to an intentionally hampered device.

Recently, the fi rst untethered jailbreak 
for iOS 6 and 6.1 – dubbed evasi0n – was 
released. (Untethered means the jailbreak 
‘sticks’ after you restart your device.) And, 
once again, I weighed the benefi ts and risks 
of jailbreaking my phone.

A NECESSARY EVIL
I’m a veteran jailbreaker – stretching back to 
the days when the term had yet to be coined 
and you hacked into the iPhone by way of 
the Mac’s Terminal application. I broke into 
Apple’s handset for one simple reason: to 
capture screenshots of its interface for a book 
I was writing. Years later, I jailbroke so I could 
project a device’s interface for a presentation. 
In each case, a jailbreak was necessary 
because Apple didn’t provide the features 
required to accomplish these tasks.

In those earlier days, people developing 
apps for jailbroken iOS devices had some 
great ideas – enabling you to do things such 
as tether other devices to the phone for 
free, block unwanted SMS messages, and 
perform tasks over a 3G network that were 
normally restricted to Wi-Fi. Jailbreak apps 
also provided features such as an endless 
supply of themes, a single drop-down 
menu for confi guring common settings, 
and notifi cations. When I found a feature 
helpful, I adopted it.

I, JAILBREAKER

Once I’ve 
jailbroken 
a device, I 
understand 
that I should 
expect no help 
from Apple if 
it causes 
me trouble in 
the future

Christopher 
Breen is a senior 
contributor 
to Macworld 
magazine. 
Follow him 
at twitter.com/
BodyOfBreen

OPINION

RELATED LINKS

SHOULD YOU RISK 
JAILBREAKING YOUR IPHONE?
bit.ly/14Lxur5

HOW TO JAILBREAK 
YOUR iPHONE
bit.ly/14Lxoj5

STEVE WOZNIAK ON 
JAILBREAKING AND MORE
bit.ly/13TuEzA

But as iOS has evolved, users have had 
fewer reasons to jailbreak. Screenshots are 
as simple as holding down the on/off and 
home buttons. You can project an iOS device’s 
interface. Apple has provided more ways to 
customise the interface. Tethering is now 
available, and with apps like PhoneView (see 
page 67), you can pull fi les off your device. 
Also, the carriers and Apple have relaxed on 
what you can do over a cellular network.

JAILBREAKS FOR ALL?
Apple warns that jailbreaking your iOS device 
may lead to security vulnerabilities, instability, 
shortened battery life, unreliable voice 
and data, disruption of services, and an 
inability to apply future software updates. 
It may also result in Apple denying service 
for your device. And, in fact, after I’d used 
evasi0n to jailbreak iOS 6.1, Apple released 
an iOS update that prevented evasi0n from 
working at all. Once I’ve jailbroken a device, 
I understand I should expect no help from 
Apple if it causes me trouble in the future. 

You should also be aware of legal grey 
areas. In the US, the Librarian of Congress 
has deemed that, while it’s legal to jailbreak a 
phone, doing the same thing to a tablet is a 
different matter. For reasons best known to 
those who create such arbitrary distinctions, 
tablets are to be treated differently. So while 
the operation I describe works with all iOS 
devices, it’s uncertain whether jailbreaking an 
iPad is technically legal.

My most fervent hope is that iOS will 
evolve to the point where I fi nd jailbreaking 
entirely unnecessary. Until then, however, 
I’m a jailbreaker. 
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Christopher Breen is an unrepentant iPhone cracker. 
But he hopes that one day it won’t be necessary
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You love to take photographs. 
Your pictures get compliments 
from family and friends, and 
– don’t be modest – you like 

your images, too. 
When you compare your pictures 

with some of the eye-popping stuff 
published in National Geographic, 
however, it’s obvious that your fixed-lens, 
compact camera is holding you back. A 
newer, bigger, interchangeable-lens 
model like the professionals use will help 
you take your photos to the next level. 
You need to step up to a digital SLR.

At least, that’s what high-end camera 
manufacturers want you to think. But 
before you reach for your credit card, 

make sure you aren’t just suffering from 
a bad case of technolust.

The bigger-sensor, interchangeable-
lens cameras that companies produce 
today under a variety of acronyms – 
DSLR (digital single-lens reflex), DSLT 
(digital single-lens translucent), MFT 
(Micro Four-Thirds) and EVIL (electronic 
viewfinder with interchangeable lens) 
– are, for the most part, terrific. Next 
to the best compact, fixed-lens cameras, 
however, the larger models have cons 
as well as pros. 

Shooting with a bigger camera when 
you don’t actually need one is not just 
expensive, but may result in worse 
photos than those you captured before. 

It can even dampen your interest in 
photography. So here are a few things to 
consider before you make an investment.

More control means more work
Bigger cameras generally offer a lot 
more options than compacts, and they 
tend to put more controls on the outside 
in the form of buttons, switches and dials. 
Getting comfortable using these and 
familiarising yourself with all the different 
options can take a bit of time.

Blurry, fuzzy photos are an issue
All things being equal, the bigger 
sensors used in DSLRs help to produce 
a shallower depth of field – and this 
typically means that minor autofocusing 
errors matter more with a larger camera 
than with a compact one.

You also have to consider the problem 
of blur caused by camera movement. 
Most compact models offer some form 
of built-in image stabilisation feature. A 
handheld model is never as steady as 
one mounted on a tripod, of course, and 
image stabilisation reduces the number 
of photos that camera movement ruins. 
Sony and Pentax DSLT/DSLR bodies have 
image stabilisation built in, but the more 
popular Canon and Nikon DSLRs don’t. 
Getting image stabilisation with those 
brands requires using stabilised lenses, 
and the DSLR you purchase may or may 
not come with such a lens. 

Small is beautiful, bigger is bigger
If you’re an amateur shooting when the 
spirit hits you, there’s wisdom in the 
saying: “The best camera is the one you 
have with you.” Large models are less 
portable. Time and time again, we’ve 
seen people buy a DSLR and play with it, 
only to stick it on the shelf and go back 
to using a compact camera for daily 
shooting. And this makes sense to us: 
we use DSLRs for work, but carry a 
point-and-shoot everywhere.

Create

Do you really need a DSLR?
You can take great photos without spending a huge amount 
of money, and without investing in a hard-to-use DSLR
By  W i l l i a m  P o r t e r

Using the web for video, graphics, publishing, photography and other creative pursuits
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Interchangeable lenses 
mean money (and dust)
The lens is arguably a more important 
factor in the technical quality of your 
photos than the camera body it’s 
attached to. Professionals purchase 
interchangeable-lens cameras, so 
they can use the most appropriate 
lens for each session. For the average 
photographer though, the ability to 
change lenses is a mixed blessing.

For one thing, the lens on a high-end 
compact camera may be better than the 
lens on a low-end DSLR. For example, 
the fixed lens on a Panasonic Lumix 
DMC-LX5 is made by Leica, and it’s a 
really good option: it’s optically superior 
and fast (f/2.0), with a terrific zoom range. 
The 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 kit lens that comes 
with the average new DSLR, on the other 
hand, is probably merely decent.

Usually you can buy only the camera 
body and purchase a really good lens 
separately. But you might end up paying 
just as much for the lens as for the body; 

if not more. And that’s just your first 
lens. To get the most out of your 
interchangeable-lens system, you’ll 
want to buy additional lenses, as 
good as you can afford. Most serious 
photographers spend a lot more money 
on lenses than they do on bodies.

And changing your lenses introduces 
a serious problem: dust. Whenever you 

swap out a lens, you expose the camera’s 
sensor and mirror to dust. If you get any 
on the sensor it can mar your photos; 
cleaning your sensor can be pricey, or 
at least a pain in the neck.

Workarounds defeat the purpose
Yes, some of these basic problems have 
workarounds. Your DSLR doesn’t have 

Stay sharp like 
other compacts, 
the Panasonic 
lumix dMc-lX3 
has one 
advantage over 
dSlrs: lots of 
depth of field. 
as a result, the 
lX3 kept the 
legs of this 
statue and the 
relatively distant 
head in focus.

to be difficult to use. You can’t get rid of 
all those buttons, but you can ignore 
them and only use the camera in ‘Auto’ 
or ‘P’ mode. You can slap a ‘superzoom’ 
(18-250mm or similar) lens on your DSLR 
and never take it off.

If you do such things, however, you’re 
surrendering nearly all the advantages 
of a DSLR. What you end up with is 

basically a heavier, less portable, and 
more expensive point-and-shoot. Also, 
since superzoom lenses aren’t as good 
optically as fixed-focal-length lenses, or 
even zoom lenses with a shorter zoom 
range, your DSLR will end up being a 
not particularly good point-and-shoot. 

Shoot well and be happy
You may be one of those people who 
genuinely need to own a big-sensor, 
interchangeable-lens camera. You may, 
for example, have dreamt of shooting a 
wedding with your LX5, though would 
never actually do it. A camera is only a 
tool in the end, and certain jobs require 
certain tools. But if, like most people, you 
mostly photograph your children, pets, 
friends and holidays, at least consider 
the possibility that you might be happier 
with a good compact camera.

Investing in a £300 food processor 
won’t automatically make you a better 
cook – and by the same token, if you 
can’t take great photos with a Panasonic 
LX3 or LX5, a Canon PowerShot G12 
or the slightly pricier Sony Cyber-shot 
DSC-RX100, trust us, you won’t be able 
to take great photos with a much more 
expensive Sony Alpha SLT-A77, Canon 
EOS 7D or Nikon D7000.

If you really want to improve your 
images, you should pick up a good 
book on photography or start taking an 
evening class. Or simply take your next 
holiday somewhere with spectacular 
scenery. Then you’ll be amazed at how 
much better your photos turn out.

Shooting with a bigger camera when you don’t 
actually need one is not just expensive, but may 
result in worse photos than those you took before
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Working Mac
Tips, tricks and tools to make you and your Mac more productive

Your hard drive churns. Every 
click sets off a spinning beach 
ball. Disk Utility doles out the 
bad news. When your hard 

drive’s end is near, your best hope is a 
good backup. Of course it is. But what 
if you don’t have one? Or what if you 
thought you had a backup and it failed? 
At this point, someone will say, knowingly: 
“You should have had redundant 
backups.” Unfortunately you didn’t, so 
what do you do now?

First, keep calm and consider your 
situation. The fact is, intentionally or not, 
you probably do have backups of at 
least some of your data. 

Email messages
Do you use a web- or IMAP-based service 
for your email? (For further information, 
see How to convert a POP email account 
to IMAP at go.macworld.com/poptoimap.) 
If so, then you don’t need to worry about 

losing your email messages, because 
they’re safely stored on a server. When 
you repair or replace your failing Mac, 
all you’ll need to do is enter the 
information for your IMAP email accounts 
in your email client, or open a web 
browser if you use webmail, and the 
messages will download. 

Data you’ve synced with iCloud
Have you been using Apple’s iCloud 
(www.icloud.com) to sync your email, 
calendars, Safari bookmarks, reminders 

or notes? If so, then you needn’t fret 
– you can restore that information. On 
your new or repaired computer, launch 
System Preferences and choose iCloud. 
Sign in to your iCloud account and select 
the relevant categories (Contacts, Safari, 
and Calendars & Reminders). Your 
information should appear.

Files in the cloud
Cloud-based services such as Dropbox 
(www.dropbox.com) and Google Docs 
(docs.google.com) make it possible for 
you to see and access your documents 
no matter what computer you’re using. 
Students, for instance, might store 
essays in Dropbox for quick access 
through a web browser at school. Or 
your business may use Google Docs 
to make it easy for co-workers to 
collaborate. These files remain exactly 
where you left them in the cloud; you 
simply sign back in to the account.

Emergency 
backups you 
didn’t know 
you had
Unintentional data duplicates 
could save the day
By  S c h o l l e  S aw y e r  M c Fa r l a n d
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If you’ve been using 
an up-to-date version 
of Dropbox, it’s likely 
the service has also 
been backing up your 
photos automatically
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If you’ve been using an up-to-date 
version of Dropbox, it’s likely the service 
has also been backing up your photos 
automatically whenever you connect a 
USB camera, iOS device or memory 
card (provided that you haven’t turned 
down its request to do this). Download 
a copy of Dropbox’s app (free, www.
dropbox.com/mobile) to your iPhone, 
iPad, or other mobile device.

iTunes purchases
If you bought most of your music through 
iTunes, it’s easy to restore your library. 
First, make sure that you’re signed in 
to iTunes with the account you used to 
purchase your media. Next, click the 
iTunes Store button in the top-right of 
the iTunes window, and click the 
Purchased link that appears below on 
the right side. In the resulting screen, 
click the Music tab and then the All 
Songs entry. The music you’ve bought 
will appear in a list. Click the Download 
All button to download your past music 
purchases. Using this same technique, 
you can also redownload purchased 
movies, TV shows, TV seasons, and 
books from iTunes.

If you subscribe to the £21.99-per-year 
iTunes Match service (see iTunes Match: 
what you need to know at go.macworld.
com/itunesmatchfaq), then you can 
download any music that you’ve either 
matched or uploaded.

Anything on your iPhone
You might be carrying copies of important 
data right in the palm of your hand. At the 

very least, your iPhone probably contains 
a chunk of your photo and music library.

Your photos: These will download 

automatically when you connect your 
iPhone to the new computer.

Ripped music: If you spent hours 
ripping CDs to your iTunes library and 
the songs remain on your phone, there’s 
hope. Apple doesn’t make it easy to 
restore music from your iPhone to your 
Mac, but it is possible. With a tool such 
as Ecamm Network’s PhoneView ($29.95 
[£19.56], bit.ly/2JvQ3l), you can extract 
data and media from your iOS device. 
Just jack in your device, fire up the app, 
select the kind of media you want to 
extract, and copy the items to your iTunes 
library by clicking Send To iTunes.

Rescuing files from your 
iPhone apple doesn’t 
make it easy to restore 
music and other files 
from your phone to your 
Mac, but it is possible 
with an app like ecamm 
network’s PhoneView. 

Calendars and contacts: What if 
you don’t use iCloud, but you’ve synced 
your calendars and contacts to your 
still-functioning iPhone? In that case, 
create an iCloud account if you don’t 
currently have one, sign in to it, and ask 
your iPhone to sync your calendars and 
contacts with iCloud. When you later 
want that data on your Mac, create an 
iCloud account on the computer and 
configure iCloud to sync calendars and 
contacts, and your data will appear on 
your Mac in short order.

Camera cards
Do you delete images from your camera 
card on a regular basis? If the answer 
is no, today you’re in luck. Keep those 
memory cards available so you can 
download the images to your new 
or repaired computer.

Thinking about next time
One serious hard drive failure is usually 
enough to scare a Mac user straight. 
If you’re ready now, be sure to read 
Backup basics: the quick, something-is-
better-than-nothing backup system at  
go.macworld.com/backupbasics.

Cloud coverage If you’ve used apple’s 
icloud, you can restore any data you synced 
after you get your Mac working again.
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W hen you’re on the other 
side of 50, you become 
less concerned about 
how fast your Mac is, and 

more interested in how well you can see 
the text. Whether your eyes are aging, 
your younger eyes need glasses, or 
someone you’re providing computer 
support to could use a bit of help in 
seeing the screen, no one should have 
to squint when surfing the web, reading 
email or writing documents. To save 
yourself from eyestrain, follow a few 
key techniques to increase the font size 
in applications where easy-to-see text 
makes the biggest difference.

Text editing
Most applications that let you compose 
text also allow you to adjust how you view 
your fonts on screen. It’s a good idea to 
increase the font size by a few points if 
you use corrective lenses – you might not 
realise that you’re squinting as you read.

Zoom in: When you need to view text 
in a bigger font in order to read it, but you 
don’t necessarily need to print the text 
out at that size, zooming is your best 
option. In Microsoft Word, choose View → 
Zoom and select from the options in the 

Stop squinting at the screen

‘Zoom to’ section. You can enter a 
custom zoom size – such as 150% – in 
the per cent field at the bottom. Apple’s 
Pages offers a similar set of options. 
Choose a zoom percentage from the 
pop-up menu at the bottom of your 
document window. Or, press 1-right 
angle bracket (>) to zoom in or 1-left 
angle bracket (<) to zoom out. 

Increase the font size: In Apple apps 
such as Pages and TextEdit, pressing 1-T 

calls up a Fonts panel. Word and other 
text-heavy applications have a dedicated 
Font or Format menu. In Word, choose 
Format → Font. There, you can select 
the font and size you find most 
comfortable to work with.

If you’d rather not fiddle around with 
the font size repeatedly, change the 
defaults. In Word, for example, adjust 
your settings in the Font window and 
then click the Default button at the 
bottom. In TextEdit, choose TextEdit → 
Preferences and tweak the ‘Plain text 
font’ and ‘Rich text font’ settings.

Web browsing
Many applications let you use the 1-plus 
(+) shortcut to increase font size. If you 
use Apple’s Safari or Mozilla’s Firefox as 
your browser, for example, you can press 
that keyboard shortcut – or, alternatively, 
choose View → Zoom In – at any time. 
If the fonts appear too large on certain 
pages, pressing 1-minus (−) makes them 
one notch smaller. Other programs that 
display text use the 1-plus shortcut as 
well, so try it if you ever need to make 
text bigger in a particular application.

Safari settings: As an alternative 
approach in Safari, select Safari → 
Preferences and click the Advanced tab. 

How to make text bigger in your browser, email, text editor, and more
By  K i r K  M c E l h E a r n

Bigger fonts in Apple apps The Fonts panel, 
which many apple applications use, lets you 
choose a suitable font and size for your eyes.

Easier-to-read  
messages 
customise the 
font, font size, 
and background 
colour for 
Messages.
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Under Accessibility, select Never use font 
sizes smaller than and adjust the font size 
to a size that’s comfortable for your eyes.

Trackpad tips: In Safari, you can also 
zoom in to increase the size of the entire 
web page. If you use a trackpad, you can 
pinch out to zoom in, and pinch in to 
zoom back out. This technique works in 
some other applications, too. (If it doesn’t 
work for you, select Zoom In or Zoom 
Out in the Scroll & Zoom section of 
System Preferences’ Trackpad pane.) In 
addition, you can double-tap with two 
fingers to get a quick zoom in Safari; 
double-tapping again zooms out. (You 
can also find this setting in the Trackpad 
preference pane.)

A more readable Finder
To make it easier to see folder and file 
names in Finder windows, press 1-J, 
or choose View → Show View Options, 
when a Finder window is visible. Select 
Text Size, and you’ll get a pop-up menu 
that lets you choose a font size from 
10- to 16-point. Click Use as Defaults 
to apply this new font size to all the 
windows in the current view. Note that 
you’ll have to make this change for 
each Finder view (Icon, List, Column,  
and/or Cover Flow) separately. 

Easy-to-see sidebars
Sidebars are important because they give 
you a list of items you may want to use 
often, such as folders in the Finder.

iTunes and iPhoto: In iTunes and 
iPhoto, go into the programs’ preferences 
to change the sidebar text size. In 
iTunes’ General preferences, select Use 
large text for list views. And in iPhoto’s 
Appearance preferences, choose Source 
Text → Large. (The two iPhoto text options 
available are Large and Small, though 
they might be better characterised as 
Medium and Tiny.)

The Finder: To change the size of 
items in the Finder’s sidebar, launch 
System Preferences, and then click the 
General icon. In the ‘Sidebar icon size’ 

setting, you can specify Small, Medium, 
or Large. This setting affects not only the 
Finder’s icons, but also the size of the 
icons’ associated text. Curiously, even 
though this setting changes the same 
items in the sidebar in Mail, it doesn’t 
affect other Apple apps.

Mail and Messages
Other apps offer font and size settings 
too. In Apple’s Mail, go to Mail → 
Preferences → Fonts & Colors to choose 
a different font and size for the message 
list, for messages themselves, and for 
any fixed-width text.

Apple’s Messages lets you change 
the font and size for incoming and 
outgoing messages independently. 
Go to Messages → Preferences, select 
Messages, and click the Set Font button 

next to each of the two background-
colour sections.

Zoom everything
In System Preferences’ Accessibility 
pane, you can turn on zooming so that it 
affects your entire display. Click the Zoom 
icon in the sidebar of that preference 
pane, and check either or both Use 
keyboard shortcuts to zoom and Use 
scroll gesture with modifier keys to zoom. 
We often use the scrolling option to get a 
closer look at things we can’t zoom in on 
any other way, such as text that appears 
within graphics on web pages.

Finally, if you have a Mac that permits 
you to change the display resolution, you 
might want to go that route. The Displays 
preference pane lets you scale your 
display. Try it and find out if you can see 
enough on your screen after magnifying 
its scale. This alteration changes the 
number of pixels on the screen and, 
therefore, affects the size of text in 
the menu bar, menu items, and so on.

Although font-size settings are limited 
to certain apps, it’s good to know where 
you can make this change. Set up your 
most-used apps appropriately, and your 
eyes will thank you for it.

Sidebars you can see The three sizes 
available for Finder sidebar icons also 
affect the size of the associated labels.

It’s a good idea to 
increase the font size 
by a few points if you 
use corrective lenses 
– you might not realise 
that you’re squinting
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 Few people know you can share 
a Keynote presentation with a 
remote user via the Messages 
application. This overlooked OS 

X feature can prove helpful for online 
meetings and instruction. 

Use the same service: To give it a try, 
you will need a copy of Apple’s Keynote 
application, as well as a Keynote 
presentation. You can’t share files and 
presentations if you and the other person 
are using different messaging services, 
however, so be sure that each participant 
is on Apple’s iCloud (www.icloud.com), for 
example, or on AIM (aim.aol.co.uk). 

Give remote presentations via Messages
An overlooked feature of OS X’s messaging app lets you share Keynote presentations 
By  C h r i s t o p h e r  B r e e n

Send an invitation: To begin, launch 
Messages and select someone in your 
Buddy List to share your presentation 
with. From the Buddies menu choose 
Invite to Video Chat. This action will 
send an invitation. Once your recipient 
accepts it, you can proceed.

Share your presentation: To initiate 
sharing, simply drag a presentation into 
the lower portion of the video window. 
When you do, Keynote will launch on 
your Mac, and you’ll see a window 
containing the presentation’s controls. 
By default, the image that appears in 
this window is what the person you’re 

presenting to sees, along with your image 
in the bottom-left corner. The preview 
you see is the same presentation as it 
appears on that person’s screen, as 
well as the image from their camera.

Start the show: Move through the 
presentation by clicking in the controller 
window or by using the controller’s 
arrow keys. When you want to stop the 
presentation, click the controller window’s 
‘x’ to close the presentation. You’ll return 
to your video chat. To quit that session, 
click the chat window’s red Close button.

There you have it: an easy way to give 
a Keynote presentation to remote users. 

When will Microsoft  
launch a new Office for Mac?
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Microsoft launched Office 2013 for Windows users in January, 
along with its Office 365 subscription service. This is only mildly 
exciting, because there isn’t a new Mac Office suite. In fact, if you 
already own Office 2011 and decide to sign up, you will have to 
redownload the software. The service costs £7.99 per month or 
£79.99 a year, and gives Mac users the right to download Office 
for Mac 2011 software on up to five computers. Microsoft has also 
increased the price of Office for Mac Home and Business 2011, 
from £189 to £219.99. The situation has left many Mac users 
asking: “Where is Office 2013 for Mac?”

Last year, Microsoft told The Verge that no Office for Mac 2013 
release was planned. Engadget reports the company has said a 

new Mac product is in the works, however, and that Office 365 
subscribers will get it as part of a future software update. Based 
on Microsoft’s past Office 
releases, it’s expected that 
this new will be Office 
for Mac 2014.

In addition, it’s also been 
reported that Microsoft is 
planning to launch Office 
for iPad in 2014, although 
many had hoped it would 
arrive sooner (see page 47).
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T he elegant, minimalist design of Just 
Mobile products looks great, but 
they’re also designed for practical, 

everyday use and will quickly become an 
essential part of your desktop work station.

Drawer
The centrepiece of your desk, of course, 
is your Mac. If you have an iMac or an 
Apple monitor, then the chances are it’s 
currently propped up on a telephone 
directory. Well you can throw the 
telephone directory in the recycling bin 
now, thanks to the Drawer (£89.95), a 
combined stand and storage unit designed 
for the iMac and Apple monitors.

The sleek aluminium stand raises your 
computer display to a more comfortable 
height, and also includes a space where you 
can store your iPhone, external hard drive 
and other accessories. Two cable holes at 
the back of the Drawer allow you to keep 
your devices connected to your computer, 
so that you can carry on using them even 
when they’re tucked out of sight.

There’s even a handy little groove carved 
onto the top of the Drawer, so that you can 
rest a pen or pencil there without it rolling 
away across your desk. 

AluCube Mini
We also like to use Just Mobile’s award-
winning AluCube Mini (£14.95) with 
the Drawer. The AluCube Mini keeps all 
those stray cables neat, and includes two 
adhesive patches so that you can fix it onto 
the Drawer or any other surface. Each pack 
includes two AluCube Minis, so you can 
keep one in your office and slip the other 
into a bag with your laptop.

AluCup
Just Mobile also makes elegant, practical 
stands for other Apple devices. The 
AluCup (£26.95) is a sturdy aluminium 
stand for the iPhone and the iPad mini. 
You can stand your iPhone upright inside 
the AluCup and use its four cable slots to 
charge it from your Mac, or rest it on the 
soft rubber edges of the AluCup in order to 
tilt the iPhone to a more convenient angle 
for viewing the screen. The AluCup works 
with the iPad mini too, allowing you to tilt 
it back while storing your cables inside it.

Encore
If you have a 10in iPad or iPad mini, 
then the Just Mobile Encore (£49.95) is 
the ideal option. The circular aluminium 

Encore is light and compact, so it won’t 
take up much space on your desk, and 
its adjustable, rubberized arm allows 
you to alter the angle of the iPad, while 
protecting it and keeping it scratch-free. 
Tilt the arm upwards to watch video, or 
press it down to provide a firm support 
for typing onto the iPad screen. You can 
also fold the arm down flat if you want 
to slip the Encore into a backpack or 
travelling bag when you’re on the road.

HeadStand
A good companion for the Encore in 
your off-duty hours is the Just Mobile 
HeadStand (£39.95). Available in either 
black or silver to match your headphones 
and other accessories, the HeadStand is 
the best place to hang your headphones 
when you’re not using them – especially 
if you need to charge up the battery 
in your Bluetooth or noise-cancelling 
headphones. The circular design of the 
HeadStand makes it a great companion 
for the Encore, but it’s practical too, 
allowing you to tidy up your headphone 
cables and keep your desk tidy. 

AluFrame
When you leave the office, you’ll definitely 
want to make sure you’re protecting your 
iPhone with the Just Mobile AluFrame 
(£59.95). Made out of tough, aerospace-
grade aluminium and lined with soft 
rubber, the AluFrame’s innovative catch 
mechanism allows it to instantly clip into 
place around the edges of your iPhone 
keeping it safe all day long. 
www.just-mobile.com

Just Mobile: At the desk 
B y  M A l C o l M  W i l D E

Workstation wonder Just Mobile’s accessories blend in perfectly with your Apple products.

Just in case The AluFrame is made of 
aerospace grade aluminium. 

ADvErtiSing FEAturE
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Pros:  Useful new tools; improved spot 
removal; smart previews; free to test beta

Cons:  No content-aware technology 
Company: Adobe, adobe.com/uk
Price: Free until 30 June

complex tasks like removing power lines 
through tree branches, you’re better off 
using the content-aware tools in Adobe’s 
Creative Suite 5 or 6. If you don’t own 
full-fledged Photoshop though, the spot 
removal in version 5 may be a useful 
improvement over earlier releases.

There’s also a new slider and view that 
make it easier to spot dust spots. We 
used it on a photograph and discovered a 
sensor dust spot we hadn’t noticed 
before – one that will show up if we ever 
decide to make a large print.

Lightroom 5 also comes with a Radial 
filter, which is designed to make quick 
adjustments to broad areas of a photo; 
for example, drawing attention to the 
subject by brightening the subject and 
darkening the rest of the image. While 
this can already be done with the 
adjustment brush, some users may find it 
easier to do it with a single oval filter that 
doesn’t require multiple brush strokes.

W hen Adobe last updated 
Lightroom, the changes 
were pretty substantial. 
This time around, they 

are considerably less dramatic.
The new Upright tool within the 

lens-correction panel lets you straighten 
photos and fix distorted perspective. It 
includes an auto-correction button, along 
with three presets for level, horizontal 
and vertical corrections. Results can be 
further tweaked manually.

Earlier versions of Lightroom have a 
spot-removal tool that can be resized but 
not reshaped; it’s a round tool that can 
only be used by clicking on one spot at a 
time. Lightroom 5 allows you to click and 
drag the spot-removal tool; in essence 
turning it into a brush that can handle 
any shape, not just a circular spot. 

We had hoped that the removal tool 
would use Photoshop’s relatively new 
content-aware technology to work out 
how to fix the area being brushed. 
Instead, it either clones another section 
of your photo onto the area you want 
fixed or ‘heals’ it by matching texture, 
lighting and shading from another area 
of the picture. In both cases, you can 
choose the portion of the image you 
want the tool to use as a guide.

The spot removal tool is also useful for 
trying to remove one or two distracting 
objects from your photo. However, for 

If your main Lightroom system is a 
laptop and you’ve got a modern-era 
digital camera, you won’t want to store 
thousands of Raw image files on that hard 
drive. It’s easy enough to put your entire 
catalogue and original image files on an 
external drive, but what happens if you 
want to take your laptop somewhere and 
still have your full catalogue available?

Smart previews can generate smaller 
preview files on one drive, while your full 
image files reside on a separate drive. 
Whatever changes are made to the small 
version are automatically synced up with 
the original file the next time your system 
is connected to that drive.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
If you’re not already a Lightroom user 
and aren’t happy with the way you 
currently organise and edit photos, 
we suggest giving this beta a try.
Read more at bit.ly/XTefsB

By  S h A r o n  M Ac h l i S

Lightroom 5 beta 

Reviews
The latest software and hardware reviewed and rated

While this public beta isn’t a dramatic reworking, it includes some useful new tools

Upright tool This includes three presets for level, horizontal and vertical corrections.
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Pros:  Retina display support; supports FCP X

Cons:  Mac Pro advised for some workflows

Star Rating: 11111

Company: Blackmagic design,  
www.blackmagicdesign.com/uk
Price: Free (Lite version); £665 Resolve Software, 
£19,575 DaVinci Resolve System 

 D aVinci Resolve is an advanced 
64-bit video finishing tool and 
colour correction application. 

Version 9.1 builds on the 
completely redesigned user interface 
of the previous release, which was 
rejigged to support new features such as 
automatic 3D eye matching, multi-layering 
timelines and XML support, as well as 
support for more cameras and file types.

This update introduces support for the 
Retina display on the current MacBook 
Pro line – it’s been optimised for 2,560 x 
1,440. This means that when used on 
Apple’s Retina laptop, you benefit from a 
29 per cent higher contrast ratio than that 
on a standard display, with deep rich 
blacks and much more vibrant whites.  

The software’s actual workflow is 
straightforward and quite easy to pick 
up, though attaining Hollywood-level 
grading skills might need a bit of 
practice. Resolve follows a five-step path: 
ingesting takes place on the Media page; 
the Conform screen has been designed 
for editing and timeline management; 
grading work takes place on the Color 
screen; the Gallery is an organiser screen 
for stills and saved grade presets; while 
the Deliver button lets you render and 
output your media to tape or as a movie 
with XML data for further editing. 

The software applies enhancements 
to video assets by taking a clip-based 
approach and can make use of an edit 
decision list (EDL), Avid AAF or Apple 
Final Cut Pro XML files to conform 
an edited sequence using the high-

resolution source files. Effects applied 
in the edit, such as composite modes, 
position/scale/rotation, opacity settings, 
speed effects and transitions are 
preserved in the XML or AAF, and 
displayed in Resolve. FCP X is also 
capable of exporting colour correction 
data in its XML projects, and can be 
imported as primary grades in Resolve. 
Version 9.1 also now supports FCP X 
Auditions, allowing you to stack and 
scroll through multiple shots in a single 
location in a timeline.

If you are working on a pre-conformed 
movie, you can still segment the video 
into clips using the Scene Cut Detection 
command. Once any footage is in 
Resolve’s Media Pool, you can hover-
scrub through thumbnail previews of 
clip, double-click them to view them 
in the Browser. Resolve is resolution 
independent, so you can work pretty 
seamlessly across a range of media 
in the same project. Roundtrip XML 
workflows with Final Cut Pro and 
other NLEs are a big plus.

The portion of each media clip used in 
a project is rendered as an individual file, 

and the XML file that you export from 
Resolve’s Deliver screen contains all 
of the effects information necessary to 
reassemble the rendered media into a 
timeline in your NLE. 

Performance is affected by the sort of 
disk, GPU and CPU speeds offered by 
your Mac. For example, the noise 
reduction feature requires an Nvidia Cuda 
GPU and is not available with AMD/ATI 
GPUs, while fast SSD drives will deliver 
greater performance than an internal 
HDD. To help, Blackmagic provides a 
‘best configuration’ guide. At time of 
writing, Resolve 10 is being prepped for 
a late 2013 release, but free upgrades 
will be available to existing users.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
Resolve dovetails so nicely with FCP X 
you should have the Lite version installed 
if you’re applying any serious colour 
correction to your edited video 
sequences. The paid-for version is a 
reasonably priced choice for more 
demanding workflows and stereo 3D, 
and is eligible for a free upgrade when 
Version 10 ships. 

New Retina-powered look for advanced video finishing and colour correction system from Blackmagic Design
By  M i c h A e l  B u r n s 

DaVinci Resolve 9.1

Still store after you make primary colour adjustments to clips that you may want to compare to 

other clips in the Timeline, you can save stills in the Gallery.
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Pros:  Standard HD ‘virtual’ screen; 3D ready 

Cons:  Uncomfortable to wear for long periods

Star Rating: 1111C

Company: Sony, www.sony.co.uk
Price: £999

movies, 3D clips and first-person games, 
we can report that the HMZ-T2 is 
immersive, fun and fantastical. But there’s 
also the feeling the technology’s not quite 
ready for the mainstream.

Setting up the headset for first-time use 
is quite a task. The unit is secured with 
plastic straps that wrap around the base 
of your cranium. There’s a second load 
bearing point, an adjustable pad on the 
forehead. The knack is to adjust the 
straps for comfort and also make sure the 
twin screens are correctly positioned. 
When you first use the device, you’ll 
need to tweak the screens themselves. 
On-screen wizards lead you through this.

Even with everything carefully 
adjusted, with the screens in focus and 
the straps balanced and rubber blackout 
strips applied to block out ambient light, 

 T he Sony HMZ-T2 comes in 
two parts: the main bit is a 
3D capable, home cinema 
visor; a headset with twin 

OLED video screens running at 720p 
and near flawless six channel Sony 
Virtual Surround sound. The second is 
a breakout box, about the size of a Mac 
mini, that does most of the processing.

The headset is smooth, streamlined 
and glossy, white plastic with a matt black 
undercarriage. Having tested it with 

using the headset is not entirely 
comfortable. You’re still wearing a third of 
a kilogram of electronic kit on your head.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
Sony’s HMZ-T2 headset is one of the 
coolest consumer devices we’ve ever 
tried. We can’t wait to see what it evolves 
in three or four years time.
Read more at bit.ly/ZzYWA9

By  K A R L  H O D G E

Virtual Reality at home comes a step closer with this home cinema system you wear on your head

HMZ-T2 Personal 3D Viewer

Future shock Sony’s HMZ-T2 offers 
unprecedented, immersive viewing.

An additional plastic insert is available 
for use with a MacBook Air. 

For us, the biggest challenge was 
setting the MacBook to stay awake while 
folded away in the AluBase. The easiest 
solution is to put your Mac into what 
Apple calls “Closed Clamshell” mode. 
You’ll need to plug in a mouse and make 
sure your laptop is plugged into the 
mains with the lid open when you start up 
your Mac. When the screen appears on 
your external monitor, you can close the 
lid and you should still see your desktop. 

This sort of setup means you are 
unlikely to switch off your Mac, which 
exacerbates another concern we had 
– that the MacBook might overheat 
while in the stand. These concerns led 
us to put our laptop into the AluBase 
upside down with the air vents at the 

 Just Mobile’s AluBase is a stand 
for your MacBook Pro, Air or 
Retina. There are a number of 
applications for such a device: 

you may, for example, use a separate 
monitor with your work laptop and want 
to save a bit of desk space; or be using 
a MacBook alongside a TV monitor for 
online TV, and fancy tidying it away. 

The AluBase is made from aluminium, 
although the inside is plastic coated, 
protecting your MacBook from scratches. 

top. You may want to keep tabs on just 
how hot your Mac gets.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
It’s a simple Apple-esque design that 
complements your MacBook, and while 
its footprint is small, you can be confident 
that your laptop won’t tip over. If you 
are looking for a solution that will allow 
you to close your MacBook and tidy it 
away while using an external monitor 
it’s a great solution. 
Read more at bit.ly/125xWf3

Pros:  Neat media centre solution 

Cons:  Your Mac may overheat

Star Rating: 11111

Company: Just Mobile www.just-mobile.eu
Price: £39.95

By  K A R E N  H A S L A M

Plug in a TV screen or external display and tidy your MacBook away

Stand and deliver Pop your MacBook in the 
aluBase and use an external monitor.

AluBase
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By  G AV I N  S T O K E R 

Pros:  Fits in a jacket with zoom attached

Cons:  Image quality falls short of rivals

Star Rating: 111CC

Company: Nikon, www.nikon.co.uk
Price: £579.99 (with 10-30mm standard zoom); 
£719.99 (with extra 30-110mm zoom) 

remains portability – the J3 is one of the 
smallest interchangeable lens cameras 
around. Its sleek, minimalist design and 
lightweight yet solid-feel aluminium 
chassis doesn’t hurt either.

This new model has a resolution of 
14.2 megapixels. As well as four million 
more pixels than the J2, the J3 has a 
marginally improved ISO6400 maximum 
light sensitivity setting on the J3 (up from 
ISO 3,200), a few less millimetres and a 
few less grams when it comes to size and 
weight, plus up to 15 frames per second 
continuous capture – handy for action 
shots. Not massive improvements by 
any stretch, and in fact ones that, save for 
the 15fps burst option, feel a little 
underpowered next to the likes of 
Canon’s EOS M, Sony’s NEX series or 
Samsung’s NX range, which all feature 

W hile some may grumble 
that a compact system 
camera (CSC) with a 
smaller sensor than a 

digital SLR at an identical cost will never 
be a true match quality wise, Nikon’s two-
year-old ‘1’ series, a reference to the one-
inch chip at its heart, has already claimed 
top spot for UK CSC sales. Perhaps 
that’s why a J3 model has appeared less 
than six months after the J2. The appeal 

larger APS-C sized sensors. It will be 
interesting to see how Nikon’s new 
Coolpix ‘A’ fixed lens compact – its first 
with an APS-C chip – compares to both 
these competitors and the J3.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
Whilst this is a camera that purports to 
be all about convenience, it’s at its most 
convenient if all you really want to do is 
point and shoot.
Read more at bit.ly/YAmYOF

Is Nikon’s new entry-level model much advance on the six month-old J2? 

J3

Pros:  Solid build yet manageable handling

Cons:  Expensive

Star Rating: 1111C

Company: Canon, www.canon.co.uk
Price: £1,799.99 (body only); £2,519.99  
(with 14-105mm zoom)

T he pitch for the EOS 6D is it’s a 
cheaper way for keen amateurs 
to own a digital SLR with a 
‘full frame’ (35mm) sensor – 

that’s the same size used in professional 
models costing around £5,000.  

The other 6D features to take note of 
are the 11-point autofocus, maximum ISO 
102,400, plus a plentiful 20.2 million-pixel 
count. It’s also the first Canon DSLR to 
offer integral Wi-Fi, not just for beaming 

shots to that digital device, but allowing 
the camera to be controlled by one. 

Pictures are composed via the large 
and bright optical viewfinder, though 
there is the ability to use the 6D’s 3in, 
1,020k dot resolution LCD on the back 
when in LiveView mode. The latter is 
the default option when filming video, 
with up to Full HD 1,920 x 1,080-pixel 
clips at 30fps offered as standard.

We used the 6D with a 24-105mm 
image stabilised lens, the wider end of 
which is good for landscape shots. For 
portraits, we were able to get some 
attractively arty shallow depth of field 
effects, as well as images with plenty 
of colour and contrast straight out of 
the camera. A further bonus is the 
ability to map your picture-taking 
route via on-board GPS.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
For anyone who has previously thought 
they’d have to buy a second-hand 
camera to afford a full frame DSLR – or 
who wasn’t keen on the bulk usually 
associated with a pro model – this Canon 
offers an alternative that won’t feel alien. 
In other words, it’s a bridge to more 
professional photography for those who 
don’t consider themselves professionals.
Read more at bit.ly/XVUSy3

Canon’s smallest, lightest and cheapest full-frame DSLR
By  G AV I N  S T O K E R 

EOS 6D

Beginner’s luck Nikon’s J3 sees it 
capitalising on its claimed UK sales lead.

Full on Enthusiasts with deep pockets will 
be tempted by the 6d’s professional features.
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Pros:  Fast; excellent quality prints

Cons:  Big and bulky; slow colour printing 

Star Rating: 11111

Company: HP, www.hp.co.uk
Price: £480

documents when using the printer’s 
‘general office’ mode, or 42ppm using 
‘professional’ mode. 

Speed results
Our test results weren’t quite in 
that league – although they were still 
pretty impressive for an inkjet printer 
– and we did notice a big difference 
between printing speeds for mono 
and colour documents.

Mono printing hit a frankly jaw-
dropping 55ppm using general office 
mode, which produced smooth, crisp 
text output that rivalled that of a laser 
printer. Professional mode dropped to 
a still-impressive 40ppm and produced 
slightly bolder text, but we think that 
the general office mode would be 
perfectly adequate for the vast majority 
of day-to-day printing tasks.

Colour printing was considerably 
slower, though – mainly because the 
X551dw seemed to take quite a bit longer 
to download and print the first page 
of colour documents. We achieved 

A ccording to HP, its new 
Officejet Pro X printers are 
the fastest inkjets in the 
world – an achievement 

that has been officially ratified by the 
Guinness Book Of Records.

There are several models in the range, 
including multifunction models costing 
as much as £700. However, we tested 
the X551dw model; a conventional, 
single-function printer priced at £480, 
which HP claims offers speeds of up 
to 70 pages per minute (ppm) for both 
mono and colour printing.

Hefty beast
The X551dw is a bit of a beast, measuring 
a sizable 414 x 517 x 399mm. It also 
weighs in at a hefty 17.1kg, so it will 
definitely need a sturdy table or desk to 
support the weight. The printer should 
earn its keep though, as it’s equipped 
with both Ethernet and Wi-Fi networking, 
as well as a standard USB interface. It 
supports Apple’s AirPrint for iOS 
devices, along with HP’s own ePrint 
feature, which allows you to print 
remotely over the internet by emailing 
documents to the device.

The main paper tray holds 500 sheets 
of A4 paper, with a second tray holding a 
further 50 sheets for photo paper or 
envelopes. The OfficeJet is also suitable 
for monthly print volumes of up to 4,200 
pages, which should be more than 
enough for most small businesses.

The X551dw uses the four standard 
cyan, magenta, yellow and black inks for 
printing, and HP quotes a speed of 
70ppm for both mono and colour 

speeds of 35ppm with general office 
mode and a relatively modest 15ppm 
with professional mode. 

Running costs are good too, especially 
if you use HP’s high-capacity XL 
cartridges. Although the Black XL 
cartridge costs £88.99, it can produce an 
impressive 9,200 pages, which works out 
at a very reasonable 1p per page (0.96p 
to be precise). The XL cartridges for 
coloured inks cost £86.99 – or £261 for all 
three – and last for 6,600 pages. This 
comes to 4p per page, which is definitely 
below average for an inkjet printer.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
It doesn’t quite live up to HP’s 
performance claims, but the X551dw 
is certainly the fastest inkjet printer 
we’ve seen so far. Its speed, quality 
and competitive running costs make 
it a good option for businesses that 
require a versatile, high-volume printer 
but can’t perhaps afford a more 
expensive colour laser.
Read more at bit.ly/XUK8Rm

By  C L I F F  J O S E P H

OfficeJet X551dw
It’s a record-breaker! And that’s official

Record breaker The X551dw has been confirmed as the world’s fastest inkjet printer.

Reviews
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Pros:  Make large scale resizes

Cons:  Cropping options aren’t clearly explained

Star Rating: 1111C

Company: BenVista, www.benvista.com
Price:  £139 (£69 upgrade)

show the result. Moving the viewer or 
dragging the image around manually then 
triggers a full-screen recalculation. 

Most image resizing can be done either 
by percentage, actual pixels or using 
measurements tied in to the image 
density. Normally the aspect ratio is kept 
but here it can be overridden. The 
interesting element is the resize method, 
which lets you see just how bad a bilinear 
resize looks in comparison. 

There are then parameters for unsharp 
masking with intensity and radius, and 
fine-tuning the result with sharpness. Or, 
you could uses one of PhotoZoom’s 
presets or save a combination of settings 
as your own preset. 

The presentation for the interface is 
clear, but dated. However, it’s the results 
that will sell this and here it’s a clear 

 BenVista’s PotoZoom 5 is a 
dedicated photo-resizing 
solution that can either be 
installed as a standalone app 

or as a Photoshop plug-in.
Once launched, the options are 

displayed on the left, while the image you 
want to resize fills the rest of the screen. 
There’s a thumbnail, which shows which 
part of the image you’ve zoomed in to. 
The main image automatically updates 
with whatever settings you are using to 

winner. Whether cleaning up low 
resolution photos or preserving detail in 
complex ones, the results are very good. 
You can easily double the size of an 
image and no one would notice.   

Macworld’s Buying Advice
PhotoZoom 5 provides outstanding 
results with a wide range of images. 
Read more at bit.ly/11kBo5k

By  D U N C A N  E VA N S

Rescue small images, clean up artefacts and make them fit to print

 PhotoZoom Pro 5

Retain detail Even increasing the resolution 
nearly threefold, the system retains detail.

Each frame has a default time and an 
animation lead in and out setting. These 
can easily be changed to customise the 
effect. The image in a frame also has a 
start and end position for that frame, 
which means you can pan and zoom 
around inside the image during the 
period it is on display. 

In terms of transitions from frame to 
frame, the ones you get are all nicely 
done, but there are only 19 of them, so 
projects can start to have the same feel 
to them with prolonged use.

New to this version are masks, which is 
where you can introduce a vignette-style 
effect for a basic use or add a second 
image to the frame. The mask then cuts 
off the top image and shows the second 
image through. To round things off there’s 
music, video and specific chapter 

 This is the latest version of 
FotoMagico, a dedicated 
slideshow app, now with added 
masks. You start by dragging 

and dropping media from libraries. There 
are also file folders and if you want a 
location that isn’t represented, right-click 
in that space and select Add. 

There are two ways of putting a 
slideshow together, with either the 
storyboard mode or the timeline, though 
in practice they aren’t that much different.

headings. You can also tint the images 
with specific colours for a retro-like finish.

Macworld’s Buying Advice 
While the masks lack variation that would 
make this a stellar product, there’s no 
doubt it’s a significant enhancement on 
what the app can do. 
Read more at bit.ly/13uNwVk

Pros:  Very easy to use

Cons:  Masks are fairly basic

Star Rating: 1111C

Company: Boinx, www.boinx.com
Price: £69.99 (bit.ly/13uOHnM)

By  D U N C A N  E VA N S

Create a slideshow the easy way with output for Mac and TV

Mask and merge It’s now possible to create 
much more elaborate slideshows than before

FotoMagico 4.2
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Group Test

Get your own piece of the cloud at home with a NAS drive. Terabytes of storage, accessible from your network

Dual-bay NAS drives 
By  K a r l  H o d g e

JUNE 2013 • Macworld 81

NAS drives were the preserve of larger companies. 
However, they’re now available in configurations 
that suits consumers and small business

NAS or Network Attached Storage 
devices are external drives that 
connect to your LAN (Local 

Area Network), rather than directly to a 
computer. Your Mac sees it as a network 
shared device and can access it over 
the LAN rather than via USB, FireWire 
or Thunderbolt. 

Your other network devices can 
connect to the NAS device too, either as 
network shared devices, via a dedicated 
app or through a web browser. In many 
cases, you can set up remote access 
dynamically; enabling you to open your 
files from a browser over the internet.

NAS drives were once the preserve 
of larger companies; however, they’re 
increasingly available in configurations 
and styling that suits consumers and 
small businesses. The first drives to 
ship were fairly small in capacity, but as 
technology has developed and demand 
for larger file storage has increased, the 
consumer offering has evolved.

All the drive enclosures we’ll look at in 
this round-up have two drive bays, and 
they can all be configured in different 
RAID formats. In some cases, the RAID 0 
capacity of the device is an impressive 
8TB, which beats any cloud storage 
solution you might find in the current 
market, for speed and storage. That’s 
achieved using two 4TB drives. 

In RAID 1 format, one drive could be 
used as primary storage and the other 
as a mirror, reproducing data in case of 
failure. This approach is known as data 

redundancy. All the drives we looked at 
in this group test also have the capability 
to daisy chain additional external drives, 
usually for backup purposes. 

Storage facility
Think you can’t use 8TB? Or even 4TB? 
Think again. All that clutter, from your 
DVD draw to your bookshelves will fit 
nicely on a drive that size, along with 
every photo you’ve ever taken. Say 
goodbye to deleting files. 

While, increasingly, our data and apps 
are in the cloud, thanks to services such 
as Dropbox, iCloud and iTunes Match, no 
current service can beat the speed or the 
capacity of these NAS drives. With read 

and write speeds in the 80-100MBps 
range, broadband access can’t compete 
over 1 Gigabit Ethernet.

The devices we tested fall into a fairly 
narrow range. All are compact, desktop 
solutions. Some are more suited to 
the home, while others seem more 
comfortable with business. That was 
often a case of branding and styling 
though, as the specifications we dealt 
with were so similar. Our decision making 
came down to some fine data points: 
cost, ease of use and styling were 
considered alongside speed, storage 
and additional features. And, of course, 
sometimes a feature is just a frill. The 
results were very close indeed.

Although some of the drives we tried 
ship with different configurations – and 
some without any storage installed at 
all – we’ve priced them at 4TB in the 
name of fair comparison. All are capable 
of supporting that capacity.
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Netgear ReadyNAS Duo V2

N etgear’s ReadyNAS Duo V2 compares similarly in 
performance terms with Synology’s DiskStation, but it 
pounds it into the ground on the build front. Macho 

metal grills make this an industrial-looking construction. 
To populate the enclosure, you flip open the front grill to 

slot in a pair of 3.5in SATA drives. The unit we tested had 
2TB worth of storage already fitted. Although the maximum 
internal capacity is actually 6TB, the version with 2TB of 
storage pre-installed is easiest to find.

Like the DiskStation, there’s a USB 2.0 port at the front and 
a pair of USB 3.0 sockets on the back. There’s no SD card 
support, though. The Netgear unit has an ARM processor, this 
time clocked at 1.6GHz, but there’s less RAM than other drives 
in the round-up, with just 256MB on board.

By default, the unit ships with Netgear’s X-Raid2 
configuration – two disks, one a mirror of the other. You can 
change this with the drive’s software. We tried the device with 
two configurations, the default and with RAID 0 configuration, 
using the entire capacity of the unit. Despite the lower 
specifications of CPU and memory, speeds were comparable 
to the Synology drives. In RAID 0 mode, it was actually faster.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
Pitched between the consumer and business markets, the 
Netgear NAS has fewer software bells and whistles. It does 
the essentials very well, though. Like the majority of drives 
in the round-up, there’s an iOS app (free, bit.ly/12jr270) to 
connect to the NAS using your phone. There’s also built-in 
DLNA support, enabling the NAS to communicate with your 
media centre software, smart TVs, but not the Apple TV. 
Read more at bit.ly/13bx9wD

Group Test DUAL-BAY NAS DRIVES
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 LaCie 2Big NAS

 T he LaCie 2Big NAS has a familiar look; its clean and 
consumer-friendly design has been in circulation 
since 2007. We tested a device with two 3TB drives 

installed, in mirrored RAID 1 configuration, which gives you 
3TB of storage and 3TB of safety in the form of a redundant 
backup. For consumer use, you may be happier configuring 
the unit to use the full storage capacity of both drives. 

Getting started wasn’t quite plug and play. You’ll need to 
install the bundled LaCie Network Assistant (bit.ly/Ji7iz) on 
your Mac to connect to and access the drive. However, once 
you’ve done that, the server’s default configuration gives 
a Public shared drive, available on your network. It should 
show up as a network device on your LAN, so you can 
easily connect other computers.

Centralised media playback’s a good reason, but not 
the only reason to invest in a NAS. Backup is another key 
use, especially if you’re a business owner or Mac-based 
media producer. The 2Big NAS supports Apple’s Time 
Machine, but you should note that you’ll need to configure 
support using the bundled Network Assistant.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
Like all NAS drives, the 2Big NAS is essentially a small 
computer. As such, performance is affected by factors such 
as the on-board CPU, RAM and operating system. In this 
case, the LaCie has a 2GHz ARM processor and with 512MB 
of on-board RAM. The specifications say that’s enough to 
deliver speeds of 100Mbps, but that’s just data transfer. 
Read and write speeds will depend on a variety of factors, 
including the specifications of the drives you have installed.
Read more at bit.ly/11dB3QO

Pros:  Solid build; stylish looks; low energy requirements

Cons:  No USB 3.0 port

Star Rating: 11111

Company: LaCie, www.lacie.com/uk

Price: 4TB, £345

Pros:  Chunky, industrial design; user-friendly OS

Cons:  Lower CPU spec

Star Rating: 1111C

Company: Netgear, www.netgear.co.uk

Price: 2TB, £386
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WD My Book Live Duo

W ith similar styling to its other My Books, Western 
Digital’s has taken the curvilinear, single drive 
template and made it wider to accommodate 

a second drive. 
The version we tested was the latest addition to the 

line-up, shipping with a mammoth 8TB of storage space. 
Bucking convention, the RAID configuration uses all the 
available storage, rather than mirroring in RAID 1 mode. It’s 
always a good idea to decide from the off which mode you 
plan to use, since rebuilding the array later can be very 
time-consuming. When the device is straight out of the box, 
it only takes three minutes to switch around. 

If you need to change drives or have an empty My Book, 
drives can be swapped or replaced through an access hatch 
in the top of the unit. There’s a little more protection than 
some of the other drives we’ve reviewed, as you’ll need to 
open a second door to get to your drives. No screwdriver 
is needed though, and the process is quick and simple.

Remote access to the My Book is enabled using WD 2go, 
and there’s an iOS app that works with iPad or iPhone (free, 
bit.ly/17E8D7j). For extra security, you’ll need to register the 
device you use in the My Book’s settings first. A browser-
based version of WD 2go can be accessed online, though 
there’s no built-in web server.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
One thing that’s consistent throughout the My Book brand 
is ease of use, and plug-and-play capability. The Live Duo 
combines this with powerful and easy-to-configure features 
such as media centre support and iTunes streaming.
Read more at bit.ly/13h0hPq

 Synology DiskStation DS213

 L ike LaCie’s 2Big NAS, the DiskStation DS213 is a 
nicely-styled consumer- and small business-focused 
NAS. Our test unit shipped without any drives installed, 

but adding a pair of 2TB SATA drives was easy. We just 
popped off the front plate and the drive slotted into a pair of 
pull-out trays. The enclosure supports up to 8TB of storage, 
in either RAID mirrored or striped formats, so you can choose 
to have a synchronous backup or use all the storage.

Connectivity is excellent. There’s an SD card slot at the 
front alongside a USB 2.0 socket. At the back you’ll find a pair 
of USB 3.0 ports, which can be used to chain external drives 
to the unit. The network connection is via standard 1GB 
Ethernet. Initial setup of the device is handled through a 
browser based web assistant, which introduces you to DSM 
(DiskStation Manager); the drive’s operating system. This 
has been well designed and is easy to navigate.

Like LaCie’s NAS drive, the DiskStation is effectively a mini 
PC. The specs are similar too, with a 2GHz ARM CPU and 
512MB of DDR3 RAM. ARM processors don’t consume much 
power, which is an important consideration for a device that 
could potentially be always on.

Macworld’s Buying Advice
If there’s a flaw, it’s the DiskStation’s case. Beautifully 
designed as it is, it’s plastic, and though solid and robust for 
the most part, it feels thin in places. The hum of twin drives 
conducts noisily through the unit. That’s not a terrible thing; 
perhaps we’ve been spoiled by the industrial build quality of 
some of the other enclosures in the review. Overall, it’s a very 
powerful and holistically well-designed piece of kit.
Read more at bit.ly/Z0c1Go

Pros:  SD and USB 3.0 support; easy-to-configure OS

Cons:  Enclosure feels thin in places

Star Rating: 1111C

Company: Synology, www.synology.com

Price: 4TB, £494

Pros:  Familiar styling; good budget choice

Cons:  Limited direct connectivity

Star Rating: 1111C

Company: Western Digital, www.wdc.com/en

Price: 4TB, £329
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Picking a winner from this line-up was 
a very tough job. Every NAS drive we 
tested had something to recommend it, 
whether in terms of power, price, looks 
or connectivity. In isolation, these are all 
superb choices – a testament to the 
state of NAS technology. 

Our favourites in terms of pure 
aesthetics were the Netgear ReadyNAS 
Duo V2 and LaCie’s 2Big NAS. Both 
benefit from more chunky, industrial 
styling, perhaps a little self-consciously 
in the case of the Netgear entry. The 
LaCie, with it’s light grey brushed 
aluminium finish and electric blue 
power button/indicator will sit beautifully 
alongside an iMac or Mac mini. 

If modernity and power were our sole 
criteria, Synology’s offering has a slight 
edge in terms of specs. It’s the only 
device in our line-up to combine 8TB of 
storage capacity with 500MB of memory 
and a 2GHz processor. It has good USB 
connectivity too, including two USB 3.0 
ports. It’s an outstanding all-round 
performer, though we weren’t quite as 
taken with the enclosure’s build. On 
paper, it’s also the most expensive 
device in the line-up; though shopping 
around could help reduce that margin 
significantly. It’s a new release and the 
other units have been discounted.

Macworld Buying advice
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How they shape up
LaCie  
2Big NAS

Netgear  
ReadyNAS Duo V2

Synology  
DiskStation DS213

Western Digital  
My Book Live Duo

Price (with 4TB installed) £345 £386* £494 £329

Website www.lacie.com/uk www.netgear.co.uk www.synology.com www.wd.com/en

Max capacity 6TB 6TB 8TB 8TB

Memory 512MB 256MB 512MB 256MB

CPU 2GHz 1.6GHz 2GHz 800MHz

USB 2.0 3.0 3.0 2.0

Other ports eSATA USB 2.0 SD, USB 2.0 N/A

Base weight 2.8kg 2.12kg 1.25kg 2.26kg

Dimensions 91 x 172 x 200mm 142 x 101 x 220mm 165 x 108 x 233.2mm 165 x 157 x 99mm

Star rating 11111 11113 11113 11113

* The Netgear NAS ships with a maximum of 2TB

Western Digital’s My Book brand is a 
leader in consumer storage and with the 
test sample’s plug and play performance, 
we can see why. WD was among the first 
to bring business standards to consumer 
storage. It’s a formula that still works. The 
unit looks stylish, despite the plastic case. 
It’s also the best bundle in budget terms.

We were a little disappointed with the 
My Book’s lack of additional connectivity, 
though. Every other drive offers a high 
speed peripheral connection, either 
through USB 3.0 or eSATA. Western 
Digital’s device only has a single USB 2.0 
port and 1 Gigabit Ethernet (which was the 
standard network connectivity found in 
every model). Time to update that back 
panel, perhaps. Additional nostalgia 
points can be awarded for the choice of 
CPU – a PowerPC chip. 

It’s worth a brief return to the Netgear 
before we sum up and pick a winner, 
because it’s clearly a good all-round 
choice in budget terms. Most of the 
ReadyNAS Duo V2s we were able to 
find online came with 2TB of storage 
installed. you can pick up the enclosure 
empty for just under a hundred pounds. 
Adding a pair of Seagate 2TB, 3.5in SATA 
drives yourself will cost around £140. 
That’s a total of about £240; cheaper 
than any of the bundled drives in the 
review. It’s a route well worth taking; 
especially when you consider that, ready 

populated with two x 1TB drives, the Pro 
Duo will set you back around £386.

We can only pick one winner, and this 
came down to two choices – the 2Big 
NAS and the DiskStation DS213. Purely 
in specification terms, the latter was a 
plucky entry, and it definitely looks best 
on paper. If you really need USB 3.0 or 
SD connectivity and function is more 
important to you than form, we’d still 
recommend it above the others.

But, for us, the LaCie 2Big NAS 
nudged first over the finishing line by a 
nose. Its great looks, price, performance 
and specs were all contributing factors. 
The tipping point was the eSATA port, 
adding the fast, external storage 
capability that USB 3.0 provides in other 
units, with professional panache.

Familiar face LaCie has used this stylish 
design for its NAS drives since 2007.
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Mac Gems
Discover great, low-cost Mac software Edited by Dan Frakes

Utility 

Shush 1.1 
mmmm £1.99, Mizage, bit.ly/17dsUgO

EMail cliEnt 

Inky 
mmmm free, Arcode, inky.com

One problem with using lots of different 
apps for chats and recordings is that each 
program has a different way to mute the 
microphone. Shush allows you to mute 
and unmute your mic via a systemwide 
hotkey that works the same way no 
matter which app or service you’re using. 

By default, it mutes your microphone 
unless you press and hold your hotkey(s). 
In other words, Shush gives you a 
push-to-talk microphone. But you can 
alter this behaviour to make your mic 
generally live; hold down your keyboard 
shortcut only to mute the mic. One useful 
option lets you quickly double-press your 
shortcut to toggle mute, without your 
having to hold down any keys. 

If you want, Shush can display an icon 
in the menu bar that shows the current 

mic status: when your microphone is 
muted, you’ll see a little X graphic; when 
it’s unmuted, you’ll see a little soundwave 
graphic. Another option provides simple 
audio cues when you mute or unmute. 

We tested Shush with a wide variety 
of apps and services, including FaceTime, 
iChat/Messages, Skype, GarageBand, 
and even Google Hangouts in Safari and 
Chrome. In each instance, Shush worked 
as promised, letting us mute a USB 
microphone or webcam, or a Bluetooth 
headset, with just a press of a shortcut. 
The developer says its utility should 
work with any audio input – it mutes 
whichever audio source is selected as 
the current input device in the Sound 
pane of System Preferences. As long 
as an app uses OS X’s standard audio 
APIs, Shush should be able to mute it. 

We didn’t expect to like Shush quite 
as much as we do. It’s a handy utility 
that we keep running whenever we 
are using a Mac. — Dan Frakes 

A cleverly designed alternative to Apple’s 
Mail, Arcode’s Inky email client is well 
suited to the way most people use email. 

On startup, it prompts you to set up 
an account for Arcode’s cloud-based 
service. You can then add details for 
email accounts you own: IMAP, POP or 
webmail. In our tests, with only an email 
address and password for each, Inky 
set up two email accounts in seconds, 
keeping us informed as it determined 
how to configure itself. 

On the privacy front, Inky lets 
your computer connect to your email 
provider(s) and store messages – it 
doesn’t store or transmit your mail 

through Arcode’s servers. It does hold 
your email accounts’ details and 
passwords, but keeps them encrypted, so 
none of the company’s employees could 
gain access to your email, it claims. 

The app’s clean, logical 
interface provides a lot of 
power with minimal clutter. 
Icons on the left let you view 
different accounts or open 
the program’s settings. On 
the right is your message 
list and a preview of the 
selected message. 

Inky has no calendar, 
to-do lists or other auxiliary 

features, so it’s not ideal for business 
use. But its sharp design and smart 
features, won us over. Mac email users 
should give this full featured and free 
application a try. — nathan alDerman

Reviews
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EMAIL CLIENT 

EmailPro for Gmail 
mmmm £1.49, iLife Technology, bit.ly/17dyu2N

The only clunky thing about EmailPro 
for Gmail is its name. This slender app 
offers a simple way to get to your Gmail 
messages directly from your desktop. 

Essentially a site-specific browser, 
EmailPro leans on the mobile version of 
Gmail’s website for its main interface, 
but you have the option to use Gmail’s 
desktop layout instead. Though this 
web-view approach can occasionally 
make retrieving mail slow, it also has 
several advantages. Since you’re using 
Gmail directly, rather than importing its 
messages into an app, you don’t have to 
create an app-specific password, even if 
you have heightened your Gmail security 
settings. And you can start working with 
your mail instantly, rather than waiting 
for a POP or IMAP client to download 
hundreds or thousands of messages. 

You can use EmailPro in a standard 
window, as a convenient pop-over (which 
you access by clicking a systemwide 
menu-bar item), or as an app to replace 
your desktop background and sit behind 

other open windows. We liked the 
discreet functionality of the pop-over, 
but you may prefer the desktop option 
if you can’t bear to be separated from 
email for even an instant. 

The icons that run down the left-hand 
toolbar on EmailPro’s friendly interface 
may not be immediately comprehensible, 
but explanatory help tags appear when 
you hover the pointer over interface 
elements. The search works fine on the 
desktop and in pop-up mode. 

Using those icons, you can quickly 
navigate to the different Gmail-standard 
views of your mail, including drafts, 
important mail and sent mail. Other 
buttons open the simple, well-crafted 
Preference window, or spawn a new 
window, should you require multiple 
views of your mailboxes. An option in 
preferences allows you to autohide the 
left-hand sidebar when you aren’t using it. 

EmailPro isn’t flawless, though. Its main 
features worked fine, but we couldn’t get 
the mobile Gmail’s sketching feature to 

work with it, though this isn’t a 
dealbreaker. And the preference window 
curiously misspells desktop. 

Still, thanks to its solid interface and 
useful display-as-desktop feature, 
EmailPro is worth a serious look if 
you’re a Gmail user. — NATHAN ALDERMAN

UTILITY 

Notifi 1.0
mmmm £1.49, Ilia Language, bit.ly/15fJMHD

A small app that does nothing on its own, 
Notifi watches your Mac for particular 
events and then uses Notification Center 
to alert you to those events.

In the app’s preferences window, you 
choose types of events you want to be 
notified of. The Devices Added/Removed 
option, for example, will notify you 
whenever a volume is mounted (with an 
alert that includes information on the size 
of the drive and how much of its space is 
filled) or unmounted (with a notification 
of when the drive is safe to unplug).

The Disk Space settings allow you to 
set free-space thresholds for up to four 
volumes. When a volume’s free space 

dips below its threshold, Notifi warns 
you. Unfortunately, it’s overzealous in this 
respect: if you dismiss a low drive space 
warning, it quickly reappears. To stop the 
alert from appearing, you must either 
free up drive space or disable the Disk 
Space option for that drive.

By using the app’s Files In Folder 
options, you can configure Notifi to 
monitor up to four folders for any file or 
folder activity – creation, modification, 
or deletion – that occurs within the top 
level of the chosen folder.

For MacBooks, the Battery settings let 
you instruct Notifi to alert you when your 
MacBook’s battery level dips below the 

percentage you choose. And the Time 
tab offers time-based alerts, including 
daily, hourly and periodic notifications. 

Despite some issues that make it seem 
a bit rushed, the initial version of Notifi 
provides a number of useful features that, 
when ironed out, will be handy. We look 
forward to future updates. — DAN FRAKES
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Mac OS X Hints
The insider tips you won’t get from Apple.
By  K i r K  M c E l h E a r n

Answering your questions and sharing your tips about getting the most from your Mac

Position Dictionary results 
in Spotlight searches
If you use Spotlight to look up Dictionary 
definitions, you may find it frustrating 
that they show up near the bottom of 
the list. Although you can change the 
order of most Spotlight categories from 
the Search Results tab of the Spotlight 
pane in System Preferences, Dictionary 
isn’t in that list. 

However, you can use a hack, 
involving some simple editing of the file 
com.apple.spotlight.plist, located in the 
yourusername/Library/Preferences/ 
folder. Open this with Xcode. Find 
the section labelled orderedItems. (If it 
isn’t there, go to System Preferences 
→ Spotlight, and drag items into a 
different order; that should create the 
orderedItems array.) Select Editor → Add 
Item and make the item a Dictionary. 

Next, click the Plus sign (+) to add a 
key value. The first value should be 
enabled. Use the drop-down menu to 
make that value Boolean, then select 
Yes from the right-most column. Click 
the Plus sign again and add another 
value, this one entitled name, of the type 
String, and enter MENU_DEFINITION. 
Save the .plist file and exit XCode. 

Next time you open the Spotlight pane 
in System Preferences, a blank line will be 
at the top; that’s your Dictionary item. You 
can move that line wherever you like.

Create clickable links in Mail 
If you have a link in a Mail message 
that you’re composing (in rich text 
mode, after selecting a link, pressing 
<Command>-K, then adding the URL), 

the link will be blue and underlined. 
But if you click it, you won’t be taken 
to the link’s page. 

This is so you can edit the visible 
text of the link. However, if you <Shift>-
click the link, you will be taken to its 
page. This keyboard trick works in 
versions of OS X dating at least as far 
back as Leopard.

Find the email that a 
saved attachment came with 
Has this ever happened to you? You save 
an attachment from an email message to 
some location on your hard drive, then 

later on, you need to find the message 
that it came with. What’s to be done? One 
Hints reader provided a solution that 
uses AppleScript (see go.macworld.com/
applescript for a little more on this Apple 
scripting language).

Open AppleScript Editor and enter 
the text that you see in the Script box 
on the opposite page into the window.

Save the script as an Application (File 
→ Save, then choose Application from 

Move dictionary results To move a 
dictionary lookup to the top of Spotlight’s 
results, edit the com.apple.spotlight.plist file. 
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Script box
on open thefiles   

  repeat with thisfile in thefiles     

    mainscript(thisfile)   

  end repeat 

end open  

on run   

  try     

    tell application “Finder” to set thefiles to its selection        

    if result is {} then error   

  on error     

    set thefiles to choose file with multiple selections allowed      

  end try    

  delay 0.5    

  repeat with thisfile in thefiles     

    mainscript(thisfile as alias)   

  end repeat 

end run  

on mainscript(thefile)   

  set filepath to POSIX path of thefile   

  do shell script “open $(mdls “ & quoted form of filepath & “ 

  | grep 

‘message:’ | cut -d\\\” -f2)” 

end mainscript

Manage your mixes If you control- or 
right-click the name of a Genius Mix, you’ll 
have the option of deleting it mix from the list.

the File Format menu), and place it in 
your Downloads folder for easy access. 
Just drag the file that was an attachment 
onto the script to have Mail open the 
message that the file came with. (If 
you deleted the message, however, 
the script will tell you it cannot open 
that message.) 

Scrub through tracks in iTunes 
11 with a two-finger swipe
If you want to scrub (navigate quickly) 
through a track in iTunes 11, position 
the cursor over the track progress bar in 
the iTunes LCD, then use a two-finger 
swipe on the trackpad to scrub and 
backwards and forwards. The same 
gesture also applies to the volume 
controller in iTunes. 

Also, since mouse scrolling is passed 
to a window as long as the pointer is over 
it, even if another window is in focus, you 

can use this gesture to reduce the 
volume with no clicks at all. It’s worth 
noting that the cursor has to be precisely 
over the progress bar or the volume 
slider for this swipe to work. You can 
also do this with a scroll-wheel mouse, 
or in a QuickTime Player window.

Delete Genius Mixes
Sharp-eyed Hints readers have spotted 
something in iTunes 11 that they hadn’t 
seen before: if you Control- or right-click 
a Genius Mix icon, then you can choose 
Remove Genius Mix name and delete that 
name from the Genius Mixes list. If you 
want to get all your Genius Mixes back, 
you can right-click anywhere in the white 
space of that window and choose Restore 
All Mixes to get them all back. You still 
have no control though, over how 
Genius Mixes are created.

Set iPhone to Flash LED for Alerts 
Several people on the internet seem to 
have discovered a useful kind of alert 
on the iPhone: if you dig deep into the 
Accessibility settings (Settings → General 
→ Accessibility) in the Hearing section, 
you’ll find the option LED Flash for Alerts. 

If you turn that setting on, your handset 
will flash its screen whenever you get an 
alert for a phone call, text message or 
anything that issues an alert. Such screen 
flashes are most useful if you are in a 
situation where you need to turn the 
sound off on your iPhone, or are in a 
noisy environment and may not hear alert 
sounds but still want to receive alerts. 

This works only when the iPhone is 
asleep (when the screen has gone dark). 
And, of course, if you have the device 
on a table with the screen face down, 
you may not see the flash.
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Have a Problem?
Go to the Mac 911 forum 
(go.macworld.com/
mac911) to ask about 

your misbehaving Macs and apps.

Signing digital documents

Q: I’ve received some electronic 
documents that I’m supposed to 
sign. I could print and sign them, 
and mail them back, but I’ve heard 
there’s a way to sign them right on 
my Mac. Do you know how it’s done?

Isabel Lorenzo

A. If your system is running OS X Lion 
or later, you can employ Preview’s 
Signature feature. Launch Preview, 
open its preferences, then select the 
Signatures tab. Click the Plus (+) button 
at the bottom of the window. The 
Signature Capture window will appear, 
and your Mac’s camera will light up. 

Scrawl out your signature on a piece 
of paper, and hold this before the 
camera – making sure that your signature 
aligns with the blue line in the viewer 
area. Signature Capture will grab your 
signature and display it to the right of 
the viewer (see Making it write, above). 
Click the Accept button, and Preview 
will add your signature to its list of 
available signatures.

When you need to sign a PDF, choose 
Tools → Annotate → Signature. This will 
make a crosshairs cursor appear. Drag it, 
and your signature will come up. (If you 
have more than one signature stored, 

click the Signature menu in the toolbar 
and select the signature you wish to use.) 
Drag it to where you’d like it to appear, 
and, if necessary, resize it. Save the 
PDF, and your signature will be 
embedded in the document.

You can also slap a signature on PDF 
files with Adobe Reader. Although the 
program doesn’t offer Preview’s camera 
trick, applying a signature is pretty easy.

Open a PDF and click the Sign button 
that appears in the toolbar. Click the 
triangle next to the ‘I Need to Sign’ 
heading and choose Place Signature. In 
the window that appears, choose Type 
my signature, and enter your name in 
the appropriate field. Your signature will 
appear below in a scriptlike font. Click the 
Accept button, place the cursor where 
you’d like your signature to be, and click. 
The signature will appear on the page, 
where you can then resize it.

If the recipient of your document is 
likely to respond with “I’ve seen your 
signature, and that’s not it”, return to the 
Place Signature command and select 
Clear Saved Signature. Now click Place 
Signature yet again and, in the window 
that appears, choose Draw My Signature 
from the first pop-up menu. Then create 
a legible signature, scrawling it with your 
mouse or trackpad. Again, click Accept 
when you’re done; you can then place 

this handwritten 
signature in 
your electronic 
document.

This kind of 
signature is fine 
in some cases, 

but not all. For greater security, some 
documents (those with Adobe’s Reader 
Usage Rights enabled) must be digitally 
signed. Adobe Reader includes a feature 
for creating such digital IDs.

Launch Adobe Reader, open its 
preferences, and select Signatures. In the 
Identities & Trusted Certificates area, click 
the More button. In the window that pops 
up, you’ll see a handful of certificates.

Click the Add ID button and, in the 
resulting window, enable the A New 
Digital ID I Want To Create Now option, 
and click the Next button. In the Add 
Digital ID window, enter your name and an 
email address. The Key Algorithm pop-up 
menu offers two options – 1,024-bit RSA 
and 2,048-bit RSA. The latter is more 
secure, but the former is more widely 
compatible. Choose one, and click Next.

In the subsequent window, you’ll see 
the location of your signature file. Make 
a note of that location should you wish 
to back up the file, then enter and 
confirm a password. When you’re done, 
click the Finish button. Your signature will 
show up at the bottom of the certificate 
list. Finally, click the Close button and 
close the preferences window.

When you next need to sign a 
document that requires a certificate, just 
double-click in the digital signature 
field, and the Sign Document dialog box 

Making it write 
Preview can scan your 
written signature, 
allowing you to 
append it to PdF files.

Mac SOS
Solutions to your most vexing Mac problems.
By  C h r i s t o p h e r  B r e e n
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When an iPhone fails to 
pair to a Bluetooth device
We’ve heard multiple reports 

of the iPhone 5 failing to pair with 
a Bluetooth car-audio system and 
wireless headphones. Pairings to 
other devices may also be a problem. 
Typically, these difficulties begin after 
users upgrade from an older iPhone 
model (which was working just fine) to 
a 5 running iOS 6. In a few instances, 
the same sort of pairing problems 
have been reported for the 4S.

If this has happened to you, one 
or more of the following fixes should 
get you connected again.

> Update the car-audio firmware: 
Not all car audio systems are 
compatible with the iPhone 5. In 
particular, older Bluetooth drivers in 
such systems are not compatible with 
the Bluetooth 4.0 standard that the 
latest iPhones use. A firmware update 
to the audio system eliminates the 
problem. Check with the manufacturer 
of your car or audio system for details.

> Follow the instructions: Several 
people have been able to pair their 
new iPhone to their car’s audio system 
only after they precisely followed 
instructions. In particular, pairing 
required a confirming action from both 
the iPhone and the car-audio system. 
Users, having forgotten how they 
originally paired their older iPhone 
model, erroneously attempted to pair 

their new iPhone 5 by confirming 
on only one device. Similarly, when 
attempting to pair an iPhone to a 
Bluetooth headset, some did not 
realise that holding down the 
headset’s call button was necessary.

> Modify the iPhone settings:  
Navigate to General → Accessibility 
→ Physical & Motor. On this screen, 
change the Incoming Calls setting 
from Default to Headset. This ensures 
that the iPhone creates a Bluetooth 
headset pairing to your car’s audio 
system, which is needed for phone 
calls to work. When you aren’t in 
your car, the iPhone reverts back to 
its ‘normal’ behaviour.

> Clear the audio system’s 
memory: Some people claim that, 
when trying to pair an iPhone 5 to 
their car’s audio system, the system 
instead attempts to connect with a 
previously paired handset. To fix this, 
wipe the car system’s memory clean, 
having it ‘forget’ all previously paired 
devices. After doing so, pairing with 
the new iPhone should succeed.

> Update the iOS: In some cases, 
the culprit may be a bug in iOS 6.0. 
At least for Honda CR-V owners, 
upgrading to iOS 6.1 seemed to 
eliminate Bluetooth pairing problems.

Share your problems at bugs@macworld.
com or on Macworld.com’s Mac 911 forum.

will appear. Enter the password for your 
signature, and follow the instructions for 
inserting your signature.

Restoring a very  
stubborn iPod touch

Q. I’ve been trying to update my 
iPod touch to iOS 6, and it’s not 
working. I plugged it into my Mac, 
chose to update it in iTunes, and 
the update stalled on the iPod – 
the progress bar didn’t fill in on 
the screen. I waited an hour and 
finally unplugged the device and 
tried again. And when I did, I got 
into an endless cycle where iTunes 
would download the latest update, 
the update wouldn’t install, and 
then I was told to restore again. 
What should I do?

Cat Sorenson

A. The ‘Connect to iTunes’ screen you 
see indicates that your iPod is in recovery 
mode, and clearly that’s not working. 
Your next step is to try booting into 
Device Firmware Update (or DFU) mode. 
To do so, hold down the iPod’s On/Off 
button until the device shuts off, then 
hold down both the Home and On/Off 
buttons for 10 seconds. Next, release 
the On/Off button, but keep holding the 
Home button for another 10 seconds. 
iTunes will tell you your device is in 
recovery mode and that you must restore 
your iPod. Give it a go and, with luck, the 
device will break out of the cycle.

If that doesn’t work, we have another 
solution; however, it’s important you 
note that restoring your iPod using this 
method will wipe all its data, so before 
you get started, double-check that you 
have a backup. 

First, locate the update file that iTunes 
has downloaded for you (it will be named 
something like iPod5,1_6_1_10B141_
Restore.ips). You’ll find it by following this 
path: youruserfolder → /Library/iTunes/
iPod Software Updates. (You access the 
Library folder within your user folder by 
holding down the <Option> key while in 
the Finder and choosing Go → Library.) 
Drag this file to the desktop.

Afterwards, download a copy of the 
RedSn0w application (free, bit.ly/13GPst4). 
Normally this tool is for jailbreaking iOS 
devices, but we’re not going to use it 
for this. Instead, we’ll be using it to 
force an update.

Launch the app, click the Extras button, 
click Even More on the resulting screen 
and then Restore. On the page that 
appears, click IPSW; in the navigation 
window that shows up, navigate to the 
ipsw restore file that you placed on 
your desktop, select it, and click Open.

RedSn0w will prepare the restore 
image, your iPod will enter recovery 

mode, and the update will be installed. 
RedSn0w will display an alert telling you 
when the update has been successful. 
You can then sync your device with 
iTunes (where, we hope, you have a 
backup of your data).

Making Dropbox your default 
folder for saving files

Q. I’m a pretty happy Dropbox user, 
who spends a lot of time on the 
road, but I sometimes forget to put 
the files that I’m working on at the 
office into my Dropbox folder. Do 

Bugs & Fixes By TeD LANDAU
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Quickly send Safari links
Q. Before I upgraded to Mountain Lion, I was able to look at a web page 
in Safari and choose File → Mail Link to this Page to create a new email 
message that had the link to that page embedded in it. That feature is 
gone in the latest version of Safari. How do I bring it back?

Bran Forrester

A. The command is still available (as is its 1-<Shift>-I shortcut). Just choose 
File → Share, hold down the <Shift> key, and then select Email Link to this 
Page. Mail will open and create a new email message, planting a link to that 
page in the body of the message.

Mac 101
you have any hints on ways to 
ensure this doesn’t happen?

Gil Cranston

A. For us, the surefire way to get files 
into your Dropbox (or any other syncing 
service, including SugarSync) is to do it 
when you first save your document. And 
that means enhancing the Mac’s Save 
dialog box, so you can easily navigate to 
that offline folder. In our case, that means 
St. Clair Software’s Default Folder X 
(£25.95, bit.ly/7MjrUd), which allows you 
to choose a default folder for saving 
documents within any application.

For example, if the Excel documents 
you are working on are created with your 
job in mind, you can configure Default 
Folder so Excel saves these documents 
to your Dropbox folder (or to a folder 
within it) by default. What’s so attractive 
about the utility is that Default Folder can 
create a separate default destination for 
each application you use (see Creating 
default folders, below). So, use an Excel 
Docs folder within your Dropbox folder for 
your spreadsheets or a Word Docs folder 
for your Word files. Alternatively, you 
could create project-specific folders as 
the default if that seems more workable, 
and it makes little sense to you to create 
separate folders for filing documents 
created by specific applications.

Another benefit of Default Folder is 
that it can work around Mountain Lion’s 

habit of saving certain kinds of 
documents to iCloud (those spawned 
from the iWork applications, TextEdit and 
Preview). In the past, Default Folder 
couldn’t turn off the ‘Documents in the 
Cloud’ feature that made iCloud the 
default destination for saving documents 
within these applications. It now can.

Synchronising email 
signatures across computers

Q. I have a recent iMac, and I’m 
planning to purchase a MacBook 
Air. I’ve created a lot of signatures 
in Mail on my iMac that I’d hate to 
have to recreate on my laptop. Is 
there any straightforward way to 

transfer those signatures to the 
laptop’s copy of Mail?

Ned Chessman

A. If you have set up the same iCloud 
account on each system and have 
configured each to synchronise email 
(you do this in the iCloud system 
preference), you’ll find that your 
signatures will appear on the MacBook 
shortly after you launch Mail.

However, they might not be attached 
to a particular account. Instead, when 
you open Mail’s preferences and click 
Signatures, you’ll see your complete 
collection when you select All Signatures 
at the top of the account list, but no 
signatures attached to specific accounts. 
If you want them to be attached, you 
must drag each to the correct account.

If that seems like a terrible hassle 
because you have dozens and dozens of 
signatures attached to multiple accounts, 
you can copy the Signatures folder from 
the iMac to the MacBook. The location of 
that folder is youruserfolder/Library/Mail/
V2/MailData. (To navigate to the Library 
folder within your user folder, just hold 
down the <Option> key while in the 
Finder and choose Go → Library.)

Finally, place the iMac Signatures 
folder on the MacBook, where it will 
replace the original Signatures folder, and 
then launch Mail. If you have the same 
accounts set up on the MacBook as you 
do on the iMac, your signatures should 
be attached to their correct accounts.

Creating default 
folders With Default 
Folder X, you can 
configure each 
application to save 
its files in a folder 
of your choosing.
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The 2012 MacBook Airs are easily the best yet. Thanks to upgraded 
processors and graphics capabilities, along with both Thunderbolt and 
USB 3.0 for expansion, it’s getting tougher to say the Air isn’t a ‘full 
featured’ laptop. And you no longer have to give up a good chunk 
of performance if you want to go light. Thanks to flash storage, both 
2012 models are competitive with Apple’s current hard-drive equipped 
13in MacBook Pro models. In fact, if you don’t need a 15in screen 
and lots of storage space, it’s now tough for many people to justify a 
MacBook Pro over a lighter and more-portable Air.

As for deciding between the 11in and 13in Air models, with the 
exception of he 13in Air’s SD card reader, your choice mainly comes 
down to screen size and battery life. 

If you bought a MacBook Air last year, the performance 
boost is significant, but it probably isn’t worth buying a new 
machine. If you’ve got a 2011 
Air, the 2012 models offer 
major performance 
improvements, and 
if you’ve got a 2009 
or older air, upgrading is 
a no-brainer. 

Pros:  Thin, light design; Intel Core i7 processor; Thunderbolt; USB 3.0

Cons:  MagSafe 2 power connector not compatible with older MacBooks

Macworld review: bit.ly/KYa8oU

 MacBook Air

Pros:  USB 3.0; Intel Core i7 Ivy Bridge processors; Nvidia graphics; Thunderbolt

Cons:  No 17in model available

Macworld review: bit.ly/NHU9K7

 MacBook Pro

Pros:  Powerful; 12-core option; Turbo Boost and Hyper-Threading

Cons:  Not much of an update from the 2010 Mac Pros

Macworld review: bit.ly/MDqbaR

 Mac Pro iMac

With all the exhilaration surrounding the Retina MacBook Pro’s debut, 
it was easy to overlook the fact that Apple also upgraded the rest of 
its pro laptop line-up. The new ‘regular’ models offer a speed boost 
over their late-2011 predecessors thanks to brand new processors 
and video components, and feature updated technology.

The traditional MacBook Pros hold fast to their unibody form 
factor and design, upgradeability and price, and target the mid-market 
of non-creative professionals that seeks to balance features with 
affordability. The new models are not flashy like the new Retina 
MacBook Pros, but offer advantages in price and the flexibility to get 
into the system and tailor it to your needs after purchase.

If you bought one of the MacBook Pros in 2011, there’s no 
compelling reason to purchase one of these new machines. However, 
if you’ve been hanging on to an older system and are experiencing 
sluggish 
performance, 
you won’t be 
sorry if you 
picked up one 
of these new 
laptops.

The first thing you’ll notice about 
Apple’s latest iMac is that 
it’s an impressive 40 per 
cent thinner than its 
predecessor. It still has the 
same aluminium design 
that’s been in place for 
more than five years, but 
the insides have been 
re-engineered to make 
it lighter and thinner. 

Like Apple’s MacBook Air and Retina MacBook Pro models, 
the new iMacs are lacking an optical drive, leaving some users 
unhappy. As for the screen, this is now 75 per cent less reflective, 
and the company has made the LCD 5mm thinner. It’s available in 
21.5in and 27in sizes, with prices starting at £1,099 for a 2.7GHz 
quad-core i5 version of the smaller model. 

Among the build-to-order options is the newly announced Fusion 
Drive – a hybrid storage device combining flash storage with a regular 
hard drive. It features 128GB of flash storage and 1TB or 3TB of hard 
drive capacity. This option is available for an additional £200 on all 
iMac models, excluding the £1,099 base model. 

Pros:  Thin design; updated processor; more RAM; better speakers; reduced glare

Cons:  Less repairable; no optical drive or FireWire 800 ports

Macworld review: bit.ly/WZ7ZsO

Apple has been forced to remove the 
Mac Pro from sale in Europe after an 
amendment to a safety regulation left 
the professional Mac incompliant.

The amendment to the IEC 60950-1 
regulation increases requirements 
around electrical port protection and 
the fan guards in the system. The Mac 
Pro met the previous standards prior to 
the amendment 1 addition. Apple told 
Macworld that it considers the Mac Pro to 
be a very safe and reliable product. 

News that Apple is taking the Mac Pro 
off sale in Europe will no doubt raise concerns from the professional 
Mac market. While the Mac Pro received a minor update following 
WWDC last summer, the last significant update was in 2010.

However, Apple CEO Tim Cook laid concerns to rest in an email 
to a customer last year in which he stated: “Our Pro customers like 
you are really important to us. Although we didn’t have a chance 
to talk about a new Mac Pro at today’s event, don’t worry as we’re 
working on something really great for later next year. We also 
update the current model today.”  

Buyers’ Guide
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Of all the hardware changes unveiled on 23 October, the Mac mini’s 
were probably the most modest – at least on the outside. Externally, 
it’s more or less unchanged from its previous incarnation, save for 
the introduction of USB 3.0 ports. It still has Thunderbolt and HDMI 
sockets, as well as an SDXC card reader. It’s 7.7 inches square and 
1.4 inches deep, which is where it earn its ‘mini’ name.

Inside, however, this has faster processors. Apple claims it’s up 
to twice as fast – a 2.5GHz dual-core i5 chip and 500GB hard drive 
in the £499 model, and a 2.3GHz quad-core i7 chip with a 1TB hard 
drive in the £679 option. Both have improved graphics, while the 
new Fusion Drive is an optional configuration.  

An £849 mini with OS X server is also available, featuring a 2.3GHz 
quad-core i7 processor, improved graphics and larger hard drives.

The Mac mini ships with OS X Mountain Lion (or Mountain Lion 
Server), and is available to order from Apple now.

Despite unveiling the third-generation iPad just seven months 
previously, Apple launched its fourth-generation tablet – known as 
the iPad with Retina Display. The new device uses the company’s 
own A6X chip, a new processor that further improves upon the speed 
performance of the A6. Apple claims that it’s twice as fast as the A5X, 
with double the graphics performance. It gets the same 10 hours 
battery life as the third-generation iPad. 

New to the fourth-generation iPad is a FaceTime HD front-facing 
camera and a Lightning port that replaces the 30-pin connector 
of old. And, according to Apple, the Wi-Fi is twice as fast as in the 

previous generation. The new tablet replaces the iPad 
3 completely, and sits in the new 

iPad line-up, alongside the 
iPad 2 and mini. It 

follows the same 
pricing 

as the 
third 

iPad did, 
starting at £399. 

Pros:  USB 3.0, faster graphics; quad-core processors; optional Fusion Drive

Cons:  No optical drive; doesn’t come with a monitor or keyboard

Macworld review: bit.ly/Tw031N

Pros:  Stunning Retina display; USB 3.0; thinner design; Ivy Bridge processors

Cons:  No optical drive; expensive; flash storage

Macworld review: bit.ly/MWqckZ

The MacBook Pro with Retina display is not just a groundbreaking 
release, combining stunning performance and portability in a 
Mac laptop. The beautiful screen will also force you to change the 
way you interact with a laptop. Its numbers are truly mind-boggling: 
2,880 x 1,800 pixels – that’s 220 pixels per inch – for a total of 5.18 
million pixels on a 15.4in backlit screen. 

The processors used in this range are part of Intel’s Ivy Bridge 
technology, which are smaller and more power efficient than the 
previous generation of Sandy Bridge chips. The Retina MacBook 
Pro is the future of Apple’s laptop line – and it’s a bright, shining 
symbol of excellence. The display is something to be marvelled at, 
and the lightweight, smaller design addresses the demand for our 
devices to be even more portable. 

And now, Apple has introduced a new, 13in model to join the 
Retina family. It’s the lightest MacBook Pro ever and has a resolution 
of 2,560 x 1,600 pixels. 

Price:  Wi-Fi: £399 to £639, Wi-Fi + 4G £499 to £739

Pros:  Fast processor and graphics enhancements; 4G works in UK; Retina display

Cons:  Lightning adaptor; quite heavy; gets expensive when you add memory

Macworld review: bit.ly/RFkPxz

Price:  Wi-Fi: £269 to £429, Wi-Fi + 4G: £369 to £529

Pros:  Incredibly thin and light; Siri; 1080p video recording; Wi-Fi and 4G LTE

Cons:  No Retina display; price higher than rivals; A5 processor isn’t cutting-edge

Macworld review: bit.ly/TRODUm

 iPad mini  iPad with Retina Display

UPDATED
20/07/11
UPDATED
20/07/11 Mac miniMacBook Pro Retina display

Apple’s iPad mini is a 7.9in tablet that’s just 7.2mm thick, making it 
23 per cent thinner than the full-size iPad. It weighs half as much 
as Apple’s third-generation tablet, and has the same 1,024 x 768 
resolution as the iPad 2, so existing iPad-optimised apps will work 
on this new model. The device is available in white with silver, or 
black with slate, much like the iPhone 5.

The iPad mini uses Apple’s dual-core A5 chip, it has a FaceTime 
HD front-facing camera and a 5-megapixel iSight camera on the back. 
It also has LTE 4G capabilities. 

Of course, it uses the new 
Lightning connector. Apple says 
that, like other iPads in its line-up, 
it still offers 10 hours of battery life; 
the company boasts that the iPad 
mini uses the largest and thinnest 
battery its ever made. 

Apple offers a range of new 
Smart Covers with its tiny tablet 
too, which are available in a 
range of colours.

Expert Advice
www.macworld.co.uk/speedmark
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Price:  £129

Pros:  Plays video in widescreen; small; colours will appeal to some

Cons:  No clip; last year’s iPod touch is available for £20 more

Macworld review: bit.ly/RtcVIW

Lacking the connectivity and wide screen of the iPod touch and the 
nano’s array of tricks, the classic doesn’t feel new or innovative. 
It’s brilliant if you want to take a large 
collection of your media with you. It’s 
got 160GB of space, which represents 
excellent value for money. The interface 
is slicker and more helpful, too.

Price:  £40

Pros:  Smart looks; much-improved controls i5 

Cons:  No way to lock controls

Macworld review: bit.ly/GWLQnj

Price:  £199

Pros:  Excellent battery life; improved UI

Cons:  Sluggish interface; unresponsive controls

Macworld review: bit.ly/GXUiHK

 iPod shuffle

Price:  32GB £249, 64GB £329

Pros:  Colour choices; compact camera alternative; high tech features; A5 chip

Cons:  An unlocked iPhone 4 might be an alternative option worth considering 

Macworld review: bit.ly/TEdLns

 iPod nano

The iPod touch has had a bright update, with new colours added, 
including pink, yellow and blue, to appeal to the teenage market that 
the device dominates. It hasn’t just had a makeover, though; it gains 
the same 4in Retina display as the iPhone 5, and this widescreen 
means our biggest wish for the iPod touch has been granted. 

Like the iPhone 5, the device has grown a little taller, but it’s 
now just 6.1mm thick and weighs 88g, so you’ll hardly notice it’s 
in your pocket. The touch also has an A5 chip, one generation up 
from last year’s A4-equipped model, which means that this iPod can 
run Siri – Apple’s voice-recognition software. 

A 5-megapixel 
iSight camera has 
been added to the 
back of the touch, 
which is capable of 
recording 1080p video. 

The one wholly 
new feature is the 
wrist strap and the 
spring-loaded button 
for attaching it. 

In the case of the iPod nano, bigger is definitely better, but this is 
by no means a big nano. Compared to its predecessors, this really is 
a feat of engineering. It’s the thinnest iPod model yet, a massive 50 
per cent leaner than the previous generation at 5.4mm, and while it’s 
longer than its square predecessor, it’s shorter than all bar the squat 
third-generation version, and is narrower than the previous model, 
too. It really is a tiny device that packs a lot of functionality into the 
palm of your hand. The nano also has a built-in pedometer for fitness 
fans, though the lack of a clip could prove a problem to joggers. 

The multi-touch display is 2.5in thin, and is sufficient for the 
slimmed down operating system that the iPod nano runs. 

We can see the new colours appealing to the younger market, 
though it’s a bit pricey at £129. 

At £40 for 2GB of storage, the fourth- 
generation shuffle is not only the perfect 
entry-level iPod, it’s also a solid second 
device for iPhone users who want to keep 
it simple while excercising. 

The iPhone 5 is a lot lighter and thinner than its predecessor; the 4S. 
It also has a taller, 4in screen that allows an additional row of icons to 
be displayed on the home screen, and the Retina display ensures that 
photos and video look fantastic. The handset also has an improved 
camera and an HD FaceTime camera. 

Apple’s latest handset has 4G LTE 
capabilities, which are available in 
some parts of the UK, with wider 
coverage expected later this year. 
The new iPhone is said to have 
better Wi-Fi, too. 

The device is powered by a new 
A6 processor, which Apple claims is 
two times faster than the A5 used in 
the 4S. The battery life has also been 
given a boost. 

One of the more controversial 
additions is the ‘Lightning’ connector, 
which is smaller than its predecessor, 
so you’ll need to buy an adaptor for 
your older accessories. 

Price:  16GB £529, 32GB £599.99, 64GB £699

Pros:  New taller 4in screen; thinner; lighter; better battery life

Cons:  Lightning connector means you’ll need an adaptor for old accessories

Macworld review: bit.ly/Qzhptd

 iPhone 5 UPDATED
12/09/12

 iPod touch UPDATED
12/09/12

UPDATED
12/09/12

UPDATED
12/09/12

 iPod classic UPDATED
09/09/09
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Expert Advice

Mac mini

iMac 

(Late 2012)

Mac Pro

MacBook Pro

MacBook Pro 

with Retina 

Display

MacBook Air

*Longer is better*Speedmark 8 is Macworld’s standard test tool for benchmarking systems running Mountain Lion

Product Processor Display RAM Storage Ports & connections Graphics card Star rating Price Speedmark 8 score*

www.macworld.co.uk/speedmark

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i5 2.5GHz

None 4GB
500GB 
(5,400rpm) 

Thunderbolt, FireWire, 
HDMI, SDXC, 4 x USB 3.0

Intel HD Graphics 4000 11113 £499  131

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i7 2.3GHz

None 4GB
1TB 
(5,400rpm)

Thunderbolt, FireWire, 
HDMI, SDXC, 4 x USB 3.0

Intel HD Graphics 4000 11113 £679   164

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i7 2.3GHz

None 4GB
2 x 1TB 
(5,400rpm)

Thunderbolt, FireWire, 
HDMI, SDXC, 4 x USB 3.0

Intel HD Graphics 4000 N/A £849

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i5 2.7GHz

21.5in
LED (BL)

8GB
1TB 
(5,400rpm)

2 x Thunderbolt, SDXD 
card slot, 4 x USB 3.0 

Nvidia GeForce GT 640M 
(512MB)

11113 £1,099   194

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i5 2.9GHz

21.5in
LED (BL)

8GB
1TB 
(5,400rpm)

2 x Thunderbolt, SDXD 
card slot, 4 x USB 3.0

Nvidia GeForce GT 650M 
(512MB)

11113 £1,249   204

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i5 2.9GHz

27in
LED (BL)

8GB
1TB 
(7,200rpm)

SDXD card slot, 4 x USB 
3.0, 2 x Thunderbolt

Nvidia GeForce GTX 660M 
(512MB)

11113 £1,499  224

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i5 3.2GHz

27in
LED (BL)

8GB
1TB 
(7,200rpm)

2 x Thunderbolt, SDXD 
card slot, 4 x USB 3.0

Nvidia GeForce GTX 
675MX (1GB)

11113 £1,699   238

Quad-Core Intel 
Xeon 3.2GHz

None 6GB 1TB 
(7,200rpm)

18x SuperDrive (DL), 
FireWire, PCI Express

ATI Radeon HD 5770 
or HD 5870 (1GB)

11133
Not 
available

  200

Twelve-Core Intel 
Xeon 2.4GHz

None 12GB 1TB 
(7,200rpm)

18x SuperDrive (DL), 
FireWire, PCI Express

ATI Radeon HD 5770 
or HD 5870 (1GB)

11133
Not 
available

  215

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i7 2.4GHz

15in 
Retina

8GB 265GB 
Flash storage

Thunderbolt, USB 3.0, 
HDMI, SD card slot

Intel HD Graphics 4000 & 
Nvidia GeForce GT 650M

11111 £1,799    257

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i7 2.7GHz

15in 
Retina

8GB 
512GB 
Flash storage

Thunderbolt, USB 3.0, 
HDMI, SD card slot

Intel HD Graphics 4000 & 
NVIDIA GeForce GT 650M

11111 £2,299   275

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i5 2.5GHz

13in 
Retina

8GB
128GB 
Flash storage

Thunderbolt, USB 3.0, 
HDMI, SD card slot

Intel HD Graphics 4000 11111 £1,249   184

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i5 2.6GHz

13in 
Retina

8GB
256GB 
Flash storage

Thunderbolt, USB 3.0, 
HDMI, SD card slot

Intel HD Graphics 4000 11111 £1,449   184

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i5 2.5GHz

13in
LED (BL)

4GB
500GB 
(5,400rpm)

USB 3.0, SD card slot, 
FireWire, Thunderbolt

Intel HD Graphics 4000 11113 £999    121

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i7 2.9GHz

13in
LED (BL)

8GB
750GB 
(5,400rpm)

USB 3.0, SD card slot, 
FireWire, Thunderbolt

Intel HD Graphics 4000 11113 £1,249   153

Quad-Core Intel 
Core i7 2.3GHz

15in
LED (BL)

4GB
500GB 
(5,400rpm)

USB 3.0, SD card slot, 
FireWire, Thunderbolt

Intel HD Graphics 4000 & 
Nvidia GeForce GT 650M 
(512MB)

11113 £1,449   161

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i5 1.7GHz

11in
LED 4GB

64GB 
Flash storage

USB 3.0, Thunderbolt Intel HD Graphics 4000 11111 £849  151

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i5 1.7GHz

11in 
LED

4GB
128GB 
Flash storage

USB 3.0, Thunderbolt Intel HD Graphics 4000 11111 £929  175

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i5 1.8GHz

13in
LED

4GB
128GB 
Flash storage

USB 3.0, Thunderbolt, 
SD card slot

Intel HD Graphics 4000 11111 £999   166

Dual-Core Intel 
Core i5 1.8GHz

13in 
LED

4GB
256GB 
Flash storage

USB 3.0, Thunderbolt, 
SD card slot

Intel HD Graphics 4000 11111 £1,199   166
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Lightning to 30-pin adaptor Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/QwNfqF    11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £25
If you want to connect the iPhone 5 to an speaker system with a 30-pin dock, or other 30-pin audio or syncing dock device, then this is the way to do it (although we’d 
suggest the version with a cable to avoid the precarious balancing act). We’re disappointed that it only works with audio and not video.
Pros: Enables you to connect the iPhone 5 to older dock and speaker systems
Cons: Puts an extra two centimetres on the iPhone 5; Lightning feels a bit small to be holding up an iPhone; doesn’t output video

Thunderbolt Display Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HWJyse    11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £899
For owners of the 2011 MacBook Air, the Thunderbolt Display is a fantastic way to get iMac-like features in one of the lightest laptops available. If your Mac has 
Thunderbolt, FireWire 800, and Gigabit Ethernet, the fairly inflexible Thunderbolt Display is a little less interesting.
Pros: Can charge Apple laptops; USB 2.0, FireWire 800 and Ethernet connectivity; single cable from Mac cuts down clutter
Cons: Stand lacks flexibility; reflective screen limits display placement; few customisation options

27in LED Cinema Display  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Iy2E3B     11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £899
Apple’s 27in LED Cinema Display makes a good companion to any Mac with a Mini DisplayPort connection, but is especially well suited to portable Mac users who can 
take advantage of the MagSafe power connector and the display’s USB ports to attach peripherals.
Pros: MagSafe connector to charge Mac portables; built-in speakers and iSight 
Cons: Limited adjustment options; glossy screen is prone to glare; Apple doesn’t officially support using the display with anything but Mini DisplayPort

Magic Trackpad  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HL25V6     11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £59
If you’re a big fan of the multi-touch trackpads on Apple’s laptops, the Magic Trackpad is for you. It gives you the same clickable, glass surface and Multi-Touch 
gestures, as those laptop trackpads in a wireless desktop model – with the bonus of nearly twice the trackpad area.
Pros: Large multi-touch surface; works identically to Apple’s laptop trackpads; rugged, portable design matches Apple’s keyboards; easy setup
Cons: Not as precise as using a mouse or trackball; not ideal for large screens or multiple displays

Magic Mouse  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HHHS2m   11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £59
Although it’s not perfect, the Magic Mouse successfully combines design and usability. It’s great as a two-button wireless mouse, but if you need more than two 
buttons, the Magic Mouse is not for you.
Pros: Looks stunning; Multi-Touch is easy to master; excellent tracking; very fast reconnect after idle 
Cons: Low profile; June not be comfortable for larger hands; some modes are confusing; buttons and speed settings can’t be programmed; expensive

Apple Keyboard   Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/IS6gQ3     11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £56
As a portable option that makes typing more comfortable, Apple’s own Bluetooth keyboard also complements any iOS device, although you would need an additional 
case or stand for your iPhone or iPad to make typing truly convenient.
Pros: Low profile; lightweight; portable; Apple function keys; instant pairing; great brushed-aluminium styling
Cons: Some function keys missing; no carry case; no numeric keypad; could be too cramped for some users; no dock for iOS devices

Apple TV   Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ziApHe    11133

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £99
At £99, the third-generation Apple TV continues to be as excellent a value as the previous model - and now it supports higher-quality video too. Unfortunately the 
content that you can play on it is still very limited in the UK.
Pros: Minimal design; easy to set up and start using; automatically syncs with iTunes; small and quiet; much lower price than before
Cons: No longer offers a hard drive; focused on movie and TV rentals via iTunes but prices seem high and the model June not suit the UK audience

Time Capsule Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HHIo09     11111

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, 2TB £249, 3TB £399
Apple’s latest Time Capsules are what any good networking and backup devices should be: easy to set up, manage, and forget about. The new Time Capsule is well 
worth it. 
Pros: Unique RAID system for different sized drives; faster than original 
Cons: Not quite as speedy as hoped 

AirPort Extreme  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HCpTeI     11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £139
The latest version of the AirPort Extreme Base Station packs in a ton of features, as well as speed, into a small, reasonably priced package. If you’re looking to replace 
your current Wi-Fi router, you can’t go wrong with the AirPort Extreme.
Pros: Good range and coverage; simultaneous dual-band ensures all devices get fastest connections possible; compatible with any Wi-Fi device
Cons: Only three switched Ethernet ports; external power adaptor adds bulk  

AirPort Express  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YeXMsn  11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £79
Owning an Apple router is a great option for those multiple Apple devices, and it’s an easier and smarter way to set up and manage a network in the home or small office. There’s 
not much between an AirPort Express and AirPort Extreme, although it’s big brother’s faster Ethernet connections and external hard drive support may be worth paying the extra for.
Pros: Small and neat; AirPlay functionality; dual antennas; good software interface that can be used from Mac or iOS device
Cons: No longer plugs directly into a wall; only has 100base-T Ethernet sockets
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Podcasts 1.2 Macworld.co.uk reviews: bit.ly/14qVizv 11111

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, free
If you’ve been put off by the Podcasts app’s past limitations and questionable interface elements, it’s time to revisit it. Podcasts 1.2 is the version Apple should have shipped all 
along. Playlists (called Stations) have been added, iCloud syncing has been implemented to ensure synchronisation between devices and the interface has been improved.
Pros: Supports playlists; improved user interface; iCloud syncing
Cons: Skeuomorphic fans will miss the tape deck design

iTunes 11 Macworld.co.uk reviews: bit.ly/TBKkB0 11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, free
iTunes 11 is worth installing. The speed and stability improvements alone make it worthwhile to us. We also like most of the new features, especially Up Next and the visual Album 
Folders. The cleaner style is welcome too. On the whole, it’s a lot better than its predecessor.
Pros: 64-bit code runs much faster than before; Up Next, Playback Sync and MiniPlayer all great features; cleaner more stylish interface
Cons: Removal of Sidebar is a bit of a shock (you can get it back though); iTunes Match could be better; no Gapless Playback or View Duplicates

iLife: iMovie, GarageBand & iPhoto ’11 Macworld.co.uk reviews: bit.ly/HZJw23,  11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £45, or £8.99           bit.ly/QePiz2, bit.ly/bxiiTB  
iMovie ‘11 has a few standout features and other enhancements. The changes in GarageBand – expanded lessons, How Did I Play, and the addition of Flex Time and Groove 
Matching – are useful. The improved code and polished UI of iPhoto improve the overall experience.
Pros: iMovie: improved audio editing, fun Movie Trailers. GarageBand: Flex Time and Groove Matching. iPhoto: improved Facebook and Flickr integration
Cons: iMovie: no native AVCHD editing or direct import. GarageBand: Limited external control of amps and effects. iPhoto: editing controls untouched 

iWork: Pages, Keynote & Numbers ’09  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HMs6IZ,     11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £69, or £12.99 bit.ly/ISfXO8, bit.ly/HNpfxC
Pages ’09 is an excellent update to what was already a good, but limited word processing and consumer-oriented page layout program. If you create presentations 
Keynote is worth the price of iWork. Power users will still find Excel superior to Numbers.
Pros: Pages: Full Screen, Outline modes. Keynote: animation tools; Theme Chooser. Numbers: Beautiful templates; added functions.
Cons: Pages: no ‘shared file’ warning. Keynote: Audio can’t span selected slides; no support for QuickTime VR. Numbers: limited printing options  

Safari 6  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ShNqFF     11133

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, Free
Normally we’d advise you to install Safari 6, and if you’ve upgraded to Mountain Lion you’ll already have done so. But if you’re on OS X 10.7 Lion, you June want to 
wait for an update to see if some of the speed issues are sorted out. All the new features are great, but some basic functions are hard to find.
Pros: Twitter integration, the offline reading list and Tab View are all useful; iCloud Tab share is interesting; Smart Search is more straightforward to use
Cons: Seems to have speed issues on OS X 10.7 Lion; Bookmarks and email features are too well hidden for us; developers aren’t impressed with Developer Tools

Aperture 3  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HMjIIs     11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £54.99
A lot has changed in this version of Aperture, so much in fact that it feels a little different, but it’s all the better for it: improved RAW engine, updated sorting options, 
more powerful search features, much more versatile adjustments tools, among many others.
Pros: Vastly improved slideshows; impressive new brushes; multi-touch aware; ability to split and merge libraries; easy export to Flickr and Facebook
Cons: Sporadic reports of problems when upgrading older libraries; web page creation not overhauled; need a powerful Mac and lots of RAM to run well

Final Cut Pro X 10.0.3  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/OB7Rlr    11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £199.99
With FCP X 10.0.3, the ugly ducking feel is receding. While many improvements are still needed, especially for those who work in multi-user environments, this 
update indicates that Apple is listening to the concerns of the video community that put Final Cut Pro on the map.
Pros: Multicam; relink media; automatic backup; migrate previous projects; multiple small improvements
Cons: External monitoring still in beta; reliance on third-party support for key features

Logic Express 9  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HZMBPD     11111

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £159
Logic 9 is first-class home-recording software for all types of musicians, especially guitarists. It offers streamlined audio editing, plenty of loops and instruments, 
stacks of virtual amps/speakers and pedals for guitarists, and it reads GarageBand files.
Pros: Plenty of virtual amp/speaker/pedal combos; ability to add chord diagrams to printed music; lots of loops and instruments; high-quality effects
Cons: Interface still dense despite streamlining; could use more templates and a tutorial for beginners

OS X Mountain Lion Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/LgdJwB     11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, £13.99
Mountain Lion is a solid update, with a great collection of new features. While nothing in the interface has hugely changed, we like the implementation of Notification 
Center. Perhaps of more importance are all the subtle interactions of iCloud, and in this sense the OS is a triumphant success.
Pros: iCloud is far more integrated; Notifications Center is great; Twitter and Facebook sharing is useful; Reminders and Notes both well implemented
Cons: Quite a few design inconsistencies; Documents in the Cloud isn’t intuitive to use after years of Finder usage

iOS 6 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/KywxnP 11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, Free
Apple’s iOS 6 is the latest version of its mobile operating system for iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. Apple says there are more than 200 new features in total, including 
a new Apple Maps app with 3D capabilities, Siri improvements, Passbook, Facebook integration, Do Not Disturb, and more. 
Pros:  Free update; new Maps app with Flyover and Yelp reviews; Siri is much better; Siri for iPad is great; Facebook integration is useful
Cons: Will not be available for older devices; some features limited on iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, and iPad 2; Maps information not as detailed as Google Maps
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Ridiculous Fishing Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/11dE2wt 11111

Vlambeer, www.supercratebox.com, £1.99
a small, simple idea realised with remarkable aplomb and high humour. Vlambeer’s game removes all traces of tedium or even reality from fishing, instead turning it into a 
wonderfully compulsive game of challenging yourself. It even makes oft-mocked tilt controls seem like a good idea for once.
Pros: consistently absurd; joyous IaP-free upgrades; super-polished 
cons: Tilt controls can be flakey; the rSPca will be cross with you

Year Walk Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/12jeC14 11113

Year walk, www.simogo.com, £2.49
Year walk is a difficult game to describe, both because much of its power comes from its twisting, sinister narrative, and because it’s arguably more about the experience and a 
slow, creepy assault on the senses, than it is about the puzzles it contains. This is a multimedia experiment in the form of a game, but it’s effective and affecting rather than arch.
Pros: Slow; creepy; assault on the sense 
cons: Figuring out the game requires a free additional app

Joe Danger Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/WwQdmp 11111

Hello Games, www.hellogames.org, £1.99
£1.99 is a bargain for a game of this quality. Far from being a console game that’s been crudely squeezed into an awkward new frame, this is a genuine labour of love and it shows. 
More console ports like this please!
Pros: Brilliantly reimagined for touchscreens; beautifully drawn and animated; compulsive gameplay 
cons: unnecessary micro-transactions despite price

Pangolin Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Yy1Bvt 11113

Feedtank, www.feedtank.com, Free
develop your trampolining skills with Pangolin, a neat, clever little physics puzzle game for iPhone and iPad with bags of character. Just don’t expect too much depth: this is a 
commuter game par excellence. You control a cute scaly mammal, who rolls into a ball when threatened. Propel him to a target within a certain number of shots to win.
Pros: looks and sounds great; neat, original gameplay mechanic; a bargain; brilliant single-gesture restart feature 
cons: occasional stutters when tested on iPhone 4

Letterpress  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/UdYk57 11111

atebits, www.atebits.com, Free
we only have a few minor quibbles about letterpress. The truth is, none of them impact how fun it is, which is to say: lots. Fans of word games won’t be disappointed. If you’re 
starting to tire of words with Friends or just want additional word-focused fun, letterpress deserves your attention.
Pros: Simple but compelling word game; extremely addictive; lovely look and sounds 
cons: we wish we could chat with an opponent

iStopMotion for iPad Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/16rYOWB    11113

Boinx, www.boinx.com, £6.99
This is a fantastic app if you’re into stop-motion animation. It’s easy to use, and the set of shooting and editing tools are great. although welcome, the audio feature feels too limiting 
to be recommended, and you’d be advised to export your film and work on the sound in another app.
Pros: camera overlay; navigator that jumps to any part of your movie; timelapse option; ability to use an iPhone, iPod touch as a remote camera; easy to use; free update 
cons: The audio tools feel too basic and their limitations make them of little use

Typic Pro Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Z7kkvt    11111

Hi Mom, www.typicapp.com, £1.49
Typic Pro offers a photo-editing tool, with Instagram-like filters that let you add stylish captions to iPhone photos and transform them into design pieces. we’d like to see a wider 
range of fonts and design elements in the future, though. If you like the look of Typic Pro but want to test it out first, the developers offer a free version, too.
Pros: Free version available; good selection of fonts and design elements, filters, frames, effects and soon; can create high-resolution images to share
cons: would like a wider range of design elements

Over HD  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Vdtp8i     11113

Potluck, madewithover.com, £1.49
appealing and creative, over Hd’s choice of quality fonts are among the best we’ve seen. while not the cheapest typography focused app currently available, it makes 
adding attractive type faces to your photos a speedy and simple option that should leave friends, family and Instagram followers suitably impressed.
Pros: attractive selection of typefaces; produces good resolution results; simple, intuitive interface; ability to crop images for Instagram
cons: no ability to change opacity of text; can’t easily vary the text size on one image; cheaper alternatives, In app Purchase needed for additional fonts

KitCam  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YWK6sp     11111

GhostBird Software, www.ghostbirdsoft.com, £1.49
with a comprehensive range of features and effects wrapped in an intuitive interface, Kitcam has set the standard for all photo apps. The ability to endlessly 
experiment within one app with editable lenses, films and frames, while preserving the original photo or video, brings the power to create and craft to all.
Pros: Great range of tools, lenses and frames; continuous shooting; real-time previews; non-destructive editing; choice of aspect ratios; photo sharing and auto archiving
cons: In-app purchases don’t add much to the available lenses, films and frames; some features are only compatible with an iPhone 5; a few bugs

AfterLight   Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/T4DjIM     11111

afterglow, afterlight.us, 69p
Beautifully considered editable effects, textures, filters and frames makes afterglow a must-have app for iPhone users. The addition of useful editing tools is a bonus, 
making it particularly good value at 69p. The promise of new, free Guest Filters should add value to what is already an excellent app.
Pros: Quality, adjustable effects, textures, filters and frames; good basic editing tools; uncluttered user interface; high resolution output; value for money
cons: choice of frames currently limited; competing in an overcrowded photo app marketplace
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Splashtop 2 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YxZvxx   11113

Splashtop, www.splashtop.com, Free
Even in its second iteration, Splashtop has a number of issues, including mediocre performance and questionable support. On the plus side, it is free. If you need only occasional 
remote access while around the house, Splashtop isn’t a bad app to keep around.
Pros: Free
Cons: Mediocre performance; questionable support

Beesy Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YeOZGG    11111

Bees Apps, www.beesapps.com, £3.99
Beesy isn’t the cheapest or simplest iPad note-taking app out there, but it offers value for money with a comprehensive set of business-focused tools. If you’re willing to put in the 
time, then the app, with its automated features, will likely become your first choice for organising your business.
Pros: Fully featured set of tools; excellent integration with native Apple and Microsoft apps; attractive interface; new built-in tutorials; Evernote integration
Cons: Learning curve requires effort despite new tutorials; potentially plenty of data to enter; in-app purchases required for additional features; no iPhone version yet

1Password  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/WIBy5I     11111

Agile Bits, www.agilebits.com, £5.49
Keep your digital life safe with this updated gatekeeper. 1Password is an excellent, secure data manager for every user, regardless of their sophistication. Its execution is practically 
flawless and a significant improvement over previous releases on all fronts.
Pros: Strong security for passwords and other important data; user-friendly interface; seamless syncing
Cons: Existing customers will have to buy version 4 all over again

FineScanner Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/X2DEv9     11113

Abbyy, www.abbyy.com, £1.99
FineScanner from Abbyy is a fine app, which has value beyond its business credentials. On the highest quality setting and with a recent device, users can produce impressive 
results. While it June not yet replace paper, FineScanner is a useful tool for keeping track of and backing up important information.
Pros: Potential to produce excellent photo scans; useful editing tools; ability to create PDF documents and Jpeg images; batch processing
Cons: Not compatible with older iOS devices; Dropbox and Google Docs compatibility currently disabled; quality of scans dependent on light; low Jpeg setting poor

LogMeIn Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/V5NiQO    11113

LogMeIn, secure.logmein.com/uk, Free; Pro version from £8.99 for three months
Despite the less than ideal process of working remotely and the bewildering pricing structure, LogMeIn is still an excellent option for taking remote control over your 
Mac or PC. Both free and paid versions have attractive and useful features, which on the iPad especially brings your computer closer on your travels.
Pros: Remote access to Mac/PC and apps anywhere in the world; pinch-screen navigation and full on-screen keyboard; simple to set up; impressive range of pro features
Cons: Complicated and confusing pricing for pro features; the smaller the iDevice screen the more fiddly the task; host computer needs to be switched on for access

WeatherPro for iPad Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/14GNQ33    11113

MeteoGroup Deutschland GmbH, www.weatherpro.eu, £2.99
We like the fact that WeatherPro made us feel like weather forecasters – we were handed all the information and from that we were able to draw our own forecast. 
Our main issue is the fact there’s no free version. There are many good, free alternatives on the App Store, so this app has a lot of competition.
Pros: The premium version offers 15 day forecasts; lots of graphs and charts to make you feel like Michael Fish 
Cons: £2.99 is a high price when so many weather apps are free; you may feel a bit blinded by the science

Google Maps for iPhone Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/UqEEH9    11113

Google, www.google.co.uk, Free
Google Maps is a free app, so there’s nothing to stop you from downloading it to use instead of Apple Maps. We’ve got it on all our iOS devices and are likely to be 
using it instead of Apple’s offering from here on in.
Pros: Map data feels more trustworthy; Map system more familiar; integrates with Google account; turn-by-turn navigation; Street View 
Cons: Doesn’t have all the info that Android app has; doesn’t integrate with Siri, Address Book or other Apple services

Apple Remote for iOS Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/WGAwmb 11113

Apple, www.apple.com/uk, Free
The small changes and improvements in Remote add up to something far more usable than its predecessor. Indeed, the new interface highlights the shortcomings of 
Apple’s iPad Music app.
Pros: Excellent performance; seamless operation with iTunes libraries
Cons: Direct control of Apple TV

BBC iPlayer Radio Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/RaihaP     11113

BBC, www.bbc.co.uk, Free
The BBC has set out to revamp its online audio content in style, and BBC iPlayer Radio for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad is an impressive start. While it lacks some of 
the features found in the excellent and exhaustive TuneIn Radio Pro app, the BBC’s involvement should ensure further enhancements and features.
Pros: National, local, BBC World Service, podcasts and catch-up services available in one app; attractive interface; AirPlay and Bluetooth streaming capabilities; free 
Cons: Some content restricted to listeners in the UK; search function needs improving; other radio apps cover more channels; lacks ability to record and listen to content offline

BBC iPlayer 2.0 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/OaFkCQ     11111

BBC, www.bbc.co.uk, Free
The BBC iPlayer app should be a stock download for all iOS device owners in the UK, and the latest update makes it even more useful. The ability to cache shows for 
30 days will make it a vital component for anybody going on long journeys without a reliable connection, and also make it less data intensive.
Pros: Enables offline viewing, caches video for 30 days; slick interface; great content
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Orbitsound M9 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/17eTKIc  11111

orbitsound, www.orbitsound.com, £299.95
The M9 is a full £100 more expensive than the T9 (bit.ly/10SlVb9), and it’ll be complete overkill if you just want a compact speaker for your bedroom. However, it’s great value if 
you’re looking for a powerful, high-quality system that you can use as part of the home-entertainment setup in your living room.
Pros: Powerful 2.1 speaker system with Bluetooth wireless
cons: Big price jump from the T9; no iPod dock

Jabra Solemate Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/10qrQoE  11113

Jabra, www.jabra.com, £149
The Jabra Solemate offers a big sound and strong bass in a small packet (for a big price). The Bluetooth speaker is small enough to fit in a laptop bag, but can easily fill a room with 
sound. It can stream music for up to 10 hours. 
Pros: Good build quality; great sound; strong bass
cons: Picks up dirt and dust easily; expensive

Gear4 Xorb Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YcJAS4  11113

Gear4, www.gear4.com, £69.99 (£89.99 for Bluetooth)
The Xorb’s 30w output is fairly loud, but its compact design means that it doesn’t produce the most expansive sound. It’s probably not quite beefy enough to be used 
as the main speaker system in your front room, but it’s a good, affordable choice if you need a compact speaker for your bedroom or for a small studio apartment.
Pros: compact, affordable speaker system with separate sub-woofer
cons: no dock for ioS devices; Bluetooth model costs extra

JBL OnBeat Venue LT Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/XpMW8M  11113

JBl, uk.jbl.com, £179
we liked the onBeat Venue lT, but preferred the sound when our iPhone was docked to the speaker via Bluetooth. However, the JBl MusicFlow app (iPhone,  
bit.ly/Zhglnx ; iPad, bit.ly/10Tawna) combines with Bluetooth to give you remote controlled access to all your music from the other side of the room, which is a bonus. 
Pros: charges your iPhone/iPad; free app; equaliser options; compact and light
cons: no remote control

SuperTooth Disco 2 Bluetooth Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/WpLm4s  11111

SuperTooth, www.supertooth.net, £79.95
The £79.95 price tag isn’t small, but the look (it’s also available in black, blue, green, red and white), portability, convenience of use and audio output of the SuperTooth 
disco 2 all tell in its favour. The wireless speaker market is thick with contenders, but this mid-price gem is our pick of the recent arrivals.
Pros: rich audio for the money; conveniently portable; simple, attractive design; user-friendly wireless
cons: cheaper alternatives available

Just Mobile Gum Plus Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/XrtcBR    11113

Just Mobile, www.just-mobile.eu, £74.95
Smart, robust and highly portable, Just Mobile’s Gum Plus is a convenient power backup unit for iPhone users to carry around on trips. It can even save your iPad in a power 
emergency, but don’t expect miracles.
Pros: attractive brushed-aluminium look matches apple products; robust build quality; handy backup power source 
cons: Test unit didn’t charge as fast as we had hoped

Blue Microphone Spark Digital Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YItIX6    11113

Blue Microphones, bluemic.com, £179
The Spark digital is a great microphone for use with either MacBook or ioS device and is portable to boot. This convenience doesn’t come cheap, but if you need to record straight 
to hard disk on the move, the dual inputs and clear recordings may easily make it worthwhile.
Pros: dual uSB and ioS connectivity; compact design; quality audio recordings 
cons: Heavy; expensive; no native app; iPhone 5 and latest iPads need separate adapter

Wacom Bamboo Stylus Pocket Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YkeM61     11113

wacom, www.wacom.eu, £29.99
wacom’s Bamboo Stylus Pocket is small enough to fit into any pocket, but can be extended to become a full-length pen for comfortable use. It also has neat customisable features 
and comes with two nibs. It’s only real downfall is the price tag, but in exchange for the cash, you’ll get a top quality product. 
Pros: Stylish; durable; comfortable to use; customisable; comes with two nibs; extendable 
cons: expensive; fiddly to change coloured rings

Mophie Juice Pack Helium Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/12Ut5zZ     11113

Mophie, www.mophie.com, £59.99
while we can’t see the Helium changing our life, it has proven useful on a couple of occasions. we are certain that if we regularly took long haul flights, the investment would be 
worthwhile. However, £59.99, while not a bad price for a battery-incorporating case, is a high price to pay if you rarely run out of iPhone battery.
Pros: lighter than many external battery options; maintains charge for days; quickly charges an empty iPhone 
cons: adds considerable weight to an iPhone; June prove unnecessary if you don’t typically run out of juice

Sena Florence Leather Case Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/10l3Bv2     11111

Sena, www.senacases.com, £59.99
The Sena Florence leather case is one of the nicest leather ‘executive’ cases we’ve seen for apple’s iPad mini, and a good bargain to boot. we’d spend our money 
on this one. If you’re looking for a smart case for the iPad mini, then this is a great choice. 
Pros: extremely nice to look at; high quality leather; good craftsmanship; Smart cover on/off functionality
cons: Slightly covers the iPad mini buttons
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Nocs NS600 Crush Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Tk3mH1     11113

Nocs, www.nocs.se, £149
If you’re into dance and electronic music, then these headphones deliver exceptional quality. They’re not cheap though, and if you have a wider taste in music you 
should probably go for something a little more accurate.
Pros: Powerful bass; stylish design; Kevlar-coated wire; great for dance fans
Cons: Mid-range isn’t so hot for traditional rock music

Plantronics Backbeat 903+  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/AqiKND     11113

Plantronics, www.plantronics.com/uk, £50
It can be a bit tricky getting the darn things hooked over your ears, but the light, rugged design of the Backbeats make them a good choice when you’re exercising at 
the gym or out running in the park. The audio quality is also very good, considering the current low price. 
Pros: Affordable; lightweight; good sound quality
Cons: Can be fiddly hooking them over your ears; the maximum volume level isn’t very high

a-Jays One Plus Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/y3rVIq       11113

Jays, www.jays.se, £40
The a-Jays One Plus headphones represent good value considering the sound quality and functionality they provide. They have a single button control piece and 
microphone mounted on the fettuccine-like cord, and for Android users, there’s a dedicated app.
Pros: Brilliant sound; good noise isolation; neat design
Cons: Dedicated app is Android; quite heavy; cable magnifies bumps

Shure SE315  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HpqkvJ     11113

Shure, www.shure.co.uk, £189.99
The SE315’s design and ergonomics are as good as it gets for in-ear-canal headphones without stepping up to custom models. The SE315’s sound quality is almost as 
good as its design, with a neutral balance and great detail, missing only some bass impact and the superior detail found in the best offerings on the market. 
Pros: Sound quality; functional and smart design; sturdy cable
Cons: More bass wouldn’t hurt

Muzx Ultra mXx606  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/H3yCqt     11111

Altec Lansing, www.alteclansing.com, £80
These in-ears have a smart-looking remote on the cable and excellent overall sound quality. The sound is rich and warm, with good breadth across the spectrum; the 
bass feels punchy without overshadowing any of the upper notes. 
Pros: Interesting designs; fantastic sound quality across a wide spectrum of musical styles 
Cons: Cable seemed slightly weaker than the one supplied with the Phonak earphones

Parrot Zik  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/SouBB5     11113

Parrot, www.parrot.com/uk, £349.99
The high price and noise-cancellation features mean that these Zik headphones are primarily aimed at well-heeled executives who travel a lot. You’ll certainly enjoy 
the sound quality as you recline in the first-class cabin – though the battery June not last all the way across the Atlantic.
Pros: Impressive sound quality; noise-cancellation option; useful iOS app 
Cons: Expensive; battery life could be better

Shure SRH440  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/H3GSuu     11111

Shure, www.shure.co.uk, £109.99
With their studio styling and robust construction, the Shure SRH440s scream “home recording” rather than “plug me into you iPod”. Still, the sound’s the thing, and 
they sound absolutely superb. They’re loud with very crisp top end and clear mids. 
Pros: Balanced output with strong bass; industrial good looks; suitable for studio work 
Cons: Not very portable

Sennheiser RS170  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/A58Zfk      11111

Sennheiser, www.sennheiser.co.uk, £179
You won’t be carrying Sennheiser’s RS 170 wireless headphones around with you when you’re travelling, but they’re an excellent choice when you want to sit at home 
and wallow in your favourite tunes. 
Pros: Excellent audio quality; long-range wireless transmitter
Cons: Expensive; bulky Kleer transmitter

MeElectronics Air-Fi AF32 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Lj9scy 11113

MeElectronics, www.meelec.com, £70
For a set of Bluetooth headphones in this price range, the MeElectronics Air-Fi AF32 on-ear stereo Bluetooth headphones are comfortable and offer good sound 
quality. And you can’t beat the feature set or battery life. Leaving aside minor quibbles about hot ears and less-than-perfect audio, we really like these.
Pros: Solid sound quality; Comfortable to wear; Impressive battery life
Cons: A bit bulky; can be hot to wear

AKG K840 KL Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Ht8oAA     11113

AKG, uk.akg.com, £379.99
The K840 KLs use Kleer wireless technology to provide lossless, CD-quality streaming audio. The headphones are aimed at people on the go, with a hard-shell 
carrying case and flight adapter. They provide warm, deep bass and clear, ringing higher frequencies. 
Pros: Excellent audio quality; useful hard-shell travel case and accessories
Cons: Very expensive; you’ll need to carry a Kleer transmitter around with you
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Nikon D5200 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/XURVvh  11113

Nikon, www.nikon.co.uk, £700
The Nikon D5200 is ideal for anyone wanting their first good-quality digital SLR or wanting to upgrade from their current mid-range DSLR. It’s well-built, comfortable 
and easy to use, with good picture quality and provides good value for money. The only real downside is a lack of absolute sharpness in some images.
Pros: Excellent autofocus
Cons: Lack of absolute sharpness in some images

Canon EOS 650D  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/X8zaqS   11113

Canon, www.canon.co.uk, £1,019.99
If you’re a keen amateur looking for a jack-of-all-trades digital SLR that will last you for years, then this Canon should shoot to the top of your list. Setting this one apart 
from the competition is the compositional flexibility offered by the tilt and swivel 3in LCD touchscreen at the rear. 
Pros: High quality rugged feel; tilting touch screen LCD; high stills and video resolution; razor-sharp images with image stabilised 18-135mm lens
Cons: Pricey for beginners this is aimed at if going for the body and lens combo we had on test; no anti-shake built into the camera body itself

Pentax K-5  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/H9NpOZ    11113

Pentax, www.pentax.co.uk, £1,199.99 (including 18-55mm lens)
The full-featured, heavyweight, and capable K-5 is a good backup option for pros, or first choice for enthusiasts, especially if you need the bonus of that weather-
sealed body. Detail and colour are especially punchy and even exposures are delivered with the minimum of fuss.
Pros: 7fps burst shooting; body integral anti-shake; weather sealed/protected chassis; high-resolution rear LCD with Live View, additional top-plate LCD 
Cons: Rear LCD fixed; pricey compared with other options here; blocky design

Sony Alpha A55  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HKagFp   11113

Sony, www.sony.co.uk, £679 (body only) or £759 (including 18-55mm lens)
The A55 features translucent mirror technology for faster response times, particularly when shooting video. It also features
GPS. Colours are warm straight out of the camera, and detail is crisp.
Pros: 10fps continuous shooting; built-in GPS for geo-tagging stills and video; lightweight for its class; fast and responsive
Cons: Plasticky outer shell is disappointing at this price 

Sony Alpha A580   Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/I0FX8F     11111

Sony, www.sony.co.uk, £569 (body only)d or £649 (including 18-55 lens)
The A580 has many of the same core features as the smaller A55 for £100 less – including a top whack light sensitivity setting of ISO 12800, though shooting video 
isn’t quite as fluid or intuitive.
Pros: A cheaper alternative to the A55 with identical resolution and many of the same core technologies
Cons: Chunky build

Nikon 1 V2  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/130Wrwp  11133

Nikon, www.nikon.co.uk, £799
While the V2 is better than the vast majority of snapshot cameras, would you want to pay £800 just to say that? It’s well built and handles like you’d expect a semi-
professional model to, but at full asking price other interchangeable lens compacts outgun it.
Pros: Robust build quality; integral viewfinder; pop-up flash; Full HD 1,920 x 1,080 pixels video, with stereo sound; ideal for those trading up from snapshot or down-sizing from DSLR
Cons: Trickier lower light or high contrast shooting conditions result in pictures not a great deal better than we’ve previously got from a £200 snapshot

Sony NEX-6 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ZtLApB  11113

Sony, www.sony.co.uk, £829
That it costs as much as a semi-professional digital SLR when you factor in the lens June give some pause for thought, but if it’s compactness, convenience and – 
despite this – robustness you’re after in a CSC, the NEX-6 is up there near the top of the proverbial tree.
Pros: Compact yet with a rock solid construction; APS-C sensor is larger than that found in most CSC’s; touchscreen control; tilting high resolution backscreen
Cons: Bland design; costs as much as a good DSLR, which would offer better picture quality; some will prefer to twin this with a manual zoom

Canon EOS M Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ZaGSAA  11113

Canon, www.canon.co.uk, £769.99 (including 18-55mm image stabilised zoom)
Though the Canon’s CSC debut features a large APS-C sized sensor for better image quality than a typical pocket snapper, but its design owes more to a PowerShot 
than a DSLR. Nevertheless, the EOS M provides the ability to use Canon’s DSLR range’s 70+ EF lens line-up, albeit via an optional adaptor.
Pros: Smaller more portable body than many rivals; compatible with range of accessories; combination of sensor and Canon’s optical excellence delivers sharp images
Cons: Have to buy £130 adaptor for access to range of Canon EF lenses; so-so battery performance; lacks a decent handgrip; no on-board Wi-Fi; no optical or electronic viewfinder

Fujifilm X-Pro 1 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/STi8Jk   11111

Fujifilm, www.fujifilm.eu/uk, £1,399 (body only)
Rather than aim for a mass-market camera, Fujifilm has gone niche for its first CSC in the 16.3 effective megapixel X-Pro 1. With a DSLR-sized CMOS sensor, it’s pitched 
at enthusiasts and professionals, and its nearest competition includes range-topping rivals in the Olympus OM-D and Sony NEX-7.
Pros: Stunningly high build quality, plus we love the extremely high-resolution LCD and EVF/optical viewfinder
Cons: The priciest Compact System Camera (CSC) out there; fixed rear LCD (not angle adjustable); EVF provides more accurate view than optical finder 

Samsung NX210 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ZaEXMg   11133

Samsung, www.samsung.com/uk, £665 (including 18-55mm image stabilised zoom)
We’ve previously been very impressed with the value for money and image quality of the company’s NX1000, which shares the same APS-C sensor size as the NX210, 
and similar body proportions, while both cameras feature Wi-Fi connectivity too. The NX210 adds a rear AMOLED screen, stereo sound, and more.
Pros: Sensor offers near DSLR quality in compact body; easy to achieve good results; Wi-Fi adds a degree of future-proofing; iFunction lens does more than just zoom or focus 
Cons: No built-in image stabilisation measures (via stabilised lens only)
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Sony Cyber-shot DMC-RX100  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/12fk4RY     11111

Sony, www.sony.co.uk, £549
The RX100 is as good as premium compacts get – especially with current street prices taking £100 off the manufacturer’s asking price. It’s a monster when it comes 
to features, plus delivers near DSLR-like pictures with a similarly hefty ‘bite’.
Pros: Palm-sized compact; reassuringly solid; larger than average sensor and resolution given its proportions; bright/fast lens; ability to control functions via twist of the lens ring
Cons: Pricey for a compact on which the lens cannot be swapped; tiny rear plate buttons require fingernail precision

Samsung EX2F  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VUfkdp     11113

Samsung, www.samsung.com/uk, £429
Samsung’s top-end pocket compact is aimed at those who want better than the average snapper, but not interchangeable lenses. Its photos resemble those from 
the very good snapshot camera that it is, rather than cheating users into thinking they’ve just shot something with a digital SLR.
Pros: Bright lens for DSLR-style shallow depth of field effects and low light shooting; tilt and swivel back screen; built-to-last metal construction
Cons: Costs almost as much as a starter DSLR or compact system camera, which arguably would offer even more creative scope in the long run despite the extra bulk

Nikon Coolpix P7700 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Za3aTL     11113

Nikon, www.nikon.co.uk £499.99
Nikon’s Coolpix P7700 is a premium compact that shoehorns in many features found on digital SLRs. Creative flexibility at your fingertips is what’s provided here, 
though potential purchasers will want to weigh that up against its extra bulk and sensor that, while bigger than most compacts, is still small compared to DSLRS.
Pros: Broader focal range than direct rivals; solid build; comprehensive feature set with dials and wheels falling under the fingertips; angle adjustable LCD screen
Cons: Physically bulkier than competitors; doesn’t have an optical viewfinder

Panasonic Lumix DMC-LX7 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/X2uteJ     11113

Panasonic, www.panasonic.co.uk, £449.99
As a point-and-shoot camera for those wanting to upgrade to something better or a smaller back up for someone owning a G-series compact, the LX7 cuts the 
proverbial mustard but, despite being as consistently competent and reliable as one might hope, it doesn’t stand above the Samsung EX2F or the Sony RX100.
Pros: Relatively lightweight and compact dimensions for a metal build enthusiasts’ camera; bright aperture lens; built-in visual effects; hotshoe and accessory port
Cons: Fixed screen LCD; priced not a great deal cheaper than one of Panasonic’s interchangeable lens G-series compacts system cameras

Fujifilm XF1 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YWRsbq     11113

Fujifilm, www.fujifilm.eu/uk, £399.99
The XF1 is the latest in Fujifilm’s retro-styled X series of premium build compacts. This is a snapshot camera that’s a cut above the rest, so should draw attention from snappers 
looking to upgrade, as well as owners of bulkier models seeking a more pocket-friendly back up.
Pros: Stylish retro appearance; lightweight aluminium build; fast/bright f/1.4 maximum aperture lens unusually boasts manual operation; high ISO 12800 light sensitivity; fair pricing
Cons: Awkward means of activating the camera via manually extending the lens

Sony VG20 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/JytLSr     11111

Sony, www.sony.co.uk,£1,500
With the amount of manual controls on offer, as well as the inputs and versatility of the extra lenses, the Sony VG20 is perfect for the advancing amateur or aspiring 
independent filmmaker.
Pros: Superb image quality, menu controls, removable lenses
Cons: Confusing manual controls

Canon XA10 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/LE9tT0 11111

Canon, www.canon.co.uk, £1,600
The Canon XA10 is a camcorder with few flaws. The zoom is impressively versatile and controls easy to access, with only the small viewfinder a significant negative, 
dwarfed by the likes of the huge storage capacity and XLR inputs.
Pros: Superb image quality, portable size, huge storage capacity
Cons: Small viewfinder

Sony HDR-CX130E  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HXlCAD    11113

Sony, www.sony.co.uk, £399
Recording to removable Memory Stick or SD flash, the CX130’s 16GB capacity is expandable and relatively future-proofed. Available in red or black, this is a good 
mid-price option, even if detail isn’t as sharp.
Pros: Large and obvious buttons; decent feature set for a reasonable price; choice of SD or Memory Stick storage; bright lights
Cons: Plasticky construction, though many will appreciate the larger controls; detail could be sharper

Panasonic SD90   Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HqFrQ5     11111

Panasonic, www.panasonic.co.uk, £498.99
Here is a device comparable with the semi-enthusiast Canon in terms of quality, yet boasting a smaller form factor more in common with an entry-level camcorder.
Pros: Well built with substantial feel; good ergonomics too with intuitive touch-screen control; bright lens plus decent lens reach and feature set
Cons: Towards the top end of our price scale; plasticky feel accentuated by high gloss finish

JVC Everio GZ-HM650  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HewsIa     11113

JVC, www.jvc.co.uk, £349.99
Aimed at families, the JVC features common digital camera gizmos such as subject-recognising intelligent auto mode, face recognition and smile-shot modes, while 
time lapse recording and the ability to add an animation effect to footage provides a degree of creative scope.
Pros: Good value compared with similarly featured competitors; large 8GB internal memory and optional SD card slot; lightweight; bright lens
Cons: Low noise of the zoom and operational adjustments picked up when filming; lens cover has to be manually opened; small touch-screen icons
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m2752Pqu LCD Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ZaoZNg   11113

AOC, www.aoc-europe.com/en, £229
This monitor is well-built and with an admirably consistent display that rivals that from IPS panels. Possibly not one for those doing absolute colour-critical work, but for 
a general, large-screen monitor this offers good quality at a very affordable price.
Pros: Lots of interfaces; bright display; great graduation through highlights and shadows; quality hardware; flexible stand, great value for money 
Cons: Slowish refresh rate; colours changes on viewing angles; not the most stylish; standard resolution on a large screen

NEC MultiSync EA244WMi Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/XYpMBb   11113

NEC Display Solutions, www.nec-display-solutions.com, £306
Built to last, with lots of interfaces and flexible movement, and backed up by a very good quality display with consistent colour and no appreciable light leak. The extra 
screen space from the 16:10 ratio is welcome, and it isn’t an eye-sore either. Suitable for a wide range of environments, it’s certainly worth considering.
Pros: Great build quality; lots of interfaces; decent on-screen menu; good technical specs; lots of highlight detail; human and ambient sensors; can work in bright environments 
Cons: Not really that stylish; some variation in tone when viewing; menu controls not placed in the best location; Eco saving mode makes the display murky

i2757FH LED  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VfQR4P   11111

AOC, www.aoc-europe.com/en, £220
At this price, you’d expect that quite a few corners would be cut, but you’d be wrong. The frame edge feels flimsy, but the only flaw is some light leak around the edge. 
That won’t impact every day use where the crisp display, vibrant colours and overall high quality make this that rare find: a bargain, large-screen, IPS panel.
Pros: Nice styling; incredibly thin; sharp, crisp text; very cheap; twin-HDMI ports; good response time; high dynamic contrast; built-in speakers 
Cons: Some light leak along the edge; limited interfaces; stand doesn’t swivel; build quality is slightly flimsy 

SyncMaster S27B970  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/SOkw2M   11113

Samsung, www.samsung.com/uk, £800
The SyncMaster S27B970’s display isn’t quite as good a quality as the price tag demands. There can be some reflections, but the consistency of the display is 
admirable. The styling is rich consumer or plush-studio orientated, and it will do a great job in either of those environments, if you can afford it.
Pros: Superb styling; brushed metal stand; tidy use of wires; good refresh rate; high resolution; lots of interfaces; good colour consistency; built-in 7W speakers; PLS screen 
Cons: Some light leak; expensive; glossy screen hinders viewing on bright days; average brightness and contrast 

324i  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HeN9yr 11111

LaCie, www.lacie.com/uk, £1,049; £1,349 with Blue Eye Pro calibrator
This is a monitor we’d have no qualms about owning and using every single day. Robust and packed with features, it stands up well to other hardware in its class. 
However, if you do decide to buy one, we’d recommend choosing the version with the Blue Eye Pro calibrator bundled.
Pros: Latest P-IPS technology offers 1.07 billion colours; easy setup; lots of connectivity options; 176 degree viewing angle; anti-glare coating
Cons: Connectors in an awkward spot in landscape mode

Cintiq 24HD  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HeOzfG 11111

Wacom, www.wacom.eu, £1,999
For digital artists, designers and animation pros there is no substitute. As an upgrade, it doesn’t represent a quantum leap over 2010’s 21UX, but taken alone it 
represents a valuable investment for creatives looking to squeeze more out of their workday.
Pros: Huge working area; improved tablet buttons; supports Mini DisplayPort, VGA, DVI-I, DVI-A; ergonomic and widely adjustable; VESA mountable
Cons: Not at all portable; requires two people to move it; difficult to accommodate in tight workspaces or in a two-monitor setup

Inkling  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HUiDgo  11111

Wacom, www.wacom.eu, £149.99
The highest praise we can give is this; we didn’t want to send the Inkling back. It has clear, professional applications in design and the arts but, more importantly, it’s 
load of fun. If you’re in the market for a budget graphics tablet, we suggest you give the Inkling a look first.
Pros: Use a real pen to draw with; upload in bitmap or vector format to supported programs
Cons: Early users have reported layer shifting issues and occasional export glitches

Spyder4Elite  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HcYQdf     11113

Datacolor, www.datacolor.com, £179.99
Colour profiling is an onerous tasks that’s pretty much an essential requirement for designers, photographers and anyone working with images or video. The 
Spyder4Elite is easy to use – though there’s advanced options for those that need them – and produces great results.
Pros: Easy to use; supports Cineon, NTSC, PAL and HDTV standards; can also calibrate iPhone, iPad and projector; colour gamut graph; advanced tests
Cons: Ambient light test not well explained; sometimes awkward to navigate back to previous settings; some advanced tests difficult to find

Intuos4 S Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/yZdJcn   11111

Wacom, www.wacom.eu, £200
The Intuos4 S sits between the enthusiast Bamboos and the high-end Cintiqs and produces excellent results. Wacom again sets the standard other manufacturers 
must hope to achieve.
Pros: Precision control; well designed; comfortable pen with 2,048 levels pen pressure; extra nib
Cons: Pricey compared to Wacom’s Bamboo range and rivals; small footprint June deter some

Intuos5 Touch   Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/KDPw32  11111

Wacom, www.wacom.eu, £199.99
The Intuos5 feels like Wacom’s first major attempt to recreate the experience of working with canvas. We can’t wait to see how Wacom takes this technology forward.
Pros: Touch and pen interface; ExpressKeys HUD is useful and unintrusive; all tablet sizes feature wireless option; new design
Cons  No Bluetooth model
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Devolo dLAN 500 AV Wireless+ Starter Kit Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/10x6vbY   11113

Devolo, www.devolo.co.uk, £130
This simple and efficient gadget will make your home network faster and more stable in about five minutes. Powerline offers Ethernet-like internet access anywhere 
there’s a power socket, and wireless adaptors like this product create powerful new Wi-Fi hotspots around the home. 
Pros: Fast, stable home networking; simple installation; pass-through power socket
Cons: Not as fast as advertised (but none are)

Fitbit One Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/16w9dlR    11113

Fitbit, www.fitbit.com, £80
The Fitbit One costs £80, and while that may sound a lot, it’s considerably cheaper than competing devices such as Nike’s FuelBand, which costs £130. Overall, if you’re looking 
for something to motivate you to exercise more and accurately measure your steps, the Fitbit One is a reasonably-priced gadget with lots of functions.
Pros: Tiny; lots of features; shows how many floors climbed; tracks sleep; built-in alarm; automatically syncs via Bluetooth; motivates users to exercise more
Cons: Inconvenient and easy to lose proprietary USB cable; size of the device means its easy to leave at home in pocket or on other item of clothing

Sony HMZ-T2 Personal 3D Viewer Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/12gB7QD   11113

Sony, www.sony.co.uk, £999
Sony’s HMZ-T2 headset is one of the coolest consumer devices we’ve ever tried. It’s a home cinema system that you wear on your head. We can’t wait to see what 
it evolves into given three or four more years of technological advance. 
Pros: Standard HD ‘virtual’ screen; 3D ready; six channels of surround sound
Cons: Lengthy adjustment process; becomes uncomfortable after a time

Mobee Magic Feet Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/12Gx6YC    11113

Mobee, www.mobeetechnology.com, £125
The Magic Feet from Mobee is a useful Apple accessory, although not a wholly essential one, that will hopefully save you money and reduce your carbon footprint 
over time. It requires wires, a USB lead and a power lead, which is a small step backwards. For now, the universal charging station shows potential.
Pros: Worthy green credentials highlighted; potential to save money on batteries; made from recyclable materials; attractive and discreet design
Cons: Wired design is a step backwards; significant financial investment; not compatible with older Apple keyboards or mice, bulky power adaptor 

HiRise for iMac  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/SZDbp6     11113

Twelve South, www.twelvesouth.com, £50
HiRise from Twelve South is something of a niche product, although a big plus for anyone putting undue stress on their back due to a poorly-positioned iMac or 
Apple Display. Once you’ve found the best height for your workspace, it makes staring at a computer screen that bit more comfortable and healthier.
Pros: Stylish design adds height to an iMac; potential to ease back pain; quality look and feel; perforated faceplates for ventilation; some storage space provided
Cons: Usefulness depends on the height of your desk; impact on viewing height at lowest shelf is minimal; some assembly required; barely portable

Humax YouView DTR-1000 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VFq2IP  11113

Humax, www.humaxdigital.com/uk, from £249.99
£250 is fairly expensive compared to most ordinary Freeview boxes, but BT and TalkTalk are currently offering it to their broadband customers free. We think YouView 
could become a popular option for people who want to upgrade from the basic Freeview services without paying for a Sky subscription.
Pros: Seven-day catch-up services from the UK’s main broadcasters
Cons: Expensive; no Netflix or LoveFilm; no Wi-Fi

Roku 2 XS  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Yy4Zql  11113

Roku, www.roku.com, £99
The graphical interface June not be as slick as that of the Apple TV, and the need to provide credit card details before you watch anything is annoying. However, the 
Roku 2 XS works well and provides a slightly wider range of services than the Apple TV. 
Pros: Affordable media player with access to BBC iPlayer and Sky NOW
Cons: No LoveFilm or other UK broadcasters; requires credit card details during installation

WD TV Live Hub   Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YXLerq  11113

Western Digital, www.wdc.com/en, £79.99
It’ll be interesting to see what new features – if any – Western Digital can add to the forthcoming WD TV Play, but even in its current form, the WD TV Live is one of 
the few media players that can give the Apple TV any real competition. 
Pros: Affordable, versatile media player, supports BBC iPlayer and Netflix
Cons: No LoveFilm, Sky or other UK broadcasters 

HyperDrive CloudFTP Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/L6IPZ3 11111

Sanho, www.hypershop.com, £89.95
The SHOWX+ HDMI is a novel accessory that should initially impress. However, limited battery life, lack of any mount or stand to stabilise projected images and 
unexceptional picture quality limits long-term appeal. Portability is a compromise here and it’s hard to see which market the device is focused on.
Pros: Ability to connect to any USB mass storage compliant device and back files up to the cloud; dedicated CloudFTP Wi-Fi connection; good file format support
Cons: Work in progress; cloud compatibility an issue for some users; poor user interface for reading files needs tweaking; battery life could be improved

Pure Avalon 300R Connect Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/WJzCGL   11113

Pure, www.pure.com, from £299
The Avalon is a Freeview+ box with a twist, using a PowerVR chip to provide the Avalon box with the sort of graphical eye-candy that we would normally expect from 
Apple. Unlike many Freeview boxes, it includes both Ethernet and built-in Wi-Fi networking, and has no less than four HDMI inputs.
Pros: Freeview+ box with slick graphical interface; built-in Wi-Fi, UPnP networking
Cons: Expensive; limited range of online services
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WorkCentre 3325 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/16R73vx     11113

Xerox, www.xerox.co.uk, £330
The Xerox workcentre 3325 is a fast, monochrome laser printer, with added scan and fax capabilities to make it a multifunction device.  It won’t cost a fortune to run and has good 
– but not exceptional – print quality. 
Pros: Fast; full featured; good print quality; 2GB of on-board storage
cons: Print quality not exceptional; basic input tray only fits a4 sheets; bypass tray feels a little rickety

i-Sensys MF4730 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YWNIus     11113

canon, www.canon.co.uk, £120
If you need a colour printer for photos or presentation graphics, then an inkjet printer June still be the better option. However, people who simply need an affordable mono printer 
for their business documents will find that the MF4730 provides good quality and performance, along with very reasonable running costs.
Pros: Fast, affordable laser printer with low running costs
cons: no network connectivity or duplex printing

LaserJet Pro 400 M401dw Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/RRaqvG     11113

HP, www.hp.com/uk, £341
There’s nothing fancy about the M401dw, but it’s very fast and affordable, with modest running costs as well. It’s a good follow-up to the successful P2055, and will make 
an excellent workhorse printer for any small business.
Pros: Fast, affordable laser printer with good network connectivity and airPrint support
cons: Bulky, single-function printer with no scanner

ES9410  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HUK9Ig     11113

oKI, www.oki.co.uk, £7,198
oKI’s eS9410 is for designers with demanding needs. while it alone won’t turn your studio into a print shop, for many it’ll provide both an excellent proofer and a handy 
moneysaver.
Pros: Highest-grade output, great for high yields, simple to print to and run
cons: Very expensive, fiddly install

C3900DN Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Hga9Ck     11113

epson, www.epson.co.uk, £537
epson’s standard one-year warranty can be extended to three, and you’ll want to keep this colour laser going for as long as possible, given its low running costs. You’ll 
spend around 1.7p for a page of text and 7.4p for colour.
Pros: Good performance; strong set of specifications including a fast gigabit ethernet interface; low running costs; suitable for heavy use
cons: Slow to print in PdF test; space needed to allow access to input trays

Pixma MX925 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YyTyyZ 11113

canon, www.canon.co.uk, £179
The sheer bulk of the MX925 might be a problem for smaller offices, but it certainly provides good value for money. It performs well for a printer in this price bracket and provides a 
wide range of useful features that will appeal to both home users and small businesses on a tight budget.
Pros: Versatile four-in-one multifunction printer; good print quality; airPrint support
cons: Bulky; running costs not as low as canon suggests

Photosmart 5520 e-All-in-One Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ZhtgPL 11113

HP, www.hp.com/uk, £69
a nice touchscreen interface and a low price tag helps make the HP Photosmart 5520 e-all-in-one a contender, and its low running costs won’t hurt either. Its performance is solid 
rather than stunning, though. 
Pros: nice touchscreen interface; impressive price tag; low running costs; memory card slot
cons: Some design flaws; no additional photo tray; no PictBridge port; depth of detail isn’t strong; photo paper results moderately bubbly

MFC-J4510DW Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/11m0Esy 11113

Brother, www.brother.co.uk, £130
not your usual a4 inkjet, the MFc-J4510dww is a compact multi-function device that can also print to a3 paper – sideways. If you’re primarily needing a graphics printer, you’ll find 
better models. But text output is good, and the features set substantial. Throw in the added a3 convenience, and this printer has an awful lot going for it.
Pros: attractive design; prints on a3; reasonably straightforward to set up; extensive connectivity options; cloud computing credentials
cons: Paper needs to be replaced often; black a little faint at fastest mode; colour faint and watered down in all modes

OfficeJet 150 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VPuws9 11113

HP, www.hp.com/uk, £269
The officeJet 150 is expensive for an inkjet printer, costing £269 on HP’s website. But, of course, you are paying extra for its compact and portable design. It also crams in a lot of 
useful features with its scanning, copying and wireless options, so it’ll certainly earn its keep if you need a multifunction device that you can take on the road with you.
Pros: neatly designed portable printer, scanner and copier
cons: expensive; black ink costs above average

Expression Premium XP-800 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/T4ZcWD 11113

epson, www.epson.co.uk, £199
The epson expression Premium XP-800 is a very competent, full-featured inkjet multifunction printer. It can copy, fax, scan and print on specially coated optical media as well as 
paper. Print quality is exceptional. It will handle your small and home office chores with aplomb. unfortunately, ink costs are on the high side.
Pros: nice output quality; duplex printing and scanning; cd/dVd printing
cons: Inks are somewhat pricey; user guide is online only
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StorCenter ix4-300d Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/YeJIyW  11113

Iomega, go.iomega.com, £575
The ix2 wasn’t as Mac friendly as it could have been, but the ix4-300D is much more straightforward for Mac users to get to grips with. It’s probably overkill if you’re 
just looking for a NAS drive for home use, but it’s a good choice for small businesses that need a versatile storage system at a competitive price.
Pros: Competitively priced; versatile and easy to use NAS/RAID system
Cons: Documentation and help files could be more thorough 

VelociRaptor Duo Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/SP4ZCx  11113

Western Digital, www.wdc.com/en, £779.90
It’s a bit on the pricey side, but Western Digital’s new VelociRaptor Duo goes all out to provide top-of-the-range performance and features for professional 
Mac users. It’s a dual-drive RAID storage system designed for use with the high-speed Thunderbolt interface found on the latest Mac models.
Pros: Dual 10,000rpm drives; twin Thunderbolt interfaces; versatile RAID support
Cons: Expensive; no FireWire; USB or Ethernet interfaces

Silver Store 2-Drive NAS  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HCHAQ3  11111

Freecom, www.freecom.com, from £279
While it’s not the fastest or cheapest NAS drive, the Silver Store strikes a good balance between versatile features and ease of use, and is an excellent choice for 
Mac-based small businesses. It is available in 2TB, 4TB and 6TB models. 
Pros: Versatile NAS drive with RAID and remote access features; USB port supports USB 3.0
Cons: Expensive; poor documentation

MyNet N900 Central Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/PhRbwI     11113

Western Digital, www.wdc.com/en, 2TB £349
The N900 Central is a little pricey, but the fact that it includes both a hard disk and a dual-band router makes it a good option for any home or small office that 
needs an all-in-one networking and storage system in a single box.
Pros: Dual-band 802.11n router with built-in hard disk
Cons: Expensive

DiskStation DS2411+  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/GK1xDb     11111

Synology, www.synology.com, £1,120
We found the DiskStation 2411+ simple to set up using the Synology Assistant configuration tool. Even with its two fans in operation, the DS2411+ was quiet in use, 
providing reliable service. We’d have no hesitation recommending the DS2411+ to small businesses looking for a versatile NAS solution.
Pros: Excellent build quality; built-in FTP and mail server capabilities; includes fitting screws and network cables
Cons: None that we can think of

MiniStation Thunderbolt SSD Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/XVUHig  11113

Buffalo Technology, www.buffalo-technology.com/en/, from £200
We might have expected an SSD drive to be a little more compact, but the MiniStation Thunderbolt is still portable enough to carry around with a laptop. It’s 
reasonably priced for an SSD drive, and its strong performance makes it a good backup option for the latest MacBook models that come with their own SSD drives.
Pros: High-speed SSD drive with both Thunderbolt and USB 3.0 interfaces
Cons: Not much difference between USB 3.0 and Thunderbolt interfaces

Thunderbolt SSD Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/STlnR1   11113

Elgato, www.elgato.com, £239.95
The Thunderbolt SSD works well when handling larger file sizes, and its sturdy design will appeal to photographers working on outdoor shoots. However, its more 
modest performance with smaller file sizes suggests that it’s not the best choice for general home or office use. Plus, there are some features missing for the price.
Pros: Strong performance with large file sizes; sturdy metal case; three-year warranty
Cons: Very expensive; Thunderbolt interface only; no status indicators

Rugged USB 3 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/TDumpa    11111

LaCie, www.lacie.com/uk, £169
Some might prefer the External SSD for convenience and portability. However, Verbatim’s offering is slower than the Rugged drive and lacks the versatility of its twin 
interfaces. So if you want a sturdy SSD that’s fast, affordable and can be used with non-Thunderbolt machines, then this is hard to beat.
Pros: Sturdy design; good performance; USB 3.0 and Thunderbolt interfaces
Cons: Expensive

External SSD Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VxLryk     11113

Verbatim, www.verbatim-europe.co.uk, £89
While it June not be the fastest solid-state drive currently available, Verbatim’s External SSD is definitely one of the cheapest and is well worth considering if you just 
want a compact and affordable backup device for your laptop.
Pros: Very light and compact; very good value for money
Cons: Not very rugged; relatively modest performance

Porsche P’9223 Slim Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VzSS8i     11113

LaCie, www.lacie.com/uk, £129.99
If you need an affordable, high-capacity storage device, then a conventional hard disk is still the best option. But if you’ve got a MacBook that has an internal SSD 
drive and you want an external backup drive that provides equally high performance, then this is one of the best and most affordable SSD drives currently available.
Pros: Slim, sturdy design; very good performance
Cons: Expensive; only provides 120GB capacity
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PulpMotion Advanced 3 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/12Y8Pxl    11113

Aquafadas, www.aquafadas.com, £89.99
PulpMotion Advanced 3 is slick, generally easy to use, and a great way of creating customised slideshows. Element editing is hidden away, but the use of Post-it notes helps show 
what functions are available. There’s some imaginative options that will suit a commercial purpose, as well as family-friendly ones. 
Pros: Theme editor is nicely put together; interface is slick and friendly; lots of output options; the animations and themes look very modern rather than 90s-style transitions
Cons: Pro version is a little pricey; editing functions are rather hidden; the image filters aren’t particularly good

QuarkXPress 9.5 with App Studio Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/W3LcMP    11113

Quark, quark.co.uk, Free update; full price from £799
Though some refinement is still required, digital publishing with QuarkXPress is more streamlined in version 9.5 and improved by the new App Studio. As well as still 
providing a path for AVE and ePub publication workflows, it offers a fairly stable HTML5-based publication route, with an enhanced variety of interactive features.
Pros: Standard QuarkXPress workflow; synchronised items across layouts; enhanced interactivity with HTML5 palette; searchable/selectable text
Cons: Careful authoring needed for interactive behaviour in Apps; restrictions on fonts, some image, video formats; alternative testing workflow would be welcome

Vue 11 Infinite Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/STcQgI    11113

E-on Software, www.e-onsoftware.com, €1,082 (£873) DVD, €1,022.42 (£825) download
It’s sometimes difficult to justify a twice-yearly upgrade, so there’s the temptation to hold off until a really big update comes along. Well, wait no more, as this is one of 
those times. All the tweaks, upgrades and new features combine to make this a fairly essential upgrade for Vue users.
Pros: New automatic weather effects; EcoParticles and Effectors; 360-degree EcoSystem population; customisable brushes; faster rendering
Cons: No visibility toggles for individual objects; not enough content supplied; glitches with EcoSystems; accurate placement of EcoSystems tricky; crashed a few times

Adobe Edge Animate 1.0 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Q59RSj     11111

Adobe, www.adobe.com/uk, Free for a limited time
Edge Animate’s workflow, particularly the Pin and Easing tools, as well as hidden gems like cut and paste functions, and live rendering of web pages in the Stage, 
make for effective HTML5 animation creation. However, there’s no audio support and ‘no-coding’ designers June be put off by the use of Code pop-ups.
Pros: Free; interactive animated output supporting HTML, CSS and JavaScript; intuitive tools and workflow; TypeKit support; strong publishing and export options
Cons: No audio; some coding required for more sophisticated interactivity

iStopMotion for Mac Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Rc7zgF     11113

Boinx, www.boinx.com, £34.99
There’s a lot to like about the new iStopMotion for Mac and the drastic price drop, coupled with its support for using iOS devices as a camera mean that more people 
will be able to afford to get into this age-old art of stop-motion animation and have a lot of fun doing so.
Pros: Highly affordable, especially compared with previous version; crammed with features; highly easy to use; can use iOS devices as wireless cameras
Cons: Not all cameras are compatible – download the demo version before purchasing to make sure your equipment works with the app; basic editing tools

Crazy Talk 7 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VyQZc2     11113

Reallusion, www.reallusion.com, £20
You can either see a use for an application of an animated talking head or you can’t. If you can, then at just over £20 this is good value – easy to learn, quick to use 
and for anyone prepared to spend time importing and setting up their own ‘actors’, extremely effective.
Pros: Great fun; animation intelligently understands recorded audio and responds accordingly; inexpensive
Cons: Harder to get good results with your own photos

Premiere Elements 11 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/PSXfdC    11111

Adobe, www.adobe.com/uk, £78.15
The main improvement in Premiere Elements 11 is the redesigned interface, which makes the program easier to use and will help to smooth the transition from iMovie. 
However, features such as Time Remapping also make it even more powerful, and a worthwhile upgrade for both experienced users and newcomers.
Pros: Redesigned interface provides greater ease of use; powerful Time Remapping tool
Cons: Poor manual and documentation; some features still complicated to learn

Maya 2013 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ShG9pr     11113

Autodesk, www.autodesk.co.uk, £3,660 (boxed), £3507.50 (download)
There are lots of new features in Maya 2013. The nHair model, heat map skinning and bullet physics are the headliners here. Workflow has been tidied up and the new 
Node editor pulls a lot of functions into one logical place. If you want to work in visual effects, this release cements Maya’s position as the number one ticket in town. 
Pros: Improvements to workflow including HumanIK enhancements, heat map skinning, bullet physics and Trax Clip matching
Cons: Bugs; flaws in the modelling tools; cluttered viewport; steep learning curve; mental ray is awkward to use; camera issues; minor workflow irritations; no full screen

Mudbox 2013 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/PmzeLc    11113

Autodesk, www.autodesk.co.uk, £870 (boxed), £833.75 (download)
If you use, Junea then it makes sense to go with Mudbox as a sculpting tool. The interface is similar and there’s direct importing and exporting control. With the new 
Gigatexel engine able to deliver much more detail capability, it’s a great choice for those involved in model texturing as well. 
Pros: New Gigatexel engine; customise interface layouts; curve drawing; edge hardness and creasing supported; combine bump and normal maps; 64-bit on OS X; 3D layers
Cons: Some issues painting inside sculpts; brushes not as natural; doesn’t support imported mirrored normal maps; can be fussy about working with some graphics cards

AutoCAD 2012 for Mac Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Ih0BTC     11113

Autodesk, www.autodesk.co.uk, £2,975
If you have a need for a CAD package, AutoCAD is the best. There’s still a steep learning curve; often addressable with two-day/three-day courses all over the country. 
The price is steep, at just short of £3,000; but for this grade and quality of product it seems more than justified. 
Pros: Looks and feels like a Mac app; instantly familiar to PC users of AutoCAD; open every AutoCAD file without hassle; tutorial videos introduce new features
Cons: Expensive; steep learning curve; cut-down AutoCAD LT not available in the UK
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GIMP 2.8.3 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/10lmpue    11113

GIMP Team, www.gimp.org, Free
GIMP is much better now that it’s running inside OS X without the need of X11, and it offers a wide range of features for the price (which is nothing). But there’s no getting away 
from the fact that it falls short of Adobe Photoshop CS6, and isn’t anywhere as near as slick as Pixelmator. Mind you: it’s free.
Pros: Free; runs natively in Mac OS X; contains most of the feature set of Adobe Photoshop
Cons: A bit cranky; no built-in batch actions interface; doesn’t save CMYK images

Snapheal 2.2 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Vr1r9g    11113

MacPhun, www.macphun.com, £5.99
Much better than the previous version, but still limited when faced with a large object or a complex background. If you can’t afford Photoshop or Elements though, this is a 
very cheap method of basic image correction and improvement. The process does work quite well on small objects, and there’s always the built-in Clone tool to fall back on.
Pros: Can mask areas for removal with brush or selection tool; local adjustments or global ones; very cheap system for image correction
Cons: Still not very quick; large objects produce less-satisfying results unless surrounded by complete uniform backgrounds

Akvis Chameleon 8 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/V66HRQ    11113

Akvis, www.akvis.com/en, £46
Simplify the cutting out of objects to paste into Photoshop layers with Akvis Chameleon 8. It’s a bit different and a little awkward in places, but fast and very efficient 
at the otherwise tedious job of cutting out and compositing images.
Pros: Excellent edge detection; multiple compositing modes; a quick and easy way of compositing elements; save parts of images as fragments for later; fast processing
Cons: Can’t switch images around once selected; blending option like what Photoshop’s anyway; not cheap; adding another foreground image removes the previous one

Color FX Pro Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/QdDgv3    11111

Kings Valley Tech, www.kingsvalleytech.com, £5.49
With a slick interface, Color FX Pro is a fast and fun way to apply retro effects to your photographs with quite some variation. Add borders, frames, filters, textures 
,and more. The software also supports Raw files and up to 40-megapixel images. 
Pros: Lots of effects; adjust the strength and fine adjust for varied effects; save combinations as presets, supports Raw files and up to 40-megapixel images
Cons: Needs to have more randomisation for frames and separate RGB colour controls; before and after preview is a separate screen; new presets are limited

Great Photo Pro Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/QHb1QK    11111

EverImagining, www.everimaging.com, £6.99
If parts of Great Photo Pro look familiar, it’s because some of the modules in it have been available as standalone apps. This brings everything together to offer an 
interesting tool kit without the effort of going into Photoshop. You’re getting quite a lot for your money.
Pros: HDR image creation; retro styles; Raw photo processing; image correction; edit the colour styling; add vignettes; great value for money
Cons: File management is clumsy; mouse is too sensitive; there’s no variation in the retro themes; the Big Aperture is a little hit and miss; adjustments are global

Photoshop Elements 11 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/SJuEqK     11113

Adobe, www.adobe.com/uk, £81
Photoshop Elements 11’s editing tools are much more advanced than those found in iPhoto, while the revamped interface is easier for new users to get to grips with. 
However, people who own a previous version of the software will find that there are few major new features that make this a ‘must-have’ upgrade.
Pros: Revamped interface provides improved ease of use for beginners; handy vignette effect
Cons: Few major new features for existing and advanced users

MacPhun ColorStrokes Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/RmZr1s     11113

MacPhun, www.macphun.com, £3
Previously known as ColourSplash, the new version of the photo-editing app works in a number of different ways. Add effects and filters to your images, and 
manipulate the brightness, contrast, blur, saturation, hue and exposure controls to change the original colour element. 
Pros: Tint and colour photos; uses an invisible mask that can be toggled on; adjust the brightness and colour of the existing colours; add vignetting; three basic effects
Cons: The effects are simply more contrast; no remove mask brush; no option to rotate images; no brush opacity

Flare 1.4   Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Rnk39T     11111

The Icon Factory, www.iconfactory.com, £6.99
Flare is an excellent tool for adding creative flare to any image, and is both simple and intuitive, making light and fun work of adding borders, frames, light leaks, 
textures and blur to your photos. The ability to fine-tune existing presets, and create and share new ones is a big plus too.
Pros: Quality effects; ability to tweak and create effects; high resolution output; support for Retina displays; simple and intuitive interface
Cons: Offers only basic range of photo-editing tools; free third-party presets still thin on the ground; no batch processing option 

Photoshop Lightroom 4 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/xxiuzT       11113

Adobe, www.adobe.com/uk, £103.88, £59.09 upgrade
Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 is worth the upgrade price for the Develop Module alone. The editing tools are more sophisticated than ever, yet often easier to use. 
Some of the big name additions are certainly welcome. But the essence of this new version is the improved ability to make your photos look as good as possible.
Pros: Develop module is better organised; added brushing tools; new video management tools; new Map module includes reverse geotagging; cheaper
Cons: Can’t stitch video snippets together; No Mac Address Book integration for email

Color Efex Pro 4  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HV1hhU     11111

Nik Software, www.niksoftware.com, £175
If you can only afford one plug-in filter, make it this one. Color Efex Pro 4 combines film stocks with fog and focus, split-screen colour effects, cross processing, grain, 
image borders, and more styles than London fashion week.
Pros: 34 names film stocks; vintage effects; Polaroid transfers; each option has a range of types; combine effects; 10 supplied recipes
Cons: Previews can be slow to generate; lacks distressing options; no older film processes
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Moonfruit Standard Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/10f8jux   11111

SiteMaker Software, www.moonfruit.com, £7.20 per month
Moonfruit is a polished, slick, web-design application, with nearly all the features you could need. It’s well-designed and makes it easy to customise a template. all the 
key features are in place to create a modern-looking, full-featured site that’s easy to edit.
Pros: Very well-designed; easy to select and customise a template; key features in place
cons: low storage allowance

1&1 MyWebsite Personal Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/XPG8OH   11113

1&1, www.1and1.co.uk, £6 per month, £72 per year
1&1 Mywebsite Personal is a decent tool for putting together a standard website. There are a lot of predefined templates, 300 to be precise, so finding something from 
which you can work is easy.
Pros: 300 templates; straightforward; automatic picture-size optimisation
cons: Template categories are less than helpful

Audio Cleaner Pro Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/Zh51kG   11113

Magix, www.magix.com/gb, £49.99
If you want to clean up audio, audio cleaner Pro is certainly an accomplished option. It can read cds directly – useful for old recordings, load audio files or record 
directly using the built-in mic. You can then edit and trim parts before adding noise reduction filters.
Pros: Slick look; easy to start editing and cleaning up; lots of control over cleaning filters; ability to enhance the sound before outputting
cons: Built-in mic import is poor; editing adds actions without user control; scrubbing stops playback; some control is idiosyncratic

GameMaker Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/WFmEsu   11113

YoYo Games, store.yoyogames.com, £12.30
Game authoring’s getting easier thanks to tools like GameMaker for Mac – a dedicated oS X games maker. although it’s not a direct port of the windows tool, 
GameMaker: Studio, it’s close enough for you to transfer skills. You can’t transfer files from one to the other – or export to as many formats, though.
Pros: Great documentation and demos get you going quickly; free version to try before you buy; the price here is very right
cons: Support for export is confined to oS X 

Curio 8.3 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ZtDpcW   11113

Zengobi, www.zengobi.com, £72
re-vamped, re-styled free-form project manager makes it easy to create and organise all manner of tasks, add and link to external information, define and prioritise 
deadlines and present the entire thing in an easy-to-navigate series of electronic whiteboards. Good exporting and powerful search features too.
Pros: rich set of features, easy to add external material, good export options, ical integration, flexible interface suits a wide range of different tasks and projects, new lower price 
cons: curio’s structure means it can’t support a replace feature; synchronising Styles via dropbox isn’t for fainthearted; selecting multiple items in a list is a bit cumbersome 

FileMaker Pro 12  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HJDqjC   11111

FileMaker, www.filemaker.co.uk, £131
with the new version of its entire FileMaker product line, FileMaker extends its dominance of the Mac od and ioS database world by offering improvements that will 
be valued by every type of FileMaker user. 
Pros: Strong asset management features; enhanced container fields; powerful designer toolset; no change to price
cons: File format change and associated upgrade costs

Mellel 3.0 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/MudcIK 11113

redlex, www.redlers.com, £27.49
Mellel won’t really be able to replace word or Pages as your main word processor. However, academic or technical users June find it useful to own a copy in addition 
to word or Pages, so that they can use it for longer documents that will benefit from its cross-referencing and bibliography tools.
Pros:  Powerful cross-referencing and bibliography tools for academic users
cons: limited compatibility with Microsoft word

Business Accountz Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/IDpGLF     11111

accountz, www.accountz.com, Basic £99, Professional £279, enterprise £468
with the eazy Button, Business accountz is now the most straightforward way to manage your money. It’s multi-platform; support is free and reports are in a format your 
accountant will understand.
Pros: eazy button simplifies everything; full featured; self submit your VaT return
cons: links to a third-party Payroll service rather than having an integrated offering

Dragon Dictate 3.0 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/SOz9Aj     11113

nuance, www.nuance.co.uk, £129.99
we’re not convinced there are enough new features in dragon dictate version 3.0 to warrant the £80 upgrade fee but for new users this is an outstanding voice recognition 
program that also includes ingenious editing and navigation features for those with the patience to learn. Includes a free headset/mic combo.
Pros: excellent voice recognition; minimal training required; supports multiple voice profiles for different users; useful global commands
cons: editing takes practice; navigation requires patience; upgrade price seems a bit steep

Trello Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HB5YNq   11111

Trello, www.trello.com, Free
Trello is an open-ended project-management system with no separate timelines, calendars or messaging tools. You just don’t need them. everything’s elegantly and 
simply built in. It’s a to-do list program for teams that makes project management really easy.
Pros: open ended ‘boards’ and ‘cards’ metaphor; built-in media support
cons: documentation not always very clear
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Email Pro for Gmail Mac app Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VFtbY0  11113

iLife Technology, www.facebook.com/ilifetechnologies, £1.29
The only clunky thing about Email Pro for Gmail 2.1 is its name. This slender app provides a convenient way to get to your Gmail messages directly from your 
desktop. It isn’t flawless, but its solid interface and useful display-as-desktop feature makes it worth a look if you’re a Gmail user.
Pros: Slender; convenient
Cons: Couldn’t get mobile sketching feature to work

ZipCloud Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ZtGM3M  11113

ZipCloud, www.zipcloud.com, from £4.95
Despite some initial frustrations with annoying bugs, ZipCloud makes light work of backing up, sharing and retrieving your files either automatically or manually. The 
promise of unlimited data backup, at a reasonable price, is also appealing, one that should ensure all your files are safe from harm and accessible anywhere.
Pros: Amazon S3 storage integration; ability to restore files from the cloud; unlimited data backup; flexible data plans; dedicated iOS app; ability to share files; free 14-day trial
Cons: Bugs during trial period; Documents Folder back-up by default is not ideal; concerns over dubious terms and conditions

MacCleanse 3 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ZPz6bl  11111

Koingo Software, www.koingosw.com, £13.99
Removing apps, duplicate files and unwanted logs from your Mac is much easier with dedicated clean-up tool MacCleanse. It’s such a feature packed piece of kit 
that the price tag comes as a bit of a shock. At £13.99, it’s comparable to apps that do a fraction of that.
Pros: Beats competition on both budget and features
Cons: Support for some tools you’ll never use

MacPilot 5 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/TVsPeK 11111

Koingo Software, www.koingosw.com, £13.99
When System Preferences doesn’t give you enough control over your Mac’s settings, turn to MacPilot 5. If you can afford the £13.99 that MacPilot currently costs, 
you’ll get much more control over your Mac.
Pros: Gives you control over preferences usually accessed via the Terminal
Cons: Lots of features you’ll never need

Cloudmark DesktopOne Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/10tGYoN    11111

Cloudmark, www.cloudmark.com, Free
With DesktopOne you can as good as say goodbye to spam – and at zero cost if Basic mode is adequate for your uses. Once installed, it’s completely transparent, 
aside from increasing the file count in your Spam folder. Our reviewer couldn’t remember the last time they gave a product five stars, but this deserves them. 
Pros: Basic mode (suitable for most users) is free; no setting up; integration with two main email apps; totally transparent in use
Cons: None

Mac Data Recovery Guru Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/XOgz2G  11113

Mac OS X File Recovery, macosxfilerecovery.com, £64.50
The success rate for a program such as this will depend on the state of the drive that you use it with. However, Mac Data Recovery Guru worked well during our 
tests, and you have the option to download a free trial version, so you can see if it can locate your lost files before buying the full version to recover them.
Pros: Quick and easy file recovery utility
Cons: Preview panel is a bit small for viewing text files

Norton AntiVirus 12 for Mac Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/ST7D8X  11113

Symantec, www.symantec.com/en/uk, £39.99
Will so little Mac malware, the problem Symantec will face is convincing people to part with £39.99 (followed by £24.99 per year), especially when there are a 
number of free, less polished alternatives. If you do want NAV protection, for an extra tenner you might be better buying Norton Internet Security 5 for Mac.
Pros: Easy to install and use; slick user interface; automatic updating
Cons: No firewall; functionally similar to free alternatives

SyncMate Expert  Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/HXgLBU     11111

Eltima, mac.eltima.com, $39.95 (£25)
Lion has brought us iCloud, but does your Mac’s data still feel trapped? Apple’s improvements make transferring images and music between devices easy, but it’s 
difficult to sync data with other devices and services. So, lets raise a glass to SyncMate – a tool that works around Apple’s efforts to hold data hostage.
Pros: Supports multiple device platforms; frees data including images and tunes
Cons: Default licence is only for two Macs

Desktop 8 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/VoCSZF    11111

Parallels, www.parallels.com/uk, £64.99, £34.99 upgrade
Although it’s more expensive than Fusion 5, Desktop 8 has an edge in 3D performance and in the way it integrates Windows programs into the Mac operating 
system, so people who need to use Windows software on a regular basis will find that it’s well worth that little bit extra.
Pros: Improved performance and ever-tighter integration with the Mac OS
Cons: More expensive than Fusion

Fusion 5 Macworld.co.uk review: bit.ly/QAKsfa    11111

VMware, www.vmware.com/uk, £39.99
When it comes to the basic task of running Windows on a Mac, then Fusion 5 still performs very well and is easy to use. And, at just £39.99, it’s also the more 
affordable option than Parallels (above) for people who only need to use Windows software every now and then.
Pros: Good performance for routine computing tasks with Windows software; cheaper than Parallels Desktop
Cons: Gaming performance could still be improved 
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Pro show: We salute the mightiest Macs of all time

Mac towers of power

I n the absence of a hulking Mac 
Pro, we look back at Apple’s finest 
professional Macs. Today some pro 

Mac users are happy with a flimsy bit of 
aluminium like the MacBook Air. Wimps. 
We demand something that looks like it 
contains a nuclear reactor. It needs to 
be bigger than a suitcase, hotter than a 
barbeque and noisier than a drag car. 
Yes, something like the Power Mac G5.

Apple I The Apple I’s users didn’t 
work in Final Cut, Aperture or Adobe 
Creative Suite. Indeed they would have 
fainted at the very thought of MacPaint. 
Its users might have spent most of their 
time in their bedrooms, but the Apple I 
was certainly big enough to qualify for 
tower status and was so open to user 
tinkering you had to build the case 
yourself from bits of wood.

Apple IIgs 1986’s Apple IIgs was the 
first Apple computer to nail the deep-box 
look, and allowed you to swap in and out 
various third-party expansions, including 
8MB of RAM and a processor upgrade 
that pumped iron at 18MHz!

Lisa At $10,000 the pre-Mac Lisa was 
Apple’s most expensive computer and 
was aimed at large businesses. So far 
so pro. Sadly that’s where it’s pro Mac 
credentials fade away as it was a closed 
all-in-one system that looked like ET’s 
head rather than an Imperial Walker from 
Star Wars. And it was named after a girl!

Mac II The original Mac looked too 
friendly to be a professional machine. 
It had a goofy smile and said Hello. We 
had to wait three years before we got 
the super-expandable Mac II that came 
in a case, the size of a Christmas hamper. 

It boasted six NuBus slots for extra bits 
and pieces, such as a new graphics card 
that could display colours. If you wanted 
one with 1MB of RAM and a 40MB hard 
disk it would set you back $5,500. The 
IIx and IIcx were in a smaller box with just 

three NuBus slots but still cost a small 
fortune. The IIfx was the Daddy of the 
pro Macs, costing a minimum of $12,000 
and accommodating two floppy drives 
and eight high-speed 64-pin RAM slots.

Quadra Frank Casanova, who sported 
a curious Brian May-like head of hair, 
was the brains behind the IIfx, and his 
Quadra range continued the pro features 
but expanded vertically in tower fashion 
– starting with the Quadra 700. 

The name Quadra was in part chosen 
from the major quadriceps muscle group 
to show off its strength. The mighty 900 
had three internal bays and stood 18.6 
inches high – a sequoia among saplings. 

Power Mac The Power Mac 8500 was 
big but, at a mere 15 inches in height, 
no match for the Quadra 900. Even the 
9500 measured just 17 inches tall, but it 
was the most expandable Mac yet, with 
six PCI slots and seven internal drive 
bays. Seven! Today Apple hates users 
tinkering under the bonnet. The 9500 

The super-expandable 
Macintosh II came in a 
beige case, the size of 
a Christmas hamper

didn’t even ship with a graphics card. 
You had to add your own.

The later 9600 came in a new-look 
case, which at 9.7 inches was the widest 
Mac tower ever, and was the easiest to 
get inside to add up to six drives, 12 
memory chips and six PCI cards.

The Blue & White Power Mac G3 came 
in easy-to-open iMac-like coloured 
polycarbonate. The Apple logo was 
squeezed in between the giant G and 3 
(G43) lettering and reminded many of 
Mickey Mouse – starting baseless 
rumours about Disney buying Apple.

While it looked nice this was the 
beginning of the end for the tower Mac. 
The G3 had just four RAM slots, and 
no SCSI. The graphite-coloured (later 
Quicksilver) Power Mac G4 boasted 
internal FireWire, two separate USB 
buses and up to 1.5GB of RAM. A later 
‘Mirrored Doors’ Power Mac G4 was 
so noisy it was nicknamed “Windtunnel”, 
gaining extra pro points.

G5/Mac Pro The now moribund Mac 
Pro’s aluminium design was little 
changed from 2003’s G5 and, at 20.1in, 
was the tallest Mac tower yet. You could 
take the side off and use it as the roof to 
a small building. The G5 ran so hot that 
the case was divided into four separate 
thermal zones, each with its own cooling 
system. Its nine fans allowed you to 
pretend you worked on the deck of an 
aircraft carrier in a state of emergency.

With Jony Ive making everything cool, 
quiet and rigidly closed, I fear the next 
generation of pro Mac is unlikely to be 
as huge, hot and noisy as these majestic 
beasts, although rest assured the prices 
will be just as astronomical.

Spotlight     By Simon Jary
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AluCup™
The high-design home for 
your iPhone or iPad Mini 
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